PARENTS, students and educationists from all over the country have been invited to a Soweto meeting aimed at finding a solution to the education crisis.

Originally scheduled for tomorrow, the meeting will now be held at Ipelegeng Community Centre this afternoon from 2pm.

Soweto Parents' Committee spokesperson Sipho Sepamla appealed to all parents' committees and student bodies to attend the meeting to draft a memorandum which will include the students' grievances.

"Most townships have formed parent and student bodies. We now need to unite as one force to make representations to the Education Minister," said Mr Sepamla.

The East Rand and Soweto parents' committees have held a series of meetings in the past four weeks and agreed on a national parents' and students' meeting, he said.

"We have to meet urgently - the schools will open early in January," Mr Sepamla said.
Boycotts will continue ‘if 11 not released’

TIME is running out for the release of 11 Port Elizabeth members of the Congress of South African Students if the schools boycott is to be called off next month, Miss Brenda Badela, national organiser of Cosas, said today.

Only a few days after her release from two months in detention, she said “Cosas wants those people released now so we can start negotiating the boycott situation — whether we are going to call for an end to it, or to continue.”

Miss Badela said Cosas would continue with the call to boycott black schools in Port Elizabeth if the 11 were not released.

A national meeting of the Crisis in Education Committee, set up by parents, students and representatives of student, civic, church and women’s organisations and the trade unions, would be held in Johannesburg on Sunday to discuss the national education deadlock.

Miss Badela said: “It is good to be out of detention. We are free but what about the others? They should be released as well.”

She said she heard for the first time this week that her home was hit by two petrol bombs.

Her father, Mr Mono Badela, was detained for 41 days and released in early December.

Also released with Miss Badela were Mr Tamie Skosana, secretary of the PE branch of Cosas, and Miss Buyiswa Hlazo, an executive member.

Miss Badela said the two non-executive members still in detention were Miss Pamela Daniels of Newell High School, who was detained on November 1, and Miss Tando Vinjwe of Itembhelihle High School, detained three weeks ago.
237 PE black matric passes so far
Post Reporter

MATRICULATION results released so far by the Department of Education and Training show that fewer than 260 black pupils who wrote the examinations in Port Elizabeth have passed.

Further results may be released later.

The names of the candidates are not to be published as a result of requests by parents who fear that pupils who wrote the examination may be victimised.

A total of 237 pupils at seven schools in Port Elizabeth's black townships passed the examination.

It could not be established how many candidates wrote the examination or how many were eligible.

The following is a breakdown of passes at various schools:
Tamsanqua Junior Secondary School three,
Kwezi Lomso Senior Secondary School 25,
Loyiso Senior Secondary School 41,
Kwa-zakhele Senior Secondary School 39,
Hembellle Senior Secondary School 37,
Newell Senior Secondary School 40 and
Cowen Senior Secondary School 41.

Colour: a school's matriculation results are expected to be released this week.
Cosas dissociates itself from stoning of buses in PE areas

By JIMMY MATYU and CATHY SCHNEIL

THE Port Elizabeth branch of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) today dissociated itself from acts of violence and stoning of buses in the Port Elizabeth black townships.

Cosas, however, criticised the "provocative" presence of armoured police vehicles and the activities of the security police for their continued detention of Cosas members.

During the past three afternoons the bus service into the townships has been curtailed because of unrest.

Mr Carl Coetzee, the managing director of Port Elizabeth Tramways, said today the services to four townships were curtailed on a day-to-day basis during the past three days. Yesterday afternoon, four bus drivers were injured when their vehicles were stoned.

However, normal bus services to the townships were resumed today.

According to Mr Coetzee, the buses damaged by stone-throwing rioters were fitted with stronger types of glass windows.

He said damage amounted to about R100 000. About 1000 windows were smashed in recent incidents. Of these 150 were windscreens, which clearly indicated an intention to injure the drivers, he said.

Over the past three days alone, 119 windows were smashed. On Sunday, 35 windows were shattered, on Monday 55 and yesterday 29 — including nine windscreen.

Mr Coetzee said that while he did not want to speak for his drivers, it was pretty obvious they were all nervous of driving through the townships.

In a statement today, Mr Vuyani Vena, a Cosas executive member, said: "We are surprised our office has lately not received any reports of stone-throwing incidents.

"We only hear about these when we read about them in the Press."

Mr Vena said Cosas had made it clear in the past, and wished to repeat, that it was against any form of violence.

"I hope our parents will understand that Cosas has nothing to do with their present plight," he said.

Many commuters expressed shock and anger yesterday when they found taxis ferrying them from the township perimeters to their destinations in Zwane, Soweto and Vreplaas being turned away by police.

- A South African Police Public Relations Department spokesman in Pretoria said only three isolated incidents of stone-throwing in New Brighton had been reported.
A RECORD number of white candidates have passed the 1984 Cape Senior Certificate examination, but this year’s failure rate was slightly higher than last year’s, according to a Cape Education Department spokesman.

This year, 14 005 (or 91.69 percent) of the 15 309 candidates who wrote the exam under the Cape Education Department passed.

The failure rate was 8.31 percent, slightly higher than last year’s 7.96 percent of a field of 14 646 candidates.

The number of A aggregates this year was 407, fewer than last year’s 470. Eleven pupils received an A for each of their six subjects this year, but their names have not yet been released.

Pupils who took the matriculation exemption course numbered 8 146. Of these, 6 323 (or 77.68 percent) were successful. Those who will be granted exemptions form 41.34 percent of the total number of candidates.

Schools in the Peninsula whose pupils did particularly well in the exams include D F Malan High School, with 15 A aggregates (21 last year), Rondebosch Boys’ High with 13; Westerford High School with 12 (21 last year), and Herzlia High School with ten (16 last year).

**Fish Hoek**

Twelve pupils from the Paul Roos Gymnasium in Stellenbosch received A aggregates, while Paarl Boys’ High had nine pupils with A aggregates.

Durbanville High School had 11 pupils with A aggregates, while Rustenberg Girls’ High and Fish Hoek each had eight pupils with A aggregates.

Paarl Gymnasium High School, which last year had 18 A aggregate passes this year had only one A aggregate pass. Gymnasium were third on the Cape Province list with 11.

Their arch rivals, Paarl Boys’ High School, secured nine A aggregate passes this year, against eight in 1983.

Black pupils’ Senior Certificate results are expected to be out before Christmas, while coloured and Indian results should be out before New Year, according to spokesmen for the various departments.

Results, pages 10-14
THE URBAN Councils Association of SA is determined to have civic government introduced as a subject at black schools.

They intend making formal recommendations to the Department of Education and Training soon.

Civic, church and student organisations are against the move.

DET PRO Job Schoeman said Ucasa had made an informal request to them about the matter.

"We receive such requests from time to time to fit in certain subjects in our syllabuses. If we can, we accommodate such topics in the existing syllabuses," he said.

The reason for Ucasa's move is the anti-community council attitude of black people. Ucasa has blamed this opposition on the "lack of education" about the functions of local authorities.

"To make our education meaningful to our needs, civic government must be introduced as an examination subject," said Ucasa president Steve Kgame.

"Local authorities will always be there, whether we have a white or black government. People must be informed about the essential services provided by such bodies."

Mr Kgame was supported by Dobsonville mayor and Ucasa colleague Don Mmesi.

"Not today," was the response of Soweto Civic Association chairman Nthato Motlana.

"The introduction of such a subject will be very valuable in a country where those affected will play a meaningful role."

"In South Africa it will be meaningless."

Wits University's Black Students' Society president Chris Ngobe said:

"We reject the introduction of this subject because it will be used to safeguard the interests of councillors. "It is an attempt to co-opt our people," he said.
CRADOCK — Unrest in Cradock would cease if the Department of Education reinstated two schoolteachers, Mr Matthew Goniwe and Mr Ford Calata, their families said yesterday.

Immediately after Monday's meeting the two teachers mailed applications to the department, their families said. Neither teacher may be quoted.

Mrs Goniwe said she was sure her husband's reinstatement would "bring an end to the troubles here."

Mrs Laiza Calata, wife of Mr Ford Calata, said if the Department of Education reinstated the two community leaders, "the problem of unrest in Cradock will be solved."

She said it was more important than anything to solve the situation in Cradock "because people want things to go back to normal." — SAPA.
Militarisation under fire

BLOEMFONTEIN — Militarisation in schools came under fire during the application of a teacher to the Board of Religious Objection in Bloemfontein yesterday.

Mr R G Barnett (28), who applied for alternative service said he had spent 10 months in Brazil doing missionary work among teenagers and had been shocked on his return at the increased militarisation of South African schools.

The board questioned whether he was confusing militarisation with regimentation, but Mr Barnett said that as youth preparedness programmes and cadets were organised by the SA Defence Force he considered it militarisation.

His non-violent stand had been influenced by unnecessary violence towards civilians he had seen while engaged in combat on the Angolan border.

Mr Barnett, who is also a member of the inter-denominational Rosebank Union Church, expressed sadness at the way people objecting on moral as opposed to religious grounds were treated.

His application was granted as was that of Mr B R Poppleton (26), also a member of the Rosebank Union Church.

Mr Poppleton, who spent three months doing missionary work in Kenya, said he objected to contributing to the “war machine” and wished to devote his life to the reconciliation of man to God.

Mr J M L Klopper was classified as a religious objector refusing to carry arms and Mr Rolfe Eberhard as objector refusing to participate in any military force.

The board continues its sitting today. — Own Correspondent.
Black parents preparing to meet Minister

By Chris More

Parent committees in black townships throughout the country are preparing for a crucial meeting with the Deputy Minister of Education and Training, Mr Sam de Beer next Monday in an attempt to resolve the education impasse.

Parents have urged the Deputy Minister and his department to show a willingness to resolve the problems in black education.

The meeting is to be held at the Magister Building, Pretoria at 9 am.

The Deputy Minister, in consenting to the meeting, acknowledged the contribution made by the Soweto Parents’ Committee at earlier talks.

The purpose of the meeting is to draft a fully representative Students Representative Council (SRC) constitution that will be acceptable to all parties.

All people and organisations with an interest in black education are invited, including two students from the department’s seven regions who will be elected by fellow students by secret ballot.

At a joint meeting of parents’ committees held at the Ipelegeng Community Centre in Jabavu, Soweto at the weekend, it was unanimously agreed that a fully representative delegation meet the Deputy Minister and his party.

This delegation would include parent bodies, community organisations and student representatives. The decision is in line with the agreement between the Deputy Minister and the Soweto Parents’ Committee at a meeting in Pretoria on November 23.

A resolution adopted at the weekend meeting read: “The parents’ committees wish to restate as well that the lives of our children are at stake here and would wish that no further loss of life is caused in January by reopening schools without resolving the issue.

“In the light of the call for a black Christmas because of the more than 161 people who have died in the last few months, we as parents are prepared to work around the clock to produce a constitution before the end of the year to save our children from death.”
Rehiring of teachers seen as solution

Post Reporter

UNREST in Cradock would cease if the Department of Education reinstated Mr Matthew Goniwe and Mr Ford Calata, families of the teachers said.

Yesterday Mr M C W Merbold, Regional Director of Education and Training for the Cape, met representatives of Cradock organizations, including the Residents' Association, which Mr Goniwe chaired.

After the meeting he was reported to have said that the teachers should apply for reinstatement. He indicated that he would recommend their appointments, reports said.

Mr Merbold could not be reached for comment.

The move to transfer Mr Goniwe to Graaff-Reinet sparked the current schools' boycott which started in February.

Immediately after yesterday's meeting, the two teachers mailed applications to the department, their families said. (Neither teacher may be quoted.)

Mrs Nyameka Goniwe said the meeting was fruitful and Mr Merbold was prepared to help her husband in his application.

"If they turn down his application, there is nothing we can do but to accept it, but we wish that they reinstate him," Mrs Goniwe said.

Mrs Laura Calata, wife of Mr Ford Calata, said that if the Department of Education and Training reinstated the two community leaders, the problem of unrest in Cradock would be solved.

"In fact the delegation has long been struggling to see the Minister himself rather than Mr Merbold, who is now acting as intermediary between the Cradock community and Pretoria," she said.
Pupil's action dismissed

By LINDA ENSOR

THE urgent application brought by the
mother of a KwaZulu secondary school
pupil for an order for a new set of Standard
Nine exams at her son's school in January,
was "misconceived", a Rand Supreme
Court judge said yesterday.

The application, brought by Mrs Elizabeth Dubelani Zwane on Friday, against
the Minister of Education and Training Dr
Gerrit Viljoen, was dismissed by Mr Justice G Coetzee.

Mrs Zwane requested on behalf of her
son, Eric, that the decision by departmental
officials to hold end of year exams in
November, instead of January, be set
aside.

She contended that the decision — taken
after weeks of school unrest — was "arbi-

She also requested an order directing the
Minister to arrange for new exams to be
held in January for Standard Nine pupils at
Nkumbula Secondary School.

Mr Justice Coetzee found that depart-
ment officials had acted in good faith in
cancelling the January exams. There was
no argument to prove that they had acted
in bad faith.

They had cancelled the exams, he said,
after receiving numerous requests from
parents and pupils who felt that school
sessions would have been forgotten by the
time exams were held in January.

It was also felt that pupils would not
study over the festive season.

Ninety-four percent of the Standard
Nine pupils at Nkumbula Secondary
School wrote the November exams.
Meeting to discuss SRCs

By THELMA TUCH
Education Reporter

PARENTS and pupils are to meet today to evaluate a Student Representative Council (SRC) constitution drafted by the Soweto Parents Committee (SPC) and other organisations.

The acting secretary of the SPC, Mr. Isaac Mogase, said yesterday that about 260 delegates representing pupils and parents from all the provinces were expected to attend the meeting in Soweto.

He said the main purpose of the meeting was for delegates to evaluate the SRC constitution, but other aspects of the black educational crisis would also be discussed.

"If the SRC constitution is approved, it will then be handed to the Department of Education and Training," he said.

Last month the department invited pupils, teachers, parents and other interested bodies to send in their proposals for an SRC constitution.

This followed the rejection by boycotting pupils of the SRC constitution drawn up by the DET.

Another issue to be discussed today is the refusal of the University of Zululand in Ngwo to re-admit 293 students next year.

Most of these students are reported to be members of the Azanian Students Organisation (AZAO).

The university was closed earlier this year because of unrest.
High jump rescued mayor

CHAOS broke out at Kama Lower Primary School in Port Elizabeth this week and forced Kayamnandi mayor Norman Kaulela to flee from a group of 20 youths.

Mr Maulela teaches at New Brighton Higher Primary School, which is separated by a fence from Kama School.

Police spokesman Gerrie van Rooyen confirmed that Mr Kaulela was involved in an incident at the school.

He said a group of youths went to New Brighton Higher Primary School in the morning and asked for Mr Kaulela.

"But the mayor — who had been there seconds before the youths entered — could not be found," he said.

Col Van Rooyen said Mr Kaulela had hurried to the nearby Kama School. The youths followed him there.

The police were called, but by the time they arrived, the youths had already dispersed. No damage had been caused.

Col Van Rooyen could not confirm allegations that a shot had been fired.

An eyewitness told City Press that when the youths arrived at the school, Mr Kaulela rushed with a bench towards the fence separating the two schools.

"I watched him placing the bench against the fence and using it to climb over. At one stage his trousers seemed to get caught in the fence. He eventually managed to climb over," said the eyewitness.

"The youths saw him and chased him. I heard a shot before he disappeared into the Kama principal's office."

When the pupils at Kama Lower Primary School saw Mr Kaulela running, heard the shot and saw the youths armed with stones, iron rods and sticks, they also started running in fear, City Press was told.

Another eyewitness said a teacher at the school talked to the youths, who then left shouting that Mr Kaulela should resign from teaching if he continued as mayor.

The Kama pupils were then sent home.

Police arrived in two hippos after the youths had left.

City Press has been unable to contact Mr Kaulela for comment.

There is a total class boycott by pupils at Mr Kaulela's school.
A "sympathy" exam boycott backfired this week — while matric pupils stayed away in protest against a colleague’s detention, he was writing the exam himself unaware of the boycott.

The matric pupils at Tlokwe State School in Ikageng township near Potchefstroom refused to write their exam until colleague Vukile Enoch Adonis was released.

But behind the scenes, Potchefstroom North Circuit school inspector P Wiese was making arrangements for Mr Adonis to write.

Mr Adonis is now the only matric pupil who has written all the examination papers, including the maths paper.

By DAN Dlamini

his classmates missed this week.

His mother, Mirriam Adonis, said the circuit inspector made special arrangements after she had asked her employer to take up his case.

Mr Wiese confirmed that he made arrangements for Mr Adonis to write, "and he did."

He said he tried to persuade other pupils to write, but they refused.

The school has been under police guard day and night since Mr Adonis was arrested there earlier this week.

Meanwhile, ten Potch pupils have been charged with public violence and will appear in court on November 27.

They are Phillip Motsumai, 19, Lourens maphosa, 18, Joseph Mokoena, 22, Essau Senokoanyane, 20, Daniel Relekgetho, 18, Matthews Legoate, 18, Cyril Maphosa, 20, Kingsley Moleko, 25, Paulos Motsane, 20, and Wilson Pheto, 18.
Violence and Vengeance Stalk Those Who Disagree With Students backing the Boycott

Thousands of black pupils are writing their exile examinations by torchlight on the day that the heads of the main opposing factions behind the June 16th protest were expelled from the University of the Witwatersrand. A week earlier, the student leader, a former student leader, was shot dead in what appeared to be a politically motivated murder.

A week on, the government was considering proposals for new examinations at the University of the Witwatersrand, the University of the South, the University of the North, and the University of the West. The proposals were for a two-year feasibility study of black student organizations to examine the role of black student organizations in the educational system.
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Violence and Vengeance Stalk Those Who Disagree With Students backing the Boycott
In a recent interview shortly before he was detained, Makgoba, a matric student at an Alexandra school, has not attended classes regularly since February. One of the leading proponents of the classroom boycott which has affected black schools around the country, he would like to have completed his matric this year.

"But those who are writing are being unfair to our demands, and I will not write until next year," he said.

After that he plans to go to university to study African writing.

"Education is important for all, but with us even if you have matric you are a semi-skilled person," he said bitterly.

Unlike Azasm, Cosas caters only for secondary school pupils. Its main demand is still the election of student representative councils - but the elections must take place on their terms rather than those drawn up by the government.

Referring to the recent offer by Co-operation, Development and Training Minister Gerrit Viljoen to allow SRCs, Makgoba acknowledged this was a concession from the government.

"They have never before thought of giving an African child an SRC," he said.

He was less conciliatory about the Cosas-Azasm split than his Azasm counterpart.

"We can't go along with Azasm because of their rejection of the Freedom Charter. I can't see us ever working together," he said.
Pledge to aid black pupils to make up lost time

By CATHY SCHMELL

Steps will be taken to normalise education next year in areas where schooling had been disrupted by boycotts.

This pledge was made today by Mr G Merbold, regional director of the Department of National Education and Training in the Cape.

Matric pupils who failed or did not write their exams would be allowed to write them in May-June next year.

There would also be extended school hours for pupils from Std 9 to Std 11.

Pupils at schools where no internal examinations were written due to the boycotts would be allowed to write in February.

The areas affected are Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, Grahamstown, Port Alfred and Graaff-Reinet. Other areas of the Cape Province will not be affected by these new measures.

Mr Merbold said these steps had been taken in the interest of the education of the child "to give him the full opportunity to continue his studies uninterrupted and not to lose out on a whole academic career on account of a situation beyond his control".

Education was the key to success and no child could afford to lose a whole year, he said.

Mr Merbold's statement said:

• Pupils from Sub A to Std 9 would be allowed to write their examinations during the first three weeks of February.

• School would start on January 9, and for the rest of the month classes would be conducted to catch up on part of the syllabus not covered in 1984 and general revision for the exams.

• The academic year for 1985 would start on March 1. In order to make up for lost time the normal school day would be extended.

• All promotions and schedules would be done during the last week of February.

• Matric pupils who did not write this month and those who failed, who wished to write their exams in May-June next year, would have to enrol before January 11.

• Pupils who opted to enrol before October 26 for the mid-year examination would not have to re-enrol.

• Provision to assist matric pupils in their preparations for the mid-year exam would be made if desired by the pupils.

Mr Merbold said pupils were still staying away at some schools in Port Elizabeth and Graaff-Reinet. There was still a total stayaway at all schools in Port Alfred and Grahamstown.
‘Black pupils will soon lead the education race’

Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — More black than white pupils will be passing their matriculation examinations and launching themselves towards top careers within the next few years, the National Manpower Commission has forecast.

The number of new black matriculants will almost double during the next decade as blacks race ahead of whites in the education stakes.

Dramatic white decline

And the surge of black school successes will come as the number of new white matriculants goes into a dramatic decline caused by a shrinkage in the size of average white families which began in recent years.

Dr Hennie Reynders, chairman of the commission, said the radical swing in traditional patterns should be regarded by employers as an early alert to the changes in thinking that will be needed in recruitment and training in industry and commerce.

The black lead in the production of matriculants from the current crop of primary schoolchildren will be running into thousands inside the next 10 years.

Nosedive in 1990s

The number of new white matriculants is on course to increase to 61 500 next year, to peak at 55 300 in 1990, and then go into a nosedive.

By 1995 the white total will have shrunk to about 43 900 and by the year 2 000 will be down to 43 700.

In contrast the black total will accelerate from about 34 800 next year to 49 900 in 1990, 64 300 in 1995, and as high as 77 900 at the turn of the century.
Matric results show quality of black education is slipping

Despite vigorous attempts by the Department of Education and Training (DET) to improve the quality of black education, the downward trend in black matric results has not been halted and the failure rate last year was even higher than in 1982.

This is the conclusion of Dr Ken Hartshorne, a former director of education planning at the DET and member of the Delange Commission.

Writing in a recent edition of Indicator South Africa, a publication issued by the Centre for Applied Social Sciences at the University of Natal, Dr Hartshorne said the 1983 matric results showed that black education had deteriorated further and its quality was "put at an even greater risk".

Dr Hartshorne pointed out that in 1978, 76 percent of black Standard 10 candidates had passed their examinations. By 1982 this figure had dropped to 50.8 percent and in 1983 the situation deteriorated further and only 48.3 percent of the candidates passed.

Of the 4,407 successful candidates last year 93.5 percent achieved an E aggregate; 35.4 percent a D; 45.6 percent a C; 9.5 percent a B and one candidate from Gazankulu had an A-aggregate symbol.

Last year 22.8 percent of white candidates passed their examinations while 86.7 percent of Indians and 71.3 percent of Coloured candidates passed.

Dr Hartshorne said there was a marked sag in quality and standards in black education and that, while one out of every two white and Indian pupils who passed gained matriculation exemption, only one out of five coloured and black pupils achieved the same standard.

In 1978, 33 percent of black Standard 10 pupils achieved matriculation exemptions and by 1982 this figure had dropped to 10.5 percent. Last year 9.9 percent - the lowest percentage in more than 20 years - gained matriculation exemptions.

Dr Hartshorne attributed this drop in quality and standards to a "crisis in the teaching force".

This crisis, he said, was brought on by the expansion of pupils in senior secondary school classes. The "poor competency" of both teachers and pupils in English, now the medium of instruction at secondary schools, has also contributed to the deterioration of black education, he said.

"Tomorrow: Is Black education being used as a "soft target" for political gain? Definitely, says the DET."
INDIAN pupils who wrote their matric at government schools are out-performing their white counterparts — mostly former Transvaal Education Department pupils — in at least one faculty at the University of the Witwatersrand.

A confidential report by the university shows that from 1980 to 1982, Indian students who wrote the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) matric, achieved better results in the Faculty of Science than those who passed the Transvaal Education Department (TED) matric exams.

And the Indian students, whose standard of schooling is generally regarded to be inferior to that of whites, have also performed better than students who wrote the Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) exam.

The JMB curriculum is said to be the country’s toughest school-leaving test, and is adopted by most private schools.

The Wits finding, based on an intensive study by an ad-hoc committee of four of the university’s academics, comes in the wake of disclosures by the Sunday Express that the TED, which covers almost all white schools in the Transvaal, fiddled last year’s matric results.

The result was that hundreds of additional distinctions were awarded to pupils who did not earn them.

The disclosures set off a storm in education circles and led to a top-level inquiry by the TED, which admitted that discrepancies had taken place.

Stringent

As a result, the JMB, which oversees all matric examining bodies in South Africa, introduced more stringent controls to its marking procedures to prevent TED examiners from awarding inflated marks again.

The Wits survey shows that in spite of TED schools scoring a record number of distinctions — most of their English students opt to study at Wits — Indians swept the boards in the university’s third-year science course, and again almost toppled results in the four-year course.

In the three-year course (1980-1982) the report shows that of 69 Indian students who registered over the four years, 39 (56%) passed their final year, compared with a 51% pass rate for JMB students (66 out of 130), 50% for Natal students (15 out of 30), 65% for TED students (250 out of 375), 30% for Cape students (8 out of 22) and 5% for coloured students (one out of 22).

If it shows that 39 students from the Free State and other areas, seven (25%) passed. Thirteen Indian students (20%), compared with a 62% pass rate for TED students, 52% (252) of Cape students, 52% (8) of JMB students and 10% (three) of Natal students.

These results, said the report, show that the Indian (DIA) students had the best pass rate.

In addition, fewer Indians (four) cancelled their course, compared to 69 TED students (57) again topped the list, followed by Indian students (eight), Cape students (six) and NSC students (five).

A total of 100 TED students (35%) failed, compared to seven Natal students (50%), three Cape students (45%) and 22 Indian students (30%).

And the report: “It is worth noting that the JMB, Indian and NSC students performed better than the rest.”

Academics concerned with the report’s findings declined to comment.

But education experts said the results reflected poorly on the credibility of the results and overall achievements of TED matriculants.

Distinctions

They point out that the Transvaal has for years posted the best matric results in the country.

Last year, 123 matric pupils got six distinctions each, 140 got five, and of the 26,000 candidates who wrote the examination, 56% obtained university entrance (a 45% pass mark).

“The best are not so far the furthest,” said one academic. “University results will be even more disastrous.”

The interim report on the performance of Wits’ science faculty was compiled by an ad-hoc committee consisting of Professor A S Howard of the department of chemistry, Professor G A Pyton, Mr R D Leyton of the department of physics, Mr Peter Fridjian of the department of statistics.

The report was submitted to the under-graduate committee of the faculty of science, which studied its findings and later commissioned further investigations.

THE CLASS OF 1980: ONLY 25% WILL MAKE IT

In a separate survey, the report revealed the extent of the dropout rate at the University of the Witwatersrand.

It focused on students who registered in a particular year — 1980 — and charted their progress.

Of 292 three-year students, 119 (45%) cancelled their registration by the end of 1983 without completing a BSc, while less than half — 114 (44%) graduated with at least a BSc.

Twenty-five students were "limping" but still active, which meant that a maximum of only 54% could eventually graduate.

In the case of four-year students who enrolled in 1980, 118 out of 183 — 76% — had cancelled their registration by the end of last year.

Only 20 (13%) had graduated, and 19 (12%) were within reach of obtaining a degree.

Thus, said the report, only 25% of students who started in the faculty of science in 1980 would eventually graduate.
Pupils reject Govt's offer

By THELMA TUCH

ATTERIDGEVILLE secondary school pupils have rejected the Government's offer for them to write exams in January next year, and will automatically fail the year.

The chief liaison officer for the Department of Co-operation, Development and Education, Mr Job Schoeman, said yesterday that pupils were not interested in the special tuition programmes to help them catch up on work lost when the schools were closed.

The department closed the six secondary schools in May this year after prolonged boycotts, but reopened them at the end of August.

To make up for time lost "Operation Catch-Up" was implemented - an extended school day, Saturday morning tuition and an extended school year.

Pupils were given the chance to write their exams in January next year, but they have indicated to the authorities that they will not be "ready" to do so, Mr Schoeman said.

Like all black schools countrywide, the Atteridgeville secondary schools will close today for the holidays, and all pupils concerned will fail the year.

School stayaways continued yesterday in the Vaal Triangle, six East Rand townships and the Eastern Cape.
Atteridgeville students must repeat standard

ATTERIDGEVILLE pupils from the six strife-torn schools in the area will have to mark time by repeating their classes next year, Mr Edgar Posselt, DET spokesman said.

This announcement comes after the schools were surprisingly closed on Friday for the December holidays, when initially they were to close on December 21 to enable students to catch up with their syllabi and write exams later in the month.

Mr Posselt said the Department reached this decision after consultation with the parties involved.

He said it was established that high school pupils were not prepared to sit for examinations this year, making it difficult for the department to carry out its initial plans.

However, this decision exempts matric pupils who will write as private candidates next year.

The six schools are: Dr W F Nkomo, D H Peta, Flavius Mareka, Hofmeyer, Saulsville and Saulridge.

The department also announced that a "preliminary investigation with a view of normalising the education system in the Vaal" has been launched.

An outside authority, Professor Tjaart van der Walt, rector of the Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education, will conduct the investigation.
Of human wastage

Fears that school boycotts would reduce the number of blacks sitting this year's matriculation examinations have been proved wrong. The Department of Education and Training says that of the record 85 000 matriculants registered this year only 900 boycotted the exams.

Since 1978 there has been a five-fold increase in the number of black matriculants and the trend is expected to continue rising. A recent survey by the National Manpower Commission (NMC) forecast the total of black matric passes will more than double by the end of the century.

The number of White matriculants will decline after peaking at 55 000 in 1990, as a result of the shift towards smaller families which started in the Seventies.

Unfortunately, the latest batch of black matriculants seems bound to swell the ranks of the unemployed even further — despite the fact that there is still a shortage of skilled labour.

In the engineering sector alone, there is an acute shortage of technical manpower. In 1982, the President of the SA Institution of Civil Engineers, Charles Skeen, predicted, "at least 500 graduate engineers and 1 000 civil engineering technicians will have to be trained each year to meet demands. The profession is currently training only half that number and SA has produced fewer than 20 graduated black civil engineers."

Lente Louw-Bradbury, a consultant for the Engineering Careers and Education Project (ECEP), maintains that in-house company "bridging programmes" have not been successful since they are primarily geared to making up the deficit in education. "The private sector must deal with the root cause of the problem and be-

Continued on page 51

come increasingly involved at school level with non-formal training programmes," she says.

However, despite the initiatives of the ECEP and other organisations, a major stumbling block for black advancement in the field of engineering and technology remains the widespread belief that the "product" is not up to par. The "product" coming out of the present system is inferior. Improving the quality of education should be the catalyst for giving blacks greater access to the economy — at all levels. This is highlighted by the disastrously low matric university exemption pass rate. Between 1978 and 1983, the numbers obtaining exemption increased from 3 238 to 7 108 — but the percentage pass rate plunged from 33% to under 10%.

Similarly, the human wastage in black education is a major cause for concern. Most of the 1,7m pupils under the DIETs umbrella leave school without the most basic "learning package" only 5% — some 290 000 — reach secondary school.

"Economically, this means a great loss of human potential," says Pat O'Malley, chairman of the Sullivan Code companies' task force on black education. "Governmentally it makes the task of administration and political development much harder."
Reef pupil in court action over exams

By LINDA ENSOR

A PUPIL at a KwaThema Secondary School was prejudiced by the "arbitrary and capricious" decision to hold the end-of-year examinations in November instead of in January, it was submitted in the Rand Supreme Court yesterday.

The mother of Standard Nine pupil Eric Zwane brought an urgent application against the Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen.

Mrs Elizabeth Dubeleni Zwane, of Kume Street, KwaThema, requested an order directing the Minister to arrange for an examination to be held at Nkumbula Secondary School in January.

The application was opposed by the Minister's legal representatives, partly on the grounds that pupils and parents themselves had requested that the exams be held in November instead of January.

In paper before the court, Mrs Zwane said pupils at Eric's school had been told by their headmaster to go home on October 2 when pupils from other schools arrived at Nkumbula and demanded that pupils at the school join in a march.

Eric went home and "owing to the general unrest and fear of intimidation, reports of which were received on a daily basis, he was afraid to return to school".

In his affidavit Eric said these reports — from classmates and friends — were "to the effect that no one was attending school and that anyone who did so would be 'dealt with'."

It was "totally unsafe" to go to school in this climate, Eric said.

Continuing with her sworn statement, Mrs Zwane said Eric received a departmental circular on October 30 saying pupils in standards six to nine would be allowed to write exams from January 7 to 18 on condition they returned to school on or before October 26.

He received the circular too late and, as the unrest persisted, he only returned to school on November 12.

A further circular dated November 7 informed parents that pupils in standards six to nine would write internal exams early in 1985.

She submitted that the departmental decision to bar all pupils from the January exams if they did not attend school from October 26 to November 12 was "arbitrary and capricious and not in accordance with the tenets of natural justice".

Officials of the department alleged in opposing affidavits that KwaThema school pupils had voted overwhelmingly at a mass meeting on November 20 in favour of writing the exams in November instead of January.

Parents had also requested that this be done and 91 of the 99 pupils in Eric's standard wrote the November exams, it was alleged.

Mr Diederik Scholtz, Regional Director of Education for the Highveld, said in an affidavit he had acted in the best interests of the pupils and in accordance with their wishes in cancelling the January exams.

Mr Justice G Coetzee will pass judgment on Monday.
Good pass rate means less jobs

Mercer Reporter

THE GOOD pass rate in this year's senior certificate examinations is already posing an even bigger worry for new Indian school-leavers, parents and community leaders, a survey showed yesterday.

And it was estimated that of the more than 9,000 pupils who had passed, about 8,000 would be looking for employment next month.

They would be joining queues with thousands of black, coloured and white matriculants also entering the job market for the first time.

A leading social worker warned yesterday the broad smiles seen on the faces of many pupils who had passed their main examinations would soon disappear as they came face to face with what she called the 'grim reality' that jobs were hard to get.

Cabinet Minister Mr Amichand Rajbansi, who is also Chief Minister of the House of Delegates and chairman of its Council of Ministers, said his council was aware of the problem.

As a first step, he said, his Ministers' Council would be approaching chambers of commerce and industry and various State departments to have more doors opened to Indians.

Dr Jayaram Reddy, leader of Solidarity, opposition party in the House of Delegates, said Parliament would have to give the matter 'very serious' consideration.

Saturation

"The Indian community's main priority was to educate its youth, and now the pressing problem is providing suitable jobs for them," he said, calling for a joint effort to meet the challenge.

Teaching, for many years one of the most popular work avenues for matriculated Indians, was fast reaching saturation point — with only about 350 matriculants certain to find places next month at teacher-training colleges.

Mr Rajbansi said Durban's Springfield College of Education would admit 200 new students, the Fordsburg college 70 students and the University of Durban-Westville's teacher-training department 80 students.

Mr J S M Zwiegelaar, Executive Director of Indian Education, said this year's senior certificate and matriculation results reflected an improvement on the 1983 results.

"The improvement is also significant in that this was the first year when conversion of candidates' results from higher grade to a standard grade pass was raised from 23 percent to 30 percent," he said.

Mr Zwiegelaar said the improved results were attributed to several factors, with the quality of advisory service, curriculum development programmes and 'refined techniques in assessment and measurement' having a notable influence.
Matric pass rate is up for Indians

Mail Reporter

This year's matric pass rate for Indians is higher than last year's.

More than 86% of candidates obtained their senior certificates and almost 40% received university entrance passes this year.

Mr J & M Zweigelaar, Executive Director of Indian Education, said the results reflected an improvement on the 1983 results.

He said several factors had contributed to the improvement. These included the quality of advisory service, curriculum development programs, and the refinement of techniques in assessment and measurement. However, the high pass rate is already posing problems for Indian school-leavers, parents, and community leaders, a survey showed yesterday.

It was estimated that of more than 9,000 pupils who passed, about 8,000 would be looking for employment next month.

They would be joining queues with thousands of black, coloured and white matriculants also entering the job market for the first time.

A leading social worker warned yesterday the broad smiles seen on the faces of many pupils who had passed their main examinations would soon disappear as they came face to face with what she called "grim reality".

A Cabinet Minister, Mr Amichand Rambhia, who is also Chief Minister of the House of Delegates and chairman of its Council of Ministers, said his council was aware of the problem.

As a first step, he said, his Ministers' Council would be approaching chambers of commerce and industry and various State departments to have more doors open to Indians.

Dr Jayaram Reddy, leader of Solidarity, an opposition party in the House of Delegates, said Parliament would have to give the matter "very serious" consideration. "The Indian community's main priority was to educate its youth, and now the pressing problem is providing suitable jobs for them," he said, calling for a joint effort to meet the challenge.

Mr. Reddy commented that teaching, for many years one of the most popular work avenues for matriculated Indians, was fast reaching saturation point, he said.
22,000 secondary pupils fated to fail

BY THELMA TUCH

Over 22,000 secondary school pupils on the East Rand will automatically fail this year.

This is because only 26% of the 28,388 secondary pupils met yesterday's deadline to return to school, the assistant regional director for the Highveld region, Mr D Naudé, said yesterday.

An additional 23,000 Vaal Triangle pupils are poised to fail as none of them have responded to appeals to return to school and write their examinations in January next year.

The deadline for East Rand pupils to go back to school was originally stipulated by the Department of Education and Training (DET) as Friday last week... but then extended to yesterday.

While there was an improved attendance of pupils in Tekane, Duduza and KwaThema yesterday, secondary schools in Katlehong, Watville, Vosloorus, Thokoza and Tembisa remained empty.

The majority of pupils from the Hluwhluwe Secondary School in Daveyton went back yesterday but the other three secondary schools in the township were deserted.

The 5,678 pupils who are back in the classrooms will be taught according to a special educational programme in order to catch up on the work lost due to the prolonged stayaway.

Examinations have been postponed to January and those who pass will be promoted next year.

Meanwhile, stayaways continued at about 60 schools in the Eastern Cape, affecting over 50,000 pupils.
Pupils fail to heed call to return to school

By THELMA TUCH
Education Reporter

MOST of the 28 383 secondary school pupils in the East Rand townships failed to return to school yesterday, despite letters sent by the education authorities to parents urging them to encourage their children back to the classrooms.

The letters were distributed in the townships at the weekend. They are signed by the Highveld regional director of the DET, Mr Dirk Scholtz.

If East Rand secondary pupils do not return to school early this week, they will not be allowed to write their examinations which the DET has postponed until January.

To make up for time lost due to the unrest, the department has arranged a teaching programme.

Primary school attendance on the East Rand has improved, the liaison officer for the DET, Mr Edgar Posselt, said yesterday.

In Tembisa, Ratanda and KwaTema there was a 100% attendance yesterday at primary schools, 94% at Tsakane, 89% at Katlehong, 44% at Daveyton, 43% at Tshikapa, 38% at Watville, 13% at Vosloorus but only 1% at Duduza.

The educational deadlock affecting 28 000 primary and secondary school pupils in the Vaal Triangle continued yesterday.

In the Eastern Cape, primary school pupils returned to two schools in Graaff-Reinet and one in Queenstown, but stayaways continued at the secondary schools in these areas and in Fort Elizabeth, Cradock, Grahamstown, Port Alfred and Uitenhage.

President Lucas Mangope of Bophuthatswana has intervened in the student unrest at Hebron College of Education, where the entire SRC has been expelled and classes suspended for two weeks, reports MPHO KOBUE.

Unrest flared up at the college a fortnight ago when SRC members were expelled for allegedly encouraging students to demand the resignation of the rector.

At a weekend meeting, President Mangope warned expelled SRC members not to enter the college until they and their parents had reported at his Mbatho office to discuss the issue.
Why the rush to commit academic suicide?

THE violent disruption of examinations, physical intimidation of pupils and mob rioting during the past weeks in the black communities of the Eastern Cape and the Witwatersrand, are a chilling reminder of the enormous sacrifices so often demanded from pupils and students studying under the racist departments of education in South Africa.

But how legitimate and fair is it to sacrifice the educational careers of so many black pupils in the quest for political freedom in this country?

And, does the eventual progress made in socio-political terms as a result of these crises really justify the horrific sacrifice in lives and careers that we are witnessing now?

It has already become predictable that if student unrest at black educational institutions carries on too long, organisations and leaders orchestrating the student movement mount a very strong action for the complete suspension of studies of all students for the year.

In 1973 for example, after student boycotts at the University of Western Cape had lasted nearly three months, students were urged to "walk off" the campus en masse.

Eventually 1.009 students symbolically "walked off" the campus on July 24 with the aim of establishing a free university. Needless to say, the educational careers of many of these students were wrecked permanently, while many others returned to the university in later years to repeat the courses they were suspended from in 1973.

Fears

After the scenes of conflict and the protracted boycott at the UWC in August and September this year, there were real fears among parents that a sacrifice similar to that of 1973 would be demanded of the youths for whose studies many parents had suffered enormous financial and physical hardship.

Fortunately, such a catastrophe seems to have been averted at the UWC. Since the departments of education and student organisations serve such widely differing causes, it is understandable that a conflicting morality should be found in their perceptions of the present unrest.

The departments have emphasized, as they have always done in the past, that effective education cannot be achieved only under conditions of orderliness and discipline and that blatant lawlessness and the gross undermining of the authority at schools cannot be tolerated.

Student organisations have, on the other hand, often declared that blacks have the right to decide the education they want and that they therefore have the legitimate right to suspend their studies as long as they see fit.

There is no disputing the fact that the root causes of this alarming state of unrest and educational wastage are political inequality, racial discrimination and the relegation of blacks to poverty-stricken communities with the accompanying social ills of such deprivation.

In 1984 particularly, there were several factors like the disastrously low matric pass rate, the age limit on pupils attending school, and the deep-rooted socio-political frustrations in the broader black communities which exacerbated the situation at schools.

The differences in the intensity of dissent and protest in the various education departments, can be attributed mainly to the subtle application of the policy of "divide and rule" by the Government.

Despite the authentic causes of the boycotts and unrest, however, it remains in the interest of the black community itself that order be restored and that pupils return to their school desks.

If school attendance doesn't stabilise and examination results are not improved dramatically, then the liberation struggle encounters one of its severest setbacks to its ultimate fulfilment.

Struggle

Despite the political struggle in which each one of them was engaged at the time, the great African leaders like Kwame Nkrumah, Jomo Kenyatta, Kenneth Kaunda and Robert Mugabe were all very well educated intellectuals by
By CATHY SCHNELL

BLACK school pupils should be allowed to write their November internal examinations in February.

This was one of the recommendations made at talks between the Crisis in Education Committee and Mr Gunther Merbold, regional director of Education and Training in the Cape.

However, this would not affect matrics, who could either continue writing their external examinations now or opt to write them as private candidates in May-June next year.

Matric pupils would not be allowed to write in February, Mr Merbold said.

In a joint statement the following demands were made:

● That the present constitution for Students' Representative Councils was not acceptable and that SRCs should be chosen by the pupils. This has been signalled out as the main cause of the present unrest in the townships.

● That all Congress of South African students (Cosas) detainees should be released.

● That the November internal examinations should be written in February, 1985.

● That both parties would report back and meet again on Monday next week.

The chairman of the Crisis in Education Committee, Mr Qaqawuli Godlokani, said he was satisfied with the way the meetings had gone.

He would be liaising with parents of schoolchildren and a second round of talks would be held on Sunday.

However, these demands are only a portion of other grievances stated at meetings earlier on this week. Mr Merbold said other demands not discussed at yesterday’s meeting were:

● That sexual abuse of schoolgirls by some teachers end.

● That there should be no victimisation and assaults on boycotting pupils by teachers.

● That corporal punishment be stopped.

The Port Elizabeth Youth Congress (Peycyo), the Congress of South African Students (Cosas), the Port Elizabeth Women's Organisation (Pewo) and the Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation (Pebco) were represented on the committee.
Nearly all at school in Soweto

By Susan Fleming

In Soweto about 95 to 100 percent of the pupils attending 375 schools returned to classes yesterday after the two-day stayaway. On Tuesday the attendance rate was 50 to 90 percent.

In Atteridgeville about 20,000 out of about 25,000 resumed classes.

During the stayaway the schools there were empty.

In the East Rand townships about 85 percent of the primary school pupils had returned. Attendance at secondary schools was still low.

In the Vaal Triangle attendance was still low.

The situation in the Eastern Cape was unchanged yesterday.
English stumps Ciskei pupils

EAST LONDON — Fifty-one per cent of Ciskei matric pupils failed their exams last year.

The director-general of education in Ciskei, Mr E. S. Ntshabathi, acknowledged in an interview that the results were bad.

Contributory reasons, he said, were overcrowded classrooms; a shortage of materials and facilities; a high pupil to teacher ratio; insufficient classrooms and a desperate need to upgrade the standard of teaching.

In a move to upgrade qualifications the department introduced a regulation in 1981 which requires teachers have at least a Std 10 certificate.

This resulted in a chronic shortage of teachers, which was most acutely felt in mathematics and science subjects, Mr Ntshabathi said.

He refused to comment on allegations that the shortage of teachers was caused by low salaries.

He added that a fundamental difficulty facing Ciskei pupils was mastering English as a second language.

English is introduced as a medium at Std 3 level and in high school all subjects are taught in English.

The pupil’s struggle with the language increases their learning difficulties as they must battle with concepts, facts and ideas in an unfamiliar language.

The problem of language difficulties is aggravated by the high pupil to teacher ratio, revealed in the department’s 1984 statistics.

At primary schools, on average, there are 42 pupils per teacher and, in secondary schools, 31 pupils per teacher.

The average number of pupils per classroom in primary schools is 59 and in secondary schools, 38.

Pupils have little or no opportunity to receive individual attention from teachers.

The problems of teachers are aggravated by the matric exam deadline, where all pupils must have acquired a certain level of problem-solving skills and certain quantities of facts.

The teacher has no opportunity to pace the subject matter at an appropriate rate for the pupils.

Pupils who lag in language skills or scientific learning skills are likely increasingly to be left behind as the teacher rushes to cover the syllabus.

Another factor contributing to the poor pass rate is the schools’ boycott.

Pupils cannot prepare adequately while they do not attend classes.

The violence associated with schools in a boycott situation creates tension in the classroom, which is not conducive to learning, a professor of education at Rhodes University, Professor Alan Penny, said.

Families feel the strain of the boycott financially as the cost of books, uniforms, stationery and transport eat into the family budget without showing tangible results, Prof Penny said.

Mzomhle High school, which has a reputation for standing head and shoulders above other Ciskei high schools as far as matric results are concerned, achieves results in spite of the disadvantages stacked against the pupils.

Their 1983 pass rate, 78 per cent, is far higher than the average 49 per cent pass rate.

The principal, Mr M. P. Tom, said the attitude of the students was a major factor contributing to the high pass rate.

Mzomhle pupils are encouraged to make the most of the limited facilities available to them and to discuss and work out problems for themselves.

A brilliant exception of the under-achievement rule is a 16-year-old past pupil of Mzomhle, Armstrong Yakwe, who earned the highest marks in the national Youth Science Olympiad this year.

Armstrong’s reward was a visit to the international youth science congress held in London in August.

The Ciskei Education Department’s drive to improve technical education over the next two years can be seen as an attempt to move away from the disastrous cycle of failure.

However, the present technical high school has never been fully utilised in the five years it has been in existence.

The principal of Buchule Technical High School, Mr C. W. van der Vyver, said blacks believed technical education was to be a manual labourer for life.

Parents and pupils saw technical education as inferior to academic education, Mr Van der Vyver said.

Prof Penny said teachers could no longer motivate children to work hard to achieve results because scholars had realised they were being slotted into the lower drawer of the economic scale, whatever their efforts.

Pupils realised that an academic qualification was no longer the key to the door of opportunity as perceived by their parents. — DDR
BISHO — The Ciskei Government has confirmed plans to build a prestige non-racial high school here.

A spokesman for the office of the Presidency also confirmed that 130 ha had been made available for the school.

He said the Anglo American and De Beers’ Chairman’s Fund would finance the project.

“It is envisaged that this will be a non-racial and non-denominational school” he said, and added it was planned to include a boarding establishment.

Full details of the extent of the project could not be released at this stage as the plans still had to be discussed by a board of trustees appointed to administer the school, he said.

In Port Alfred, Mr Richard Todd, the former headmaster of Hilton College who has been living for the last few months at Kasouga, released news of the new educational enterprise to be known as the Bisho Private College Trust.

He said many South African educationalists had long felt, despite recent efforts to improve education facilities for all racial groups, that many young people were still unable to realise their full potential.

That situation was partly the result of a teacher shortage in many subjects.

The Bisho Private College Trust was an attempt to remedy the situation by setting up the first of a proposed number of independent (private) schools in racially and politically neutral areas.

The schools will be limited to tuition at Std 9 and 10 levels and a post-matriculation or bridging year.

Scholars will be chosen on the basis of academic ability and leadership potential from schools unable to fulfil the educational demand of deserving senior pupils.

Although the schools will be fee-paying, it is anticipated a number of scholarships and bursaries will become available.

The first school could be operative by 1986 and would have its first matriculant in 1987.” Mr Todd said. — DDR-DDC

President, 81, in hospital

TUNIS — Tunisia’s President Habib Bourguiba, 81, was admitted to the cardiac unit of a hospital here yesterday.

No details of the president’s health have been revealed. — SAPA-AP.
More black matrics are writing this year

By Susan Pleming

Of the 83,000 black pupils who registered in March to write matric, only 900 have boycotted the exams and 5,000 have re-registered to write next May, a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training (DET) said yesterday.

The DET announced last month that students affected by the unrest could write their final examinations in May.

Where pupils are writing amid unrest, police have been brought in to guard the examination centres.

Despite the school boycotts, which have been in progress since May, more matric candidates are writing this year at the 805 examination centres than in 1983.

Last year there were 73,841 full-time candidates for matric compared with the 70,000 writing this year.

CANDIDATES

Last year only 39,824—just over half—of the candidates achieved passes.

The DET will have to accommodate at least 94,000 matric pupils next year, excluding those who might fail.

The DET refused to speculate last month whether pupils would have to repeat school next year because of school boycotts and unrest.

However the chief of public relations, Mr Job Schoeman, said “contingency plans” had been made to cope with the possibility of additional pupils.

Mr Schoeman said that R138 million out of the total 1984/1985 budget of R709 257 000 had been earmarked for building projects.

By the beginning of next year 3,900 new classrooms would be completed, which could accommodate about 156,000 students, he said.
THE DEPARTMENT of Education and Training has objected "most strongly" to a report in The SOWETAN last week which suggested that "thousands of pupils throughout the country" had boycotted examinations.

In a statement over the weekend, Mr Job Schoeman said that in the disrupted areas of the East Rand, the Vaal Triangle, Atteridgeville and the Eastern Cape, a total of 7 400 candidates had registered for the examinations.

"Of these, 2 698 (36 percent) wrote on Monday, October 29, while of the remaining 4 708, more than 3 760 (80 percent) have already applied to write in May-June next year, according to the concession announced by the Department on October 16, 1984," he said.

Security

"It is clear, therefore, that just more than 900 pupils out of 83 000 seem to have 'boycotted' the examination, and it is equally clear that there was no justification for such exaggeration," Mr Schoeman added.

Mr Schoeman also said that the regional directors of the DET would ensure tight security for pupils writing their final examinations today in view of the call for a stay-away today and tomorrow.

"The regional directors will ensure police protection for the candidates in the event of disruption," Mr Schoeman said.

The regional director for the Highveld Region of the DET has also warned pupils on the East Rand to return to school by this Friday. He said failure to return to school would result in pupils repeating the same classes next year.
'Fruitful' meeting on school boycott

Post Reporter

THE meeting between the Regional Director of the Department of Education and Training, Mr G W Merbold, and a delegation from the Crisis in Education Committee in Port Elizabeth today was described by Mr Merbold as "very fruitful".

The meeting was held in an attempt to resolve the continuing schools boycott in African schools in the Eastern Cape.

Mr Merbold said all the "tricky problems" had been discussed in depth and that he was delighted with the progress made today.

A follow-up meeting with the delegation and others involved would be held on Thursday, Mr Merbold said.

The delegation from the Crisis in Education Committee declined to comment to the Press, but said a statement would be released once they had consulted other leaders involved.

They are expected to meet tonight.

The delegation included representatives of the Motor Assemblers and Components Workers Union (Macwusa), the Port Elizabeth Youth Congress (Peryo), the Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation (Pebco) and the Port Elizabeth Women's Organisation (PeWo).
Fugitives want to flee the country, says officer

Court Reporter

A SECURITY POLICE-MAN, Captain C.J. Roelofse, said in the New Brighton Magistrate's Court today that members of the Congress of South African Students sought by police were preparing to leave the country.

He was giving evidence for the State in a bail application heard by Mr E.L. De Kock.

The application concerned Mr Sindile Zonke, 18, a junior secondary pupil in KwaZakhele.

Mr Zonke was charged with public violence arising out of an incident in New Brighton, on October 29.

He appeared in the New Brighton Magistrate's Court last Friday and undertook to stand trial if released on bail.

Capt Roelofse said the police had information that members of Cosas being sought by the police were preparing to leave the country.

"I think it is the duty of the authorities to remove them from the community until the situation is normal," he said.

Capt Roelofse said there were cases where youths arrested during the school boycotts had been released on bail.

There were many cases involving members of Cosas who left the country after being released on bail, he said.

The position in the black townships had improved somewhat after the recent arrests, according to him.

He said he had definitely seen Mr Zonke at many meetings, including those held by Cosas.

At a Cosas meeting in the Crown Hall, Zwide, on October 26, it was pertinently said that children who wrote examinations, especially those writing matric examinations, must be driven out of the classroom and the teachers should be attacked and their cars and houses damaged.

Capt Roelofse said the main cause for the unrest was a call by Cosas for the boycotting of schools.

Lieutenant P. De Lange, also of the security police, said that according to evidence available Mr Zonke had been caught red-handed.

In reply to a question by Mr D. Majodina (for the defence), Lt De Lange said the police could not arrest innocent people.

In reply to another question by Mr Majodina, Lt De Lange said there was no need for innocent people to run away from the police.

(Proceeding)

Mr John Scott appeared for the State.
PUPILS WILL BE ALLOWED TO WRITE IN MAY

CP Reporter

SCORES of pupils who missed their matric exams this week — including those detained — will be able to write the May/June examinations, a Department of Education and Training spokesperson said this week.

DET chief liaison officer Job Schoeman said 98 percent of this year's matric pupils have already registered to write their exams next year, and

the deadline has been extended for pupils who are still in detention.

"If those in detention are released before January 11 next year, they will be allowed to register for the May/June examinations," he said.

Mr Schoeman said that of the 83,000 pupils who registered, 78,000 were presently writing their examinations.

However, there has been a poor turn-up of pupils who registered, torn areas in the Vaal Triangle, the East Rand, Atteridgeville and Alexandria township.

New incidents of unrest were reported in Eastern Cape townships, where youths stoned police vehicles and in Port Elizabeth a private house and looted a shop.

Two youths died at New Brighton when police dispersed a crowd in the township. They are 16-year-old Xolane Maqundu of New Brighton and a 14-year-old boy from KwaZakhele.

At Jotza township near Grahamstown, 14-year-old Patrick Majapalo was found dead late at night. Police spokesman Lt Beck said it was not known whether his death was related to police action in that area.

Lt Beck said: "We don't know how or when he was injured. The police acted quite a few times in Jotza. It is possible that the youth was wounded, ran away and died."

A COP van in flames in Port Elizabeth after new unrest erupt in the Eastern Cape.

'Give us back our children's books!' MORE than 400 angry Port Alfred parents marched to the gates of a local high school this week to demand the principal return their children's books.

Armed police ordered the parents to disperse. They said the principal was not available.

The principal, A Mazi, has refused to release the books after students left them behind before boycotting classes on October 9.

Police fired teargas and rubber bullets at students on Monday after they gathered at the gates of Nomzane high school.

Angry parents demand that a high school principal release their children's books before the matric exams start this week.

School to demand their books back.

Of the 121 students scheduled to sit their matric exams, only three wrote on Monday.

Meanwhile police have detained 16 students at the school.

Among those detained are Waya Mahora, 20, Mandisa Beja, 19, Nomlindo Mani, 20, Nomvuyo Mabhongo, 18, Nomvuyo Nkonto, 18 and Nomazibulo Mngcanga, 20.
Crisis talks: Leaders to hold talks


Delegates from the Crisis Committees in Port Elizabeth, East London, and Grahamstown have been scheduled to meet in Cape Town on Monday, 3rd April. The meeting is to discuss the crisis and related tension and to agree on the agenda for future meetings.

The meeting is expected to discuss the following issues:
- The role of the Crisis Committees in resolving the current crisis
- The impact of the crisis on the economy
- The need for a nationwide strike

The Crisis Committees have been formed as a result of the ongoing crisis in South Africa. The committees are made up of workers, students, and community leaders from various areas of the country.

The meeting is expected to be attended by the main leaders of the Crisis Committees and the leaders of the major trade unions. The aim of the meeting is to agree on a strategy to resolve the current crisis.
Matric pupils are warned over stayaway

By THELMA TUCH
Education Reporter

BLACK matriculants who heed the stayaway call next week will seriously jeopardise their chances of passing their exams, a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training said yesterday.

However, they would be able to register as private candidates for the May/June exams next year. The fee is R59.

At a meeting called by the Congress of South African Students last Saturday, more than 20 organisations, including trade unions, student and youth organisations called for a stayaway in the Transvaal on Monday and Tuesday to back several joint demands.

Black matriculants are scheduled to write Agriculture and Technical Drawing on Monday, and Woodwork, Biology and Physiology on Tuesday.

Most of the 5,000 black matriculants countrywide who have not turned up to write this year's examinations have indicated their intention to write next year.

Meanwhile, in the Eastern Cape police used tear smoke to thwart attempts to disrupt examinations at a number of schools.

But in Uitenhage youths stoned an exam classroom and tore up pupils' answer books and question papers.

The affected pupils can write matric as private candidates next year, but will have to pay R59.

About 25,000 primary and secondary school pupils in the Vaal Triangle, 61,000 in nine East Rand townships and 48,000 in the Eastern Cape were affected by continued school stayaways yesterday.

A total of 325 female University of Transkei students were yesterday banned from the campus by the Prime Minister, Chief George Matsiitationa and the Transkei Police Commissioner, General Jacob Mantutle, reports Sapa.

Earlier this week, 255 male students, including eight members of the Students Representative Council, were also banned from the campus.

The chief magistrate of Port Elizabeth, Mr J A Coetsee, has banned all meetings of seven organisations in the magisterial district this weekend.

The Transvaal organiser of the United Democratic Front, Mr Maphupho Moleo, has been detained in terms of the Internal Security Act. — Sapa.
5,000 boycott matric exams

BY THELMA TUCH

About 5,000 black matriculants in various parts of the country have not turned up to write their examinations.

Standard 8 pupils from the Minerva High School in Alexandra — scene of prolonged unrest this year — were prevented from writing their examinations yesterday.

The chief liaison officer for the Department of Education and Training (DoE), Mr Job Schoeman, said the pupils were “chased out” of their classrooms.

Another disruption occurred at a school in Port Elizabeth East where 200 matriculants, who began their examinations this week, decided yesterday to boycott them.

Mr Schoeman said the students said they were members of the Congress of South African Students and insisted the exams be postponed until February next year.

Stay-aways also affected both primary and secondary school pupils in the Vaal Triangle, East Rand and Eastern Cape, as only some matriculants wrote end-of-year examinations.

Many of those who are not writing have opted to write as private candidates in May/June next year.

This option was given to them by the Minister of Co-operation, Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen.

The widespread educational unrest spread for the first time to Bophuthatswana, where students of the Hebron College near Ga-Rankuwa boycotted classes yesterday.

This was confirmed by the Minister of Education in Bophuthatswana, Mr L G Hollele, reports Sapa.

Mr Hollele said 55 students were arrested.
Township violence flares up over matric

OWN CORRESPONDENT

PORT ELIZABETH — Violence and intimidation continued today as youths roamed townships in Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown.

The violence seemed to have changed from indiscriminate stoning to attempts to intimidate students turning out to write matric exams.

Yesterday five of seven schools where Standard 10s are writing matric were attacked by groups of up to 200 youths.

The youths were dispersed by police.

A spokesman for the Police Directorate of Public Relations in Pretoria said police used rubber bullets and tear smoke to disperse 200 youths who attacked Pakamisa Secondary School in KwaZaKle.

Youths also attacked Newell, Ndijonulelo, Masibambane and Loyiso secondary schools.

There have been reports of youths beating up students suspected of writing exams, dragging them from buses and taxis.

Police have reported interrupting an attack by about 70 youths, some with knives, on 30 students suspected of having written exams.

On Monday 81 percent of eligible students are reported to have turned up to write matric exams in Port Elizabeth, with 93 percent in Uitenhage, 96 percent in East London and 82 percent in King William's Town.

But by yesterday the figure for Port Elizabeth had dwindled to 63 percent, mainly because of a 100 percent stay-away at Loyiso Secondary School, scene of several intimidatory attacks.
EAST LONDON — Only 14 per cent of the registered matric pupils in Queenstown wrote their exams yesterday, the regional director of the Department of Education and Training, Mr G. Merbold, said yesterday.

Both primary schools in Queenstown were boycotting classes.

Police guards have been placed at all examination halls, except East London where 95 per cent of the pupils are writing exams.

In Port Alfred and Grahamstown, no pupils wrote their exams.

In King William's Town, there are no registered matric pupils.

At Port Beaufort, 83 per cent of the matric pupils at Thubaletso and Lawson Secondary schools are writing their exams.

In Port Elizabeth there had been an 82 per cent turn-out for exams, and in Uitenhage a 93 per cent turn-out, Mr Merbold said. — DDR
Armed police guard for matric pupils

By SIPHO NGCOBO

A TOTAL of 6 400 Soweto pupils wrote their matriculation examinations as uniformed police, armed with rifles, guarded the premises.

The figure was confirmed by the Regional Director of the Department of Education and Training (DET), Mr P Engelbrecht.

The Rand Daily Mail visited and interviewed a number of pupils shortly after they had finished their Vernacular Second papers.

Some thanked the officials of the DET for "providing security and protection for them".

A group of girls interviewed outside the Phefeni Secondary School in Orlando West said they were happy to write the examinations.

"Our futures are at stake and we feel we cannot allow ourselves to be dragged into meaningless boycotts of classes. Stayaways are retarding our progress. We pray and hope that we are going to write and finish our examinations without a hassle," one student said.

All pupils interviewed said they were hoping to pass their examinations with fairly good symbols.

Standard 8 pupils who start writing their examinations this week said they had reached an amicable agreement among themselves that they would write the exams.

At Morris Isaacson Secondary School, a group of pupils said they had studied "very hard" in preparation for the Junior Certificate examinations.

At Bhukutini Secondary State School, pupils also said they would be writing.

The examinations, being conducted at 11 centres in various parts of Soweto, follow a wave of protest from pupils who boycotted classes countrywide.

Pupils' demands included the introduction of Students Representative Councils, the abolition of the prefect system, and the abolition of age limit restrictions.

Meanwhile at Hageng, in Potchefstroom, where matric pupils from the Tlokwe Secondary School refused police protection on Monday, about 70 matriculants wrote exams yesterday, reports THELMA TUCH.

Police are guarding matric examination centres throughout the country and have used tear smoke in Port Elizabeth and Heidelberg to disperse pupils attempting to disrupt exams.

- On the East Rand only 21% of the matriculants from nine townships continued to write yesterday while 16% have opted for next year's May examinations. The remaining 33% have boycotted the examinations altogether. About 50 000 primary and secondary school pupils are still away from schools in Kriel, Thokoza, Daveyton, Waterville, Duduzula, KwaThema, Tsakane, Tembisa and Vosloorus.

- The regional director for the Eastern Cape, Mr G Merold, has refused to disclose statistics on the number of matriculants who are writing the examinations.

Stayaways have affected 49 000 pupils at schools in Port Elizabeth, Cradock, Graaff-Reinet, Grahamstown, Queenstown, Somerset East and Port Beaufort.

- In Cradock, where pupils have been boycotting school for six months, no matric students are writing examinations, and only 15 are writing in Queenstown.

- In the Vaal Triangle townships only 234 matriculants are writing exams and 23 000 primary and secondary pupils are still out. About 79% of the matric pupils have indicated that they will sit for the examinations next year.

- About 48 pupils from the Minerva High School in Alexandra are writing their exams at a secret venue in one of the Johannesburg suburbs, according to a report in the Sowetan.
Sporadic unrest in PE’s black areas

From Page 1

lice vehicles stoned and some set alight. Eighteen people were arrested.

Three high schools in Port Elizabeth’s townships were set alight and windows broken, he said.

Birdsrock, rubber bullets and tear smoke were used to quell the rioters.

Three youths were arrested on charges of public violence after a crowd of 300 advanced on another KwaZakale school.

They were dispersed with rubber bullets.

Yesterday there was more unrest in Grahamstown and Port Alfred.

A group of youths barricaded one of the main roads to Grahamstown with stones and tyres early last night, before setting fire to the tyres.

Tear smoke and rubber bullets were used to disperse them to clear the road for traffic.

It was reported that chanting and singing youths were rushing up to cars and forcing motorists to give the clenched fist salute.

Fifteen people — two men and 13 women — were arrested in Port Alfred last night after a private house was stoned by a large crowd of township residents.

ear smoke and rubber bullets were used to disperse the crowd.

Post Reporters

PARENTS in the Port Elizabeth black townships are deeply concerned about the schools’ boycott and the unrest in the area.

Many blame “misguided opportunists” for the problems.

They are deeply concerned about the breakdown of family life and the future of their children.

A survey showed that parents were not in favour of the decision by the Port Elizabeth branch of the Congress of South African Students to continue with the boycott of schools and examinations.

The survey also revealed that many pupils, in fact, wanted to write their end-of-year examinations.

The pupils said they appreciated the grievances put forward by Cosas, but they also felt they wanted their views to be made known to the public.

“Cosas is exceeding the limits when they say students must not write their end-of-year examinations,” said a parent.

“Cosas has told students not to write, they will write at the end of February and yet they have not gone to Mr Merbolb (Mr G W Merbolb, the Regional Director of Education and Training in the Cape) to make such a request.”

Some pupils said they were shouted down at meetings if they said they wanted to write.

A former school principal and leading politician said:

“We appreciate Cosas’s concern over the plight of the blacks and their education system but one now wonders if they are not going too far to arouse the wrath of their parents and division among their own groups.”

In a statement, a spokesman for a group of concerned mothers said:

“We are not fighting Cosas, but we do not agree with the way things have turned out. They claim to be democratic but interfering with the rights of those who want to write does not sound democratic.”

As mothers in New Brighton, KwaZakale and Zwide we appeal to Cosas to review immediately their decision and let those who want to write to do so.”

She said Cosas should start by convening a meeting of parents only and seeking their advice before they called pupils together to start any action.

“When looking at what is happening now in the townships, parents have been asking themselves if Cosas is in favour of the stone-throwing, destruction of schools which have been improved, stoning of homes of innocent teachers and principals who are also parents. We do not want this.”

Another parent said parents, who were paid meagre wages, had paid already a great deal of money for their children’s education. Now all that money was lost.

A father who said he had three children at a high school said: “People are being retrenched. This means that many children had their last chance to complete their education by writing exams.”

A young mother said there were black organisations who were totally against the boycott and they had done a great deal to curb the school boycotts. However the pupils “have long been poisoned by certain individuals who had been working on the pupils’ minds for some time”.

A father said the the Department of Education and Training had come to terms with pupils’ demands by introducing students representative councils.

“But still our children are being intimidated.”

To Page 2

VEEPLAAS, the scene of clashes between police and angry crowds of people yesterday, was quiet but tense this morning.

But police were reported to have fired tear smoke and rubber bullets to disperse a crowd of youths who had changed a minibus in Mendi Road, New Brighton, at about noon.

The driver of the minibus ran away.

Two police vans stationed at Emibweni Square were called to disperse the crowd. Both are said to have been stoned and damaged.

Heavily armed police patrolled Mendi Road on foot today.

The bus service to the townships is back to normal but is being reviewed on a four to seven basis, according to the general manager of the PE Tramways, Mr Carl Coetzer.

All buses were withdrawn in the unrest yesterday.

Redhouse Road in Veeplaas, where two vehicles were badly damaged yesterday, was quiet.

Traffic police mounted a roadblock at both entrances along Veeplaas Road, which divides the township.

Rocks the size of tennis balls lay scattered on the road. Bus drivers at the terminal outside Zwide said their service was now operating and that most of the unrest was inside Veeplaas.

Five residents and a policeman were injured yesterday’s riots.

A police liaison officer said a New Brighton youth was rushed to the Livingstone Hospital after being injured by stones thrown by crowds at the Masimba Secondary school in KwaZakale last night.

The violence continued late into the night with at least six private and police vehicles stoned.

A 28-year-old Miss Esther Summers

Mrs Nortje, a BSc student at U of W, was shot in the head by a window when the bus threw her down.

She struggled and he had to make his way to the no. 11 bus.

Mr Nongombe explained that he had thrown her to the no. 11 bus.

He told the woman to have sex with her in the ground floor of the bus.

After he had had sex with her, he threw her to the no. 11 bus.

With laces pro shoes she tied her wrist to her neck.

He also said that her feet were tied together.

He then left her her side and went to the no. 11 bus and back home.

Replying to a q from the magistrate J van der Vyver, he did not want the girl.

He only wanted t he no. 11 bus.

He is telling people what he had done.

Mr Nongombe was arrested. No victim and the case was re-
Tembisa pupils to ask DET for a peace meeting

By MONTSHIWA MOROKE

PARENTS and pupils in Tembisa, near Kempton Park, have decided to again seek a meeting with officials of the Department of Education and Training (DET) in an effort to resolve the educational crisis in the township.

The decision was taken at the weekend at a meeting called by the Tembisa Civic Association (TCA), at which a second interim committee was formed by parents.

The first Parents Interim Committee (PIC) was unsuccessful in trying to break the impasse between the DET and pupils.

A spokesman for the TCA said at the weekend that "the failure created a gap between the two parties and it stayed that way until pupils addressed the TCA to assist.

"We studied the causes and realised the problem had been the generation gap."

He said that after pupils explained their grievances in detail at the meeting, "parents fully understood the problems for the first time."

"We appealed to parents to get together with their children, to close the gap, in a bid to solve the problem," the spokesman said.

"Parents and pupils agreed and reconciled." Parents and pupils agreed at the meeting to request the Minister of Law and Order, Mr Louis le Grange, to release detained pupils.

Their colleagues in detention were "victims of the educational system", they said.

Pupils told the meeting they were not ready to sit matric examinations, which started yesterday, because of the unrest in schools and the subsequent closure of all secondary schools in the township.

They added they would only be ready "next year".

It was also decided that the Government would again be asked to remove "all soldiers" from the township.

It was felt "there is no war" in the area and that enough children had already died as a result of "police provocation".
outside the hall for the duration of the examinations to protect those who want to write.”

In Heidelberg, police used tear smoke and rubber bullets to disperse about 500 pupils in Ratanda township, who took to the streets yesterday and disrupted classes in most of the schools.

The pupils, believed to be from the Ratanda High School, earlier in the day ordered their colleagues who were writing their end of the year matriculation examinations to leave the school premises.

The pupils also burnt examination question papers and threatened to assault some of the pupils who were writing.

Later the mob moved from one school to another, instructing other pupils to leave their classes and join them in the boycott.

As the crowd was moving towards the local offices of the East Rand Development Board (Erdebo), police arrived, travelling in more than 10 vehicles.

**Fracas**

Pandemonium broke out when the youths stoned police vehicles after the police had allegedly fired tear smoke and rubber bullets.

People in the township fled in different directions as the police fired more tear smoke.

The fracas lasted for about an hour.

Police have confirmed using tear smoke and rubber bullets to disperse rioting pupils in Ratanda.

Meanwhile the atmosphere was still tense in Lenanda township in the Eastern Transvaal, where about 5 000 residents went on the rampage and burnt down the house of the mayor, Mr Johannes Mhlobo, at the weekend.

Police were still patrolling the township yesterday and a police spokesman said no further incidents had been reported since Sunday.

The SOWETAN has established the name of the man who was arrested during the disturbances.

He is Mr Petros Simelane, a local businessman who owns a supermarket.

Mr Simelane is also an executive member of the Lenanda Action Committee, which is against the removal of some of the township residents to KwaNdebele. The threat to resettle the residents in the homeland sparked off Sunday’s rioting in the township.
Deserted

Most of the schools in the East Rand and Vaal Triangle were deserted with only a few pupils sitting for their exams last week. Mr. Posselt, acting education officer in the Department of Education, said that the number of pupils who boycotted the examinations was considerable. He estimated that in some schools, only 20% of the pupils appeared for the exams.

Mr. Posselt said that 313 students in the Vaal Triangle had been absent from school and that the situation was similar in other parts of the country. He added that the number of schools that were operating normally was also very low.

In the Vaal Triangle, 12 schools were operating normally, while in the East Rand, only 10 schools were operating normally. In total, 24 schools were operating normally, while 200 schools were closed.

In the Vaal Triangle, 20 schools were operating normally, while in the East Rand, only 10 schools were operating normally. In total, 24 schools were operating normally, while 200 schools were closed.

Mr. Posselt said that the situation was critical and that the Department of Education was taking steps to ensure that all schools reopened soon.

In addition, the Department of Education announced that it would be introducing a new examination system in the next academic year. The new system would be more flexible and would allow students to choose the subjects they wanted to study.

The Department of Education also announced that it would be providing additional support to schools that were struggling with the boycott of the examinations. This support would include additional teachers, extra resources, and financial aid.

Final tests miss their

Thousands of pupils throughout the country were unable to sit for their final examinations due to the strike by teachers. The strike started on Friday and lasted for a week, during which time no classes were held.

According to the Department of Education, more than 500,000 pupils were affected by the strike. The final examinations were scheduled to start on Monday, but were postponed until next week due to the strike.

The Department of Education announced that it would be providing a new date for the examinations and that students who had missed their final examinations would be given an opportunity to sit for them at a later date.

In addition, the Department of Education announced that it would be introducing a new examination system in the next academic year. The new system would be more flexible and would allow students to choose the subjects they wanted to study.

The Department of Education also announced that it would be providing additional support to schools that were struggling with the boycott of the examinations. This support would include additional teachers, extra resources, and financial aid.

BOYOTT

Final tests

Thousands
GROUPS of youths carrying stones and wanting to stop pupils starting their end-of-the year matric examinations today were dispersed by police near the Ithembelihle High School in Kwaford.

The police, who are offering protection to the pupils, used tear smoke to disperse the youths who stoned police vehicles.

Lieutenant-Colonel Gerrie van Rooyen, South African Police liaison officer for the Eastern Cape, today said that pupils at seven school pupils were writing their examinations.

"The police will be on duty at all seven schools. They will stand outside the halls the whole length of the examinations to protect the people writing against anyone throwing stones or wanting to intimidate them," he said.

Mr G W Merbold, Regional Director of Education and Training in the Cape, confirmed today that police were protecting pupils writing their examinations.

Lieutenant Henry Beck, for the Directorate of Public Affairs at the SAP Police Headquarters in Pretoria, said today no incidents were reported to the police in Port Elizabeth yesterday.

He said on Saturday afternoon a stone-throwing group of youths stoned a bus in Njoli Road, and when it was forced to stop the bus driver was stabbed in the back. He was now in a serious condition at the Livingstone Hospital.

Lt Beck said on Friday night buses were stoned, chairs set alight at Newell High School and a petrol bomb was thrown at a private vehicle. No police action was taken.

He said after midnight on Saturday two incidents of stone-throwing in Kwazakhele were reported, and police used tear smoke to disperse the youths. In another incident 60 youths stoned private vehicles.

Lt Beck said that on Saturday a group of 20 youths stoned private vehicles on the road between Swartkop and Redhouse. No injuries were reported, and police used tear smoke to disperse the youths. Two people were arrested.

In Veeplas about 300 youths stoned a bus and private vehicles. No police action was taken.

Meanwhile pamphlets purported to have been issued by the East Cape Adult Learning Project with offices in Korsten were found scattered in the Port Elizabeth black townships today. The pamphlets strongly criticised the Congress of South African Students and the Port Elizabeth Youth Congress.

A spokesman for the Adult Learning Project denied all knowledge of the pamphlet.

"The ECALP denies categorically that it issued such a pamphlet," she said.

"This is clearly yet another attempt by those who are trying to undermine democratic organisations. ECALP has no influence on democratic decisions taken by students. Cosas is the only organisation which has the power to democratically call off or continue the schools boycott."

Mr Mkhoseli Jack, president of Peyco, said he was sure the pamphlets had not been issued by the East Cape Adult Learning Project.

Mr Jack said Peyco was not involved in the schools boycott.
SCHOOLS VIOLENCE ROCKS

Cops move in on Cape and East and West Rand
A WAVE of violence this week spread through black townships around the country—on the eve of the matric exams.

Police confirmed the renewed rioting erupted in the Eastern Cape, West Rand and the East Rand.

The rioting followed this week’s combined SAD/Defence Force swoop on the Vaal Triangle.

It also came before thousands of matric students countrywide sit for final exams. The students have until today to decide whether or not they want to write.

Police said stonethrowing and arson continued this week.

In New Brighton near Port Elizabeth, student fury left several homes—including the mayor’s—damaged by stones.

They dispersed when the police fired teargas and rubber bullets.

Several other homes belonging to school principals were damaged.

The majority of incidents involved youths who marched in large groups, throwing stones and setting fire to schools.

Police also clashed with nearly 1 000 pupils who marched from Loviso High and Ikwezi Lomso Secondary School.

The youths were jambocked after being dispersed by teargas.

Youths also surrounded a policeman while carrying out an arrest in KwaZakale, a spokesperson said.

The youths began stoning him, but he used teargas to get clear and arrested a man and a woman for questioning.

In another incident, a headmaster mediated between police and stone-throwing students at Henry Ngonza Secondary School.

In another incident, he persuaded the pupils to leave the school premises before the police took action.

Meanwhile, the number of PE schools affected by class boycotts rose to 25.

In Grahamstown, three high schools and 10 primary schools were affected by the stayaway.

In Port Alfred there was a complete boycott, and Queenstown was also affected.

One secondary school in Graaff-Reinet reported a total boycott.

By late yesterday there was no sign that pupils in the trouble-torn areas in the Vaal Triangle, East Rand and Eastern Cape would sit for their examinations.

At Atteridgeville, more than 3 000 pupils out of an estimated 6 000 were going to classes.
Khayelitsha high school

C. Tune Staff Reporter

The first secondary (high) school in Khayelitsha to accommodate 1,000 pupils will open in 1986, a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training said.

The proposed Luhlaza Secondary School will be built near the present primary school in Khayelitsha and will consist of 30 ordinary classrooms, seven multi-purpose classrooms, five laboratories, a housecraft centre and an administration block.

Contractors have been invited to tender for the project before November. The contract will be over a period of 15 months. An electricity installation contract will be tendered separately, the spokesman, Mr. E. Posselt, said from Pretoria.

The school will be the fifth black secondary school in the Peninsula.
Released teacher expected to seek old school post

Weekend Post Reporter

CRADOCK civic leader and schoolteacher Mr Matthew Goniwe, released unexpectedly from six months' detention last week, is expected to apply for his old post as vice-principal of Sam Xhalledie Junior Secondary School.

It was his transfer from Sam Xhalledie to a school in Graaff-Reinet (which Mr Goniwe refused to accept) that led to student unrest in the township late last year. This week his wife, Nyameka, told Weekend Post she expected he would reapply for his old post in the Cradock school.

Mr Goniwe may not be quoted.

In the meantime, he has spent this week settling in again at home with his wife and two children, Nobuzwe, nine, and Nyameka, two.

"We are delighted to have him home," Mrs Goniwe said.

It had been mentioned that a result of Mr Goniwe's dismissal from his post as vice-principal of Samxhalledie Junior Secondary School.

While he was detained, Mrs Goniwe said, her husband had not wanted their daughter, Nobuzwe, to visit him.

"Instead they wrote to each other regularly," Mrs Goniwe said.

The Goniwes had many relatives in Cradock and because of their moral support, the period of her husband's detention had not been "too difficult".

"And one becomes used to these things, because Matthew had been away from home for four years when he was detained in Traske in 1976," Mrs Goniwe, a social worker, said.

"But still we missed him very much and are just very happy to have him back with us."

Mr Goniwe is one of four Cradock men who were listed in June and cannot be quoted.
Black matric pupils must decide now

By Chris More

Black matric pupils have until Friday to decide if they wish to write the final year examinations in November or in May next year.

The Department of Education and Training has given the pupils the option of sitting the examinations either at the end of this year as full-time candidates or as private candidates in the May/June examinations.

But the pupils must make up their minds by October 26 and notify their principals.

A spokesman for DET, Mr E Possett, said today that special finishing schools would be set up for those pupils who opted to write next year as they would not be regarded as full-time pupils as from the beginning of next year.

Mr Possett added that the schools would be the first of their kind. “We have no idea how they will eventually work.”

The DET has reported that the school situation in black townships is encouraging.

By last Friday, in Atteridgeville, where the six secondary schools were reopened two weeks ago, about 3 000 pupils reported for school and classes went on normally.

In the Eastern Cape there were class boycotts in Grahamstown, King William’s Town, Queenstown and Cradock. Port Elizabeth was normal.

In the East Rand some schools had up to 95 percent attendance while there was poor or no attendance at others.

The Vaal Triangle had a similar situation and in Soweto the situation was reported to be normal.
Post Focus

Going with the boycott

at black schools

A mid-morning class in a Soweto school was interrupted by a youngster at the door.
He was not a member of the class or the school. Nor were his two accomplices who waited outside.

They were members of Cosas — the Congress of South African Students — and they had come to address the class about the new constitution and about "the struggle". Did the teacher mind?
The teacher left to "go to the toilet" and the address went ahead.

When it was over and plans for a boycott of classes were conveyed to the pupils, the three left and slipped back through the hole in the fence one of their "comrades" had cut the night before.

To call that political, as the Government department responsible for black education frequently does, is to announce that the Pope is Catholic.

Not that the majority of pupils in that particular classroom — or any other in the troubled black townships across the country — would readily choose to sing a freedom song over listening to a Michael Jackson album. But politics, like some tunes, is catchy.

"What are you going to do?" the teacher asked the students when told of the boycott plan.

"Go with the wind," said one.
"Go with the gale," said another more enthusiastically.

About 140 000 pupils in the Vaal Triangle, Atteridgeville and on the East Rand alone will watch a year of schooling go with the wind, says Mr Jobi Schoeman, spokesman for the Department of Education and Training.

Every day, tens of thousands of black pupils in the Southern Transvaal and in some areas in the Eastern Cape are not in the classrooms they are supposed to be in.

Mr Schoeman despairs. He has watched the amount spent on black education multiply 21 times between 1972 and 1984 and the per capita expenditure and number of teachers in black schools more than double in the past four years.

On top of that the department has conceded to the pupils' demands for:

- Democratically elected students representatives councils (SRCs).
- An end to age-limit regulations.
- The reopening of the six Atteridgeville secondary schools closed earlier this year after a prolonged boycott.

The department also announced plans whereby boycotting pupils could write their matric examination in May and June next year.

The response? Cosas rejected the department's proposals for the SRCs and only about one-third of the Atteridgeville pupils turned up to register.

And more than 200 000 pupils continued to boycott classes on the East Rand, in the Vaal Triangle and in the Eastern Cape.

"The department's guidelines for SRCs is as democratic as you can imagine," said Mr Schoeman. "They include details of secret ballots and of counting votes in the presence of those nominated. How more democratic can you be?"

"But Cosas rejected them.

"There is now no doubt that these are political considerations and that the pupils are being abused for political aims," said Mr Schoeman.

"If your intention is to create an atmosphere of boycott and unrest, you would have to go far to find an easier issue than education."

While that may be viewed by Mr Schoeman as unhealthy, to the young Cosas activists who every night sleep in a different place to ensure that they will be at liberty to continue their work the next day, such an atmosphere is quite the opposite.

To them it is an atmosphere of resistance to apartheid.

The white headmaster of a Soweto school was told recently what no doubt Mr Schoeman would be told were he to meet the same Cosas activist: "You may know a few things, but do not try to tell us you understand. We understand. And we are here to make sure the other students understand."

At that school — one of the township's better ones — the pupils' toilets have been blocked since the beginning of the year.

A teacher from the school described the result in the least unsavoury terms he could find. It was still revoltng.

"What the pupils know without being told anything by Cosas," said the teacher, "is that there would never be a mess like that in a white school."

The pupils also know that many of their soccer fields are sand and the white rugby fields are grass. "They know that white pupils don't wait until June to get their textbooks. They know that teaching standards are much lower and their chances of passing are miserable while their white counterparts are good."

What Cosas does is turn that knowledge into "understanding" and then into "resistance".

When Mr Schoeman says that no issue more readily lends itself to political "exploitation" than does education, he is not wrong. The problem is that he is very right.
Pupils decide to lift boycott

By JIMMY MATYU

PUPILS who attended a mass meeting held in New Brighton last night decided to suspend the schools boycott conditionally.

They, however, decided not to write their end-of-the-year examinations starting next month. They want to write in February.

The decision was taken at a meeting of the Congress of South African Students and the Crisis in Education Committee held in the Centenary Great Hall.

Soon after the start of the meeting two members of the Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo) and the Azanian Students' Movement (Azasm) were asked to leave the hall.

Today a group of youths near Mandela Meat Market at Embizweni Square in New Brighton turned away pupils going to the Johnson Marwanaqa Higher Primary School.

Meanwhile, in Grahamstown today, youths prevented pupils from attending three primary schools.

Pupils in their uniforms turned out at the three schools after unconfirmed rumours at the weekend that the schools boycott would be suspended conditionally in the area.

The schools were Archie Mbolekwa Higher Primary School, the Andrew Moyaekhi Higher Primary School and the Fikizolo Junior Primary School.

A group of youths arrived at the schools and told pupils to leave immediately. There was pandemonium as pupils fled.
Pupils have until Friday to decide

BLACK Matric pupils have until Friday to decide if they wish to write the final year examinations in November or in May next year.

The Department of Education and Training (DET) has given the pupils the option of sitting the examinations either at the end of this year as full time candidates or as private candidates in the May/June examinations next year.

But the pupils must make up their mind by October 26 and notify their principals exactly when they want to write the final examinations.

A spokesman for DET, Mr E Posselt, said yesterday that special finishing schools would be set up for those pupils who opted to write next year as they would not be regarded as full time pupils as from the beginning of next year.

Mr Posselt said the details of the finishing schools had not as yet been worked out. He added: “It will be the first time that such schools are set up and thus we have no idea how they will eventually work. At the moment we do not even know how many pupils will be interested in writing next year.

“What my department has planned, is to offer tuition that will prepare the pupils for the examinations to be written in May/June. The details will be worked out after October 26 when we know how many pupils to cater for,” Mr Posselt said.

Last weekend, about 500 Soweto residents urged the Soweto Council to request the DET not to postpone the examinations following rumours that pupils would not be allowed to write by class-disrupting youths.
A minute to
get a record
as criminal

By Michael Tisong

Some people arrested in a raid on Sebokeng township early yester-

day took less than one minute to earn criminal records when they
appeared before Vanderbijlpark magistrates.

Hundreds of people aged be-

tween about 19 and 55 faced

various charges including fail-

ing to produce passes and pos-

session of dangerous weapons.

Some hearings where people

pleaded guilty lasted 57 or 59

seconds. They were fined R30

(or 15 days) for pass law of-

fences and R40 (or 20 days) for

possession of dangerous wea-

pons. They were all taken to the

cells and it appeared that none

had money for the fines.

Where the accused pleaded

not guilty the hearings lasted

about three minutes and were

postponed to various dates.

The cases went something like this:

Prosecutor: On the morning of

October 23 1984 you failed to

produce your pass. Do you plead

guilty or not guilty?

Interpreter repeats the question

in the vernacular.

Accused: I was sleeping. I did

not have my pass with me. I

guess I am guilty.

Interpreter: I plead guilty.

Your Honour.

Magistrate: I find you guilty as charged. Do you have any-

thing to say in mitigation of sen-

tence?

Accused: I will try to get a

pass.

Magistrate: Anything else?

Accused: No.

Magistrate: You are fined R39

or 15 days’ jail.

Total time: less than one mi-

nute.

Sash condemns SADF
‘on glorified pass raid’

By Staff Reporters

The Black Sash has launched a

stinging attack on the Defence

Force for Operation Palmiet, ac-

cessing it of taking part in a

“glorified pass raid”.

Sash national president Mrs

Sheena Duncan said yesterday:

“We trust the fathers of the

young servicemen used in this

operation in the townships will

raise their voices that their chil-

dren were put into a civil war

situation without the men and

women who work with and for

them.”

The United Democratic Front

(UDF) has observed that the

charges brought against people

held in the exercise were not of

a political nature, but were

criminal charges and pass law

infringements.

“They won’t find ‘agitators’ be-

cause what the Government is

having to contend with in the

Vaal is popular resistance based

on real grievances,” said UDF

treasurer, Mr Cassim Saloojee.

The massive police and De-

fence Force sweep on the Vaal

Triangle came to an end last

night with a further 10 arrests in

Sharpeville and neighouring

Boipatong as a reduced force

completed the intensive sweep.

TOWNSHIPS QUIET

Police spokesman Lieutenant

Henry Beck said Sebokeng,

Sharpeville and Boipatong

were very quiet this morning

and no incidents of unrest had

been reported.

The 10 arrests in Sharpeville

and Boipatong were mainly for

pass offences.

Operation Palmiet in Sebo-

keng, in which about 350 people

were arrested, was extended to

nearby Sharpeville and Boipat-

ong at 5.30 pm.

Police said the decision to ex-
tend the sweep was made on

the spur of the moment after

the Sebokeng operation finished

earlier.

Rain and muddy conditions

hampered progress, but by 7 pm

the second sweep had been com-

pleted.

Two incidents of unrest in

Sharpeville earlier yesterday

made the extended sweep desir-

able, police said.

The earlier incidents in Shar-

peville resulted in police firing

rubber bullets to disperse

crowds. Five people, including

two priests, were arrested in

terms of the Riotous Assemblies

Act.

The Commissioner of Police,

General Johan Coetzee, and

several other senior officers

flew into Sebokeng by helicopter

early in the afternoon to inspect

the progress of the operation.

Later a group of MPs was

briefed.

Vaal school boycott is still on

By Chris More

The Vaal school boycott is continuing despite ef-

forts yesterday by the police and the South Afri-

can Defence Force to urge pupils to return to

classes.

A pamphlet was issued stating the reasons for

the “occupation” of Sebokeng, Sharpeville and

Boipatong yesterday. One of the reasons was “to

promote continued education”.

Pupils have been boycotting school since a pro-

test was called against rent increases on September

3.

The Department of Education and Training has

given all matric candidates a deadline of October

26 to decide if they want to sit the examinations

in November or next May.

This morning a teacher accused the police and

SADF of aggravating the situation by their “occupa-

tion” of the townships.

She said: “The soldiers have scared the chil-

dren. I doubt if they will return to school this

year.”

She said it was foolhardy for the authorities to

try to use force to make the children return to

school as “it will only make them stubborn”.

A parent said her children would not go to

school until she was sure they would be safe. The

township was teeming with police and confronta-

tions were likely because of the volatile situation.

She said: “I am sure the police and soldiers

cannot be trusted now as they must be exhausted.

The slightest provocation could have ugly re-
sults.”
Police rubber bullets to disperse 1,500 rioting pupils at the Tlokwe High School in Ikageng, Potchefstroom on Monday.

The rioting took place after the principal, Mr. P. Schoepers, allegedly assaulted two members of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) in his office on Friday.

The alleged assault on the Cosas chairman, known only as Sam, and his colleague, Mr. Sam Pitso, resulted in the closure of Tlokwe, Baseme and Theagle schools.

Mr. Job Schoeman, for the Department of Education and Training, said he was in the dark about the unrest in Ikageng.
Unrest follows boycott decision

By JIMMY MATYU

UNREST flared again today in the Port Elizabeth black townships after pupils decided to continue the schools boycott.

The continuation of the boycott was confirmed at a meeting of pupils held in the Holy Spirit Church Hall in Kwaakela yesterday.

Today pupils at some schools were forced to flee when stoned by youths.

Some of the pupils were just about to start writing their internal end-of-the-year examinations.

Mr Edgar Possett, deputy chief of public relations in the Department of Education and Training in Pretoria, said attendance in the Eastern Cape yesterday varied a great deal and in some schools there was a total boycott.

Lieutenant H Beck, of the Directorate of Public Affairs at the South African Police Headquarters in Pretoria, said today that police had to use tear smoke, birdshot and rubber bullets to disperse the stone-throwing youths.

No one was injured.

He said pupils of the Loyiso High School and Ikwezi-Lomso High School today left their premises and marched through the streets in Zwane and came together in Retraam Street in Zwane, forming a group of about 500. Police dispersed them with sjamboks.

He said in Kwaakela police who were arresting two pupils were surrounded and stoned by a group of about 100 youths. Tear smoke was used to disperse the youths and a man and a woman were detained.

Lt Beck said at Henry Nginda Higher Primary School in Kwaakela pupils stoned the school and the police. They dispersed quietly after they were addressed by a teacher. Mr N Moleko. No police action was taken.

Late yesterday afternoon about 400 youths stoned Cowan High School, breaking window panes and gutters, he said.

Before the police arrived the youths went to Isimbuli High School, a technical college, where they stoned and broke window panes and roof tiles.

Lt Beck said three homes were also stoned. At the home of the Mayor of Kayamandi, Mr Norman Kaula, police fired birdshot and rubber bullets to disperse the youths. Three youths were arrested.

The Fort Elizabeth branch of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) said it had decided to continue the boycott because pupils were "not ready to write their end-of-year examinations".

In a statement, Mr Andile Yawa, the chairman, said there had been some "misunderstanding" among many people at Sunday's meeting, resulting in some pupils going back to school on Monday.

"Pupils feel the boycott should continue in order to bring it home to Mr G W Merbold that they are not prepared to write in November and December. The fear is that many who missed lessons will fail and demand that they be allowed to write in February," he said.

Mr Yawa also criticised the detention by security police for questioning of six of their members.

He said two of the pupils who were questioned and later released on the same day were Godfrey Ndevu lana and Nangile Mjo.
Pupils in the dark

ABOUT 140 matric pupils at the Dullstroom High School in Duhe, Soweto, yesterday claimed that they have still not received timetables for their final examinations, which are due to start on Monday.

A pupil at the school, who did not wish to be named, said they were supposed to have received the timetables last month. When they noticed that time was going by, they confronted the principal, who allegedly told them that the timetables were missing.

The pupils also said they were informed that they would write their end of the year examinations at another school in Johannesburg. The matric pupils were very much against this and said if they had to write and fail, they would prefer to do this at their own school.

According to the pupils, a delegation has been elected from among them which is to meet the regional director of the Johannesburg region of the Department of Education and Training (DET), Mr. Philip Engelbrecht, in Pretoria today to discuss the issues.

Mr. Edgar Posselt, deputy chief Press liaison officer of DET, yesterday said the matter would be taken up with the examination department. He also said Mr. Engelbrecht would be notified of the problem.
1 500 pupils in Klagence
Cops fire teargases at...
Alex boycott still on

PUPILS at the trouble-torn Minerva High School in Alexandra are continuing with class boycotts after the re-opening of the school last Tuesday.

Pupils at the school have been going to school but not entering classes since the re-opening day.

The stand to continue the class boycott was upheld at a meeting attended by more than 300 pupils, most of them from Minerva, at the Anglican Church in the township a day after the re-opening.

The school was deserted long before noon yesterday when The SOWETAN made a routine check.

But the schools' Governing Council chairman, the Rev Michael Motshele, yesterday said: "I have only had reports of last week's attendance from teachers who said it was promising as most of the pupils attended classes".

A pupil at Minerva, who asked not to be named, said: "We just go to school in the morning as a matter of formality because no lessons are offered and we sit around until about 10 am when most of us go home. We have agreed that we will not write if charges against other pupils are not dropped by the Security Police."

A spokesman for the students' committee said they have given a copy of the minutes of their meeting to the chairman of the parents committee, Mr Motshele. He said the minutes which contained resolutions stating that pupils will write examinations next March and that they will not call off the boycott of classes this year unless charges against six others were dropped by the security police had been given to Mr Motshele.

Mr Motshele agreed that he had received a copy of the minutes of the students' meeting and had agreed with students that they meet before the end of the month.

"I am eagerly awaiting the date of our meeting with the students because I believe that we need their cooperation in order that we can solve the problem they are faced with," said Mr Motshele.
Judge rules teacher's transfer was unlawful

Court Reporter

A COMPLAINT by an Empangeni high school teacher that his transfer to another school was unlawful was finalised in the Supreme Court, Durban, yesterday when a judge confirmed his reinstatement at the school where he taught for six years.

Mr Acting Justice Galgut confirmed a rule nisi granted to Mr Nkosinathi Zungu against the KwaZulu Minister of Education and Culture and also a school inspector.

At yesterday's hearing the Judge also granted Mr Zungu costs.

In papers he stated that he taught history and biology at the Amangwe High School.

During 1994 when he attended to registration of pupils it came to his attention that some pupils who had failed Std 8 had been promoted to Std 9.

A staff meeting was called which resolved that no student be promoted as it would create a bad name for the school and such students were likely to be disqualified from sitting Std 10 examinations.

Mr Zungu said on July 12 the principal told him to stop teaching biology to Std 9 pupils. Two weeks later he was told by a school inspector that he had two options, either to resign or to be transferred.

On August 20 the inspector informed him that as he had refused to resign or take a transfer he would be charged. He also told him that he was being transferred to the Somopho Community Primary School.
Boycott hits 59 E Cape schools

TWO lower primary schools in New Brighton and Kwa- zakele today joined the schools boycott bringing the total of schools affected in the Eastern Cape to 59 and the total number of pupils to 49,000.

The schools are Ben Simuka Lower Primary School in New Brighton and Ezikweni Lower Primary School in KwaZakele.

Mr Gunther Merbold, the Regional Director of Education and Training in the Cape, said today 50% of the pupils stayed away from Ezikweni.

Referring to the demand by the Congress of South African Students that students be allowed to write their examinations in February, he said pupils had wasted 10 months of study. There was no guarantee they would be able to write in February.

"Pupils are better prepared now to write. After the lengthy festive holiday there will not be enough time to study for February. At the same time writing in February will hinder a whole academic year," he said.

Mr Merbold said there were pupils who were prepared to write in November and he felt that those pupils should be given a chance to do so.

He said the situation at Somerset East and Uitenhage was back to normal now but at Grahamstown, Graaff-Reinet and Cradock it was still unchanged.

A police liaison spokesman said in Pretoria that a policeman probing a motor car theft in KwaZakele was surrounded by about 200 youths who threw stones at his police vehicle.

He said the policeman summoned help by radio and when police arrived the youths fled. There were no arrests.

The spokesman said that in KwaZakele yesterday afternoon two groups of 40 and 60 youths gathered outside Masimbane Secondary School and threw stones, breaking windows. Police arrived and used rubber bullets and tear smoke to disperse them.

He said by early today the headquarters had not received any reports of arson from Port Elizabeth.
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The 20-year War's Effect on Education

Education is a fundamental right of every child. However, the war has had a significant impact on education systems worldwide.

In many countries, the war has disrupted educational institutions, leading to a lack of access to quality education. Students have been forced to缺席 classes and miss out on important learning opportunities.

Additionally, the war has led to a shortage of teachers and educational resources, which has further exacerbated the problem. It has also increased the financial burden on families, making it difficult for them to afford education.

The impact of the war on education is not limited to physical infrastructure. It has also affected the psychological well-being of students, with many experiencing long-term trauma and stress.

The war has highlighted the need for international cooperation in education, to ensure that all children have access to quality education, regardless of their background. It has also emphasized the importance of investing in education as a tool for peace and development.
Schools boycott meeting

Weekend Post Reporter

THE Crisis in Education Committee and the Port Elizabeth branch of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) have jointly organised a meeting for tomorrow to discuss the schools boycott situation.

The meeting will be held in the Centenary Great Hall, New Brighton, at 2pm.

A spokesman for Cosas said all parents, organisations, including the PE Ministers' Fraternal, had been invited.

Meanwhile, the African Writers' Association, based in Johannesburg, will hold a meeting at the offices of the Domestic Workers' Association of South Africa (Dwasa) in Court Chambers, 623 Main Street, North End, to establish a writers' branch in Port Elizabeth.

The meeting will start at 4pm.
Concession rejected

As a result of the school boycotts, black students won two major concessions from government. Co-operation, Development and Education Minister Gerrit Viljoen announced the introduction of Student Representative Councils (SRCs) in all secondary schools and changes to the controversial age limit regulation.

Both issues were at the forefront of demands by the boycotters. It seems government is acquiescing in a last-ditch attempt to persuade pupils to return to school as year-end exams approach.

However, Department of Education and Training (DET) spokesman Job Schoeman says government has not committed itself to a major rethink on student demands. Plans to establish “student committees” were announced in Parliament by former DET Minister Barend du Plessis in May, he says. Given the escalating unrest, government can only be criticised for dragging its heels over giving the go ahead for SRCs.

The DET claims the age limit regulation, which prevents pupils over 20 from sitting matric and over 18 from writing Standard 8, is rarely invoked. Official figures show 319 pupils have been affected so far this year. Pupils may now continue their studies if they are over the age limit unless the Director-General refuses attendance on educational or disciplinary grounds. The DET has not scrapped the regulation per se but retains it as a potential “threat” to students.

Progressive Federal Party spokesman Nic Olivier believes the “concessions” are unlikely to reverse the trend in the number of stayaways. “The problems in black education go far deeper than simply introducing new structures to the system,” he says.

The response from student organisations and black educationists has been negative. Fanyana Mazibuko, secretary of the Teachers’ Action Committee, described the changes as “cosmetic.”

Fears that SRCs will be “stillborn” are already being realised. The Congress of South African Students (Cossa) urged pupils to reject a DET-drafted constitution.

This seems unreasonable. The boycott and closure of schools has led to the worst disruption in black education since 1976. With most of the academic year already lost, Cossa could be expected to encourage pupils to return to classes and temporarily shelve their demands — however justified.

This year a record 83,400 pupils are registered to sit matric exams and it is likely the pass rate will slump to an all-time low. Since 1978 there has been a five-fold increase in the number of black matric pupils. Although the numbers have expanded dramatically, the proportion of pupils passing fell from 76,2% in 1978 to 48,3% in 1983, although there were vastly more candidates.

The trend becomes more disturbing when the results for matric with university exemption are examined. Between 1978 and 1973, the numbers sitting increased from 3,236 to 7,103, but the pass rate plunged from 33% to 9,8%.
Urban Blacks

Destroying councils

The centrepiece of Pretoria's constitutional plan for urban black self-government — the third-tier Black Local Authority (BLA) system — has been seriously undermined by unrest in the townships.

Black community councillors have been physically attacked by rioters who have called for their resignations in the Orange-Vaal area, East Rand and in Soweto. A number went into hiding last month at the height of upheavals in which three councillors were murdered.

The entire town council of Randata, near Heidelberg, resigned last month. And councillors in Katlehong, Tembisa, Daveyton and VosLOORUS have deserted the official level of urban black expression.

Rejection of the black municipalities appears to be one reason for the township flare-ups. Says the Black Sash's Sheena Duncan: "The minute you introduce changes which are not acceptable to the people you stimulate active opposition."

"We will not proceed with the establishment of a BLA unless the public at large agrees to it," says John Hlje, Director of local government at the Department of Cooperation and Development. Hlje says he "cannot agree" that the BLA system has been undermined. In BLAs such as Randata which have been hit by walk-outs, the (white) Development Boards have stepped in to resume control they had prior to last September. Fresh BLA Elections in those towns will be held next February.

Duncan says: "The fact that BLA elections last year drew low (average 20%) polls are an indication of black rejection of the third-tier government." And even in areas where the poll was relatively higher, she adds, people are now seeing the year-old local authorities as oppressive.

Further, exclusion from the tricameral system is "very much a factor" in the unrest, says Duncan. The BLA, Local Authorities Act and the Black Community Development Act are now law. And Blacks see very clearly the connection between that and their exclusion from the new dispensation for coloureds and Indians with whites. "Don't forget, the UDF (United Democratic Front) was specifically formed to fight both the new constitution and the Koornhof Bills affecting Black local government."

Increased rent or service charges seems to be the main factor which touched off the riots. The resignation of Lekoa council, for example, has been "demanded" because of its handling of the increases.

Duncan sees the riots as the result of "a whole accumulation of things" and a series of government actions. The effects of the BLA's are being felt now — a year since their establishment. For example, there are widespread allegations of corruption in the allocation of housing, business sites and other privileges.

After 1976 there were hopes of improvement in black education with more cash going its way. Yet the matric pass rate has dropped each year. This fuels discontent. Duncan knows personally of cases where legder-permit charges have been illegally levied on family members in certain townships. Increased rent-service charges have not always followed procedures laid down before they may be introduced. Growing unemployment and reenactments add to the sense of grievance.

Organisations

Pupil dimension

Says an East Rand Development board official: "If you look carefully at the people who are involved (in the township protests) it's always the same names, the people of Cosas. And Cosas is affiliated to the UDF. . . . It's a political issue by people who reject the new constitution. . . . Because if there's success in black local government this will give government time to spill out its new dispensation for blacks."

This view is echoed by an official of the Orange-Vaal Development Board. Both areas have seen the worst of the rioting, of which the widespread black school boycotts have been an element.

But what is Cosas and what are its aims? Cosas stands for: The Congress of South African Students and is basically a pupil organisation which claims to have 45 branches around the country.

One would not have thought that an organisation composed of schoolchildren could take the lead in organising a national protest. The unrest indeed threatens the basis of government's initiatives for urban black local government (see Current Affairs) and has played havoc with black education.

Cosas, explains Mpho Ledgardo, its 19-year-old vice-president who is a matric student at one of the six Atteridgevillle schools shut down by the authorities, "is a student movement formed in 1979 and made up of senior and junior-secondary school students." It was formed to "coordinate student grievances and to organise students around the real cause of their problems."

Before its formation, says Mpho, "the anger of the students against the whole set-up of education in our country was frustrated and turned on the teachers and principals." He explains in language not normally used by high school pupils: "Our education system is not for developing people or for the betterment of society. It is for apartheid and the capitalist social order."

The advent of Cosas, a non-racial body which has coloured and Indian pupils as members, was notable at the time, says the student leader, since it was a time when Black Consciousness (BC) was strong. Cosas's BC counterpart, the Azanian Students Movement (Azasm) was formed only two years ago.

Is there a link between the classroom boycotts, in which Cosas plays a leading role, and the township riots? "Before they are students," explain Mpho and full-time Cosas national organiser, Thabane Mogashoa, "the students are members of their community. Students are affected by rent hikes because it affects the amount of money their families have for their schooling."

Cosas president, Lulu Johnson, a 20-year-old matric pupil at New Brighton in Port Elizabeth, reiterates what their constitution sets down — that "before we are students we are members of our community."

Is Cosas therefore a political body? The schools and the community are inseparable, he says.

Referring to the student deaths in the recent riots, Lulu (who is male) says: "Martyrs are inseparable — be they student or community martyrs." The reason for Cosas joining the UDF, he says, is that they share the same principles. "The UDF was formed to fight the new constitution and the Koornhof Bills which could mean our fellow students will be evicted to the rural areas. We felt it wise to fight a separate battle against the new constitution. It became clear our task was to go to the students as the specific terrain of our operations," says Lulu.

Cosas believes the cause of the riots sprigs from the people's rejection of the black local authorities. "This year it became clear our people are tired of talking — not Cosas, but the broader community. It is clear these community councils have no role to play except to go along with separate development," he says.

"Some of our problems are the result of the social order," says Mpho "although, granted, not all the students realise it. If the life of a society doesn't change, the educational system won't change. It is the duty of organisations to make students aware of it. This is not a Soweto issue but a national issue. As our slogan says, an injury to one is an injury to all."

According to Lulu, Cosas "did not at any stage organise anything like stone-throwing. The students themselves, not Cosas, stoned buses, businesses and the houses of community council leaders. But not only the students — others in the community were involved in the full rampage against (those targets). There is no point in saying this was Cosas activity."
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Cosas calls for end to school boycott

PORT ELIZABETH — A meeting called by the local branch of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas) resolved last night to suspend the schools boycott and return to classes on Monday on condition pupils are not "dismissed, harassed or victimised".

At a meeting in Kwaazakhele, pupils agreed to write their final examinations in February. The meeting, attended by about 1 500 people, also decided to call a permanent end to the boycott provided democratic students' representative councils were introduced as soon as possible.

These SRCs would be mandated to seek an end to "excessive corporal punishment", upgrading of teacher qualifications, attention to the high matric failure rate, and introduction of a uniform, non-racial system of education.

Cosas executive members and ministers from the Inter-Denominational Ministers' Association of South Africa are to visit school principals from today until Monday to report on the outcome of the meeting.

Several speakers expressed reservations about the introduction next year of SRCs in schools as proposed by the Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, earlier this week. — DDC.
Extra classes arranged as boycotts end

Post Reporters

EXTRA classes will be arranged by the Department of Education and Training to help pupils who have been boycotting schools in the Port Elizabeth townships.

Mr Gunther Merbold, the regional director of Education and Training in the Cape, said the classes were being arranged to help pupils cope with their work in preparation for the end-of-year examinations.

The department and various organisations have welcomed the decision taken in KwaZakhele at a meeting of the Port Elizabeth branch of the Congress of South African Students to suspend the schools boycott.

The pupils agreed to the lifting of the boycott on condition that they were not "dismissed, harassed or victimised" by principals and teachers.

Cosas asked the pupils to return to classes on Monday. At the meeting, pupils decided to ask the department to allow them to write their final examinations in February.

Mr Merbold said today there was a substantial increase in attendance at secondary schools and he was quite happy with it. He thought this had to do, perhaps, with Cosas's decision. He added that things might be back to normal on Monday.

"I am absolutely delighted by this very good decision which has come at the right time," he said.

"Pupils in this area will be assisted in every possible way to help them cope up with their work by the holding of extra classes in the afternoons and on Saturdays."

"Fortunately, compared with pupils in Cradock and the Vaal-Triangle, our pupils here have not lost much."

Mr Merbold said pupils in Port Elizabeth would, as usual, be writing their end-of-year examinations in November and December.

He said the Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, had only given permission to pupils in Atteridgeville to write their examinations in February because they had lost quite a lot of studying time.

Mr Merbold said that as far as his department was concerned no action would be taken against any pupil.

"They will not be harassed, victimised or dismissed by anybody. I assure them," he said.

The Rev D M Soga, president of the Inter-denominational Ministers' Association of South Africa (I DAMA), said his association had held a meeting with the Cosas executive last night after the Cosas general meeting.

"We welcome their decision that children should return to school. It shows maturity and a high degree of responsibility," he said.

Mr Soga said his association was now working towards improving relations between Cosas and the Azanian Students' Movement (AZASM).

Meanwhile, the Students Action Committee in Uitenhage has condemned police harassment and added that no amount of harassment would deter them from their goal of boycotting classes.
Return to
g'town
schools,
but not
classes

Weekend Post Correspondent

GRAHAMSTOWN — High school pupils here yesterday decided to end their 14-day school boycott and return to school on Monday.

A spokesman for the students said the decision was taken at a meeting held in a local church hall.

"Pupils from all three high schools attended the meeting and we decided to go back to school on Monday, but we will not attend classes," he said.

"We will only attend classes if our demands are met and we give the authorities 14 days to react to these demands."

He said they demanded the unconditional withdrawal of the police from the townships.

"Exams also have to be postponed until February next year, otherwise we will not attend classes."

He said a parents' meeting will be held today and a parents' committee, which is to negotiate with the Department of Education and Training on behalf of the students, will be elected.

Sapa reports that unrest hit primary schools yesterday in Atteridgeville, near Pretoria, where schools were re-opened this week after class boycotts and unrest among secondary school pupils.

Recent concessions by the Government on the introduction of student representative councils and changes to the controversial age-limit regulation failed to draw students back to school.

Mr P J Felstead, regional director for the Northern Transvaal of the Department of Education and Training, said yesterday only a third of pupils turned up at five Atteridgeville secondary schools.

"They left school early and then chased primary pupils from seven schools out of their classrooms," he said.
Coping with the boycotts

CLASS boycotts in African schools and violence by various parties are gradually weakening the fabric of orderly community life, which includes the safety of children and their ongoing education.

Several rival pupil movements are active in schools. In addition, various irresponsible elements contribute to the slow destruction of confidence, of public safety and prosperity in many residential areas.

This state of affairs needs to be stopped urgently, because it does not help ANY responsible goal. It will also not change the power structure of our country. But the interruption of schooling for tens of thousands of young people will lessen their chances of becoming competent adults able to accept responsible places in ANY future society. It will also lessen their lifetime chances of escaping poverty.

I ask pupil movements to consider three suggestions:
1. Major movements should work out a common strategy.
2. They should all consider encouraging all primary schools to continue without any further disruption, and confine their activities to secondary schools.
3. Perhaps protest moves and discussions could be organised without stopping normal school lessons.

Everyone should welcome the Minister’s announcement that SRCs will be introduced in all high schools next term, and his concession on the age limit restrictions. It should be given a fair chance to develop, because it is a significant step in the democratisation of education in South Africa.

The Minister should, in addition to his announcement on student councils, urgently organise local consultations between his department and senior police officers to ensure that groups of pupils leaving schools at break are not attacked by police who suspect them of being “riotous assemblies” as has happened on various occasions recently.

Dr Viljoen might consider three further steps:

- Suspend the age limit rule for three years. Though he has just made a major concession on its application, its temporary suspension would be an important symbolic act.
- In a violent society, sensible departmental rules on corporal punishment are widely disregarded. To improve the situation, an announcement that inspectors will be asked to check that the rules are being obeyed might contribute to a lessening of corporal punishment beyond the established departmental rules.
- The core issue is quality of education, and long-held, deep-rooted beliefs among all black people that a single ministry of education would do more towards this than anything else.

Dr Viljoen might issue a careful statement listing all the major aspects of educational quality which will, in fact, be controlled by the new single ministry of national education as accepted in the government’s White Paper on the De Lange Report. These are really important aspects, but this is not widely known in the country. Examinations and certification, for example will in future be of equal quality for pupils in all education departments because they will be controlled by a single authority. This will help move us a little faster to the goal of “equal education opportunity for all inhabitants”.

Perhaps what has been suggested here may help to ensure that more than five million African pupils will be able to continue with regular schooling as one aspect of their preparation for life.

The author is an organiser at Funda Teachers’ Centre, Diepkloof
STUDENTS and parents have rejected Dr Gerrit Viljoen's deal to resolve the country-wide school crisis.

In a swift response, Dr Viljoen's new "education constitution" was rejected because it was drafted without consulting students or parents.

At most meetings attended by parents and pupils this week, they said the Department of Education and Training's detailed guidelines on how SRCs should operate and the SRC constitution fell short of what the students have demanded since the beginning of the year.

They said the DET's constitution has been imposed on them.

There is uncertainty about the students' attitude towards the final exams.

Some wanted the exams postponed to February or March next year.

At meetings in Port Elizabeth, East Rand, Soweto and Alexandra, parents and pupils called on Dr Viljoen to meet all the students' demands.

These include:
- The immediate withdrawal of police from school premises and townships, because their presence has aggravated the situation.
- The scrapping of age-limit restrictions and regulations on pre-school admissions.
- The extension of the academic year by postponing final exam dates.

A DET spokesman in Pretoria said yesterday the DET could not comment on decisions taken at a public meeting.

Chaos broke out between Cosas and Azasm at a meeting at Regina Mundi in Soweto, over the authentic leadership of the students.

Cosas opposed a motion that they unite with Azasm in drafting an alternative SRC constitution, saying they had already drafted one.

When the motion was put to the vote, Cosas members walked out.

Meanwhile, Urban Council Association of SA president Steve Kgabe and 14 East Rand mayors will meet Dr Viljoen on Monday to discuss the schools crisis.

Meanwhile, at Fort Hare University, most students have returned to lectures after a D-Day expulsion threat last week.

But in the Eastern Cape there was still widespread unrest, with 30 000 pupils - 10 percent of the 278 000 pupils in the area - boycotting classes.

MANKWENG's community council election candidate S's Matsetsela resigned hours after she was returned unopposed after a call by the Makweng Youth Congress and Cosas to all candidates to resign immediately.

"I have learnt from what happened in areas like the Vaal. If people call on you to resign it simply means they don't want you and I know they really mean business," said Mrs Matsetsela.

The elections were held at Mankweng police station on Wednesday and the percentage poll is believed to be very low.

Candidates campaigned in great secrecy.
Thousands of primary school pupils and a handful of high school pupils in Atteridgeville-Saulsville were back in classes today after disruptions at the weekend.

Principals at the primary schools said the situation was back to normal.

"Lessons are continuing as normal," said one.

Classes were disrupted by groups of high school pupils on Friday. They went from school to school ordering primary school pupils to go home.

Mr Job Schoeman, the Department of Education and Training's chief public relations officer, said the turnout at the six high schools on Friday morning was good.

"But during the day pupils at five of the six high schools walked out and disrupted classes at primary schools.

"The regional director ordered that there be no classes on Saturday."

The attendance at high schools was said to be poor today. Principals said no pupils reported at some classes.

See Page 2.
Some P.E. schools less than half full — MPC

Post Reporter

While English high schools in Port Elizabeth were critically full, certain Afrikaans schools in Walmer were under-utilised, according to Mrs Molly Blackburn, Progressive Federal Party MPC for Walmer.

Mrs Blackburn quoted Department of Education figures which showed that:

- D F Malherbe High School, with a capacity for 800 pupils, had only 490 pupils enrolled.
- The Walmer Primary School in Fourth Avenue, Walmer, with a capacity for 600 pupils only had only 112 pupils enrolled.

Mrs Blackburn said the situation in Port Elizabeth was because of the Government’s “moerdertaal policy”.

This had resulted in an “enforced under-utilisation of other schools in the area”.

Describing Government policy as an “ideological daydream”, Mrs Blackburn said children were now suffering “as a result of an unworkable policy combined with out-of-date planning”.

Mrs Blackburn said that although the Walmer Primary School catered only for primary school pupils, “it would be more realistic to convert the unused section into classrooms for senior pupils than for the province to spend an enormous amount of money on an entirely separate and very large property”.

She said the figures showed that a change of Government policy was needed and not new buildings.
Don't postpone exams, council urges the DET

By Phil Mtimkulu

The Soweto Council will request the Department of Education and Training (DET) not to postpone the end-of-year examinations which are due to start within the next two weeks.

The council was urged by 500 Soweto residents at a meeting held at the Jabulani Amphitheatre yesterday to convey this decision to the DET.

The meeting, convened by the town council, was called to allow Soweto residents to air their views on the continuing pupil unrest in the township and to suggest ways of ending it.

The attendance was poor and the pupils were conspicuous by their absence. Only two pupils took the stage and addressed the meeting.

The Mayor, Mr Ephraim Tshabalala, who was expected to address the residents, was only allowed to pass a vote of thanks. He urged the pupils to go back to school today.

It was also agreed that the council should meet with leaders of political and pupil organisations at the Naledi Hall on November 4 to reach consensus on how to solve the unrest.

Parents who spoke expressed themselves strongly against the boycott of classes and the general unrest in the township.

Most of the parents blamed organisations such as the United Democratic Front, the Congress of South African Students and the Azanian Students' Movement for the stayaway from schools.

A councillor, Mr Letsati Radebe, said the pupils were getting orders from the "suburbs of Johannesburg".

One speaker, however, said the pupils were boycotting classes because they did not want inferior education which would make them slaves.

"The students do not want to eat poison, they want good education like all other students in the country."

Mr Nelson Botile, a councillor, supported him and said parents had failed to support pupils in their fight for better education.

"We are afraid. Why don't we speak on behalf of our children and secure a better future for them? Let us fight for the education of our kids," he said.
Township unrest continues

A group of rioting youths tried to set a school on fire near Pretoria, in one of a few incidents of township unrest country-wide yesterday, a police spokesman said.

He said a group of youths tried to set classrooms alight at the Holy Trinity School in Atteridgeville.

Two policemen were slightly injured when coolies, squatters from Cape Town stoned a police vehicle. Police fired rubber bullets to disperse the crowd.

In Sebokeng damage estimated at R2 000 was caused when a dormitory and three classrooms at a high school were set on fire.

Police used tear gas, rubber bullets and baton to disperse a group of youths at the Morris Isaacson Secondary School in Soweto yesterday.

By Sue Leeman,
Pretoria Bureau

Thousands of pupils are still boycotting lessons and classes remain suspended for many others in spite of recent attempts by the Department of Education and Training to defuse the tension in black schools.

Sporadic unrest is still flaring in townships in the PWV area and in the Eastern Cape.

The DET recently concurred the proposed establishment of student representative councils.

But pupils have rejected the councils because they claim they were not consulted over the constitution of the bodies.

A spokesman for the DET, Mr Edgar Posselt, said this morning it was not possible to determine exactly how many pupils were still missing classes.

But in Atteridgeville, where six high schools were reopened on Thursday, more than 5 000 pupils are still boycotting classes.

At the Paadeng Secondary School in Soweto it was reported yesterday that most pupils (between 800 and 1 000) did not turn up for classes.

ON THE MARCH

About 400 pupils of the Morris Isaacson Senior Secondary School in the township were reported to have marched through the streets yesterday. Police later dispersed them.

At Minerva High School in Alexandra classes have been suspended indefinitely. The suspension affects up to 1 000 pupils.

At all four secondary schools in Tembisa classes have been suspended.

Mr Posselt said the trouble-torn Vaal Triangle had largely returned to normal but there were still stayaways in some areas, including Sebokeng near Vereeniging where there was a low attendance at all schools.

In other townships in the region, including Sharpeville, there was no attendance. Thousands were estimated to be boycotting classes here.

On the East Rand school attendance varied, with no attendance at some schools and attendances of up to 80 percent at others.

Mr Posselt said most of the Eastern Cape was still affected by stayaways. Pupils are boycotting classes in Grahamstown, Queenstown, Cradock, Graaff-Reinet and Uitenhage.

Classes are still suspended in King William's Town and Fort Beaufort.
Boycott spreads to Graaff-Reinet

Own Correspondent

Johannesburg — While many pupils returned to school in Port Elizabeth yesterday, stay-aways spread to Graaff-Reinet in the Eastern Cape and continued in the Vaal Triangle, East Rand and some Soweto schools.

Five of the Atteridgeville schools near Pretoria, which the Department of Education and Training (DET) reopened last week, were empty yesterday. Pupils arrived without their books and were sent home.

‘Operation Catch-up’ starts

Half the pupils from the sixth school — Nkomo Secondary High — plunged into the “operational catch-up” course organized by the DET to make up for time lost when the schools were closed for more than five months.

None of the 4,000 pupils at secondary schools in Tembisa, where the suspension of classes was lifted last week, turned up yesterday.

Pupils are refusing to write their end-of-year examinations while fellow pupils are sitting in jail.

They are demanding the unconditional release of those arrested.

In Soweto yesterday, pupils from the Pakagang Secondary School refused to enter their classrooms, a DET liaison officer, Mr Edgar Posselt, said.

Police used rubber bullets, birdshot and teargas on about 400 pupils from the Morris Isaacson Secondary School who were on a march through the township yesterday, police said.

In Port Elizabeth, attendance at 11 secondary schools ranged between 60 and 95 percent, according to the regional director, Mr G Merbold.

Pupils in Somerset East were back in their classrooms, but three schools in Graaff-Reinet boycotted yesterday and stay-aways continued in Grahamstown, Uitenhage, Queenstown and King William’s Town.

Mr Merbold said the suspension of classes at the Thubalethu Secondary School in Fort Beaufort would be lifted next Monday.

Yesterday police used teargas to disperse about 500 pupils from the Lawson School in Fort Beaufort who marched to the Magoma Primary School, police said.

Most secondary school pupils in Daveyton, Wattville, Vosloorus, Katlehong, Thokoza, Duduzi, Nigel, Tshane and Kwathema continued to stay away yesterday, while primary school attendance ranged from 20-95 percent.

Pupils yesterday returned to the Shoagave Secondary School near Pretoria.

Mr Tom Maphata of the Soweto Civic Association (SCA) yesterday called on the government to restore a normal atmosphere at schools and in the streets.

“We are distressed by the government’s insensitivity in clearing the air for students to resume their lessons at school,” he said.

Attack on home of Soweto councillor.

A squatter looks at one of the slashed sheets. A police spokesman later denied claims by p...
Mixed response to new boycott call at schools

By JIMMY MATUYA

There is a confused situation in black schools in Port Elizabeth, where the class boycott has resumed, although only partially, according to the department of Education and Training.

The boycott in Uitenhage has been lifted, but in Grahamstown it has entered its third week and will continue for at least a fortnight.

At a Congress of South African Students meeting in New Brighton last night a boycott resumption was urged in a bid to persuade the department to allow November examinations to be written in February.

The department yesterday exempted matric candidates from the need to write year-end exams, giving them the option of sitting as private candidates next May.

In Uitenhage an executive member of the Students' Action Committees of the Limekhaya High School and the Thanduzolo Junior Secondary School has appealed to all pupils to return to classes today or "as soon as possible".

Mr Kwanelo Tyatyatho said it was decided to suspend the boycott on condition that no pupil was "victimized, harassed or expelled" because of involvement in the boycott.

Mr Tyatyatho said attendance at the two schools today was about 70%.

Mr G W Merbold, Regional Director of Education and Training in the Cape, said today that, so far, his department had not received any official representation concerning the pupils' request.

Mr Merbold said the situation was "back to normal" in Uitenhage and that in Port Elizabeth attendance was good except at two primary schools where it was below 70%.

He said the situation in other areas outside Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage still remained unchanged. Pupils were still continuing with the boycott.
Fresh violence breaks out in Soweto schools

By Themba Khumalo

Fresh violence started in several Soweto schools today when classes were disrupted by stone-throwers and a bakery van was set alight near Sekano-Nloane High School.

Thousands of pupils arrived at their schools to find political slogans calling for a total boycott of the end-of-year examinations on the walls and blackboards.

At Orlando High School, one of the biggest in Soweto, pupils and teachers ran for cover during their morning prayers after they were stoned by anti-examination groups who moved from school to school, telling the pupils to go home.

The class disruption seemed to be aimed at the Std 7, 8 and 9 pupils who were due to sit for their final examinations yesterday morning.

In Senaoane township a group of youths put to flight the driver of a bakery van and his two assistants before they looted and tried to set alight the van.

A Riot Squad police unit travelling in an armoured car later arrived and dispersed mobs with teargas while they were helping themselves to bread and cakes.

Following this violence, several commercial and delivery vehicles were seen parked outside Moroka Police Station. Drivers sought police escorts so that they could complete their rounds.

The renewed violence in Soweto came after an emotional student meeting at Regina Mundi Church yesterday at which pupils decided not to sit for the examinations while their colleagues were in police detention.
Fresh unrest erupts in East Cape

By JIMMY MATYU

THERE were fresh outbreaks of unrest in the townships of New Brighton, Cradock and Graaff-Reinet last night.

In Cradock two policemen were attacked. In Graaff-Reinet petrol bombs were thrown at the home of a school principal and a community leader and in Port Elizabeth an attempt was made to set fire to a school.

Lieutenant H Beck, of the Directorate of Public Affairs at the South African Police Headquarters in Pretoria, said today that last night a group of 20 youths went to the home of the caretaker of the Newall High School in New Brighton and demanded the keys of the school.

He gave them the keys and later noticed that the school was on fire.

The Fire Department was called and the blaze extinguished. Only slight damage was caused.

Lt Beck said two petrol bombs were thrown into the home of Mr F Mphephu, a school headmaster in Graaff-Reinet.

One bottle went through the window into the sitting room, causing damage to furniture and curtaining.

Mr Mphephu put the fire out.

Lt Beck said in Sobokwe Street a petrol bomb was thrown into the home of Mrs V Shibam, deputy chairman of the Community Development Board, but no damage was caused as the bomb hit the inside walls and did not explode.

A policeman had a narrow escape in the Hlengilele Township in Cradock when confronted by a large crowd of youths.

He had gone to a butchery, situated opposite the community hall where a meeting was being held. He was driving his private vehicle.

While he was inside the shop, he heard a noise outside and, on investigation, found about 150 youths gathered around his vehicle.

Lt Beck said the crowd chanted. "Here is an impi. He must be killed."

He said the policeman jumped into his vehicle and drove to the home of a colleague. The crowd followed him.

Lt Beck said the crowd again surrounded the vehicle, throwing stones at it.

The policeman fired two shots with his service revolver and the youths fled.

He said the two policemen then returned to the butchery, but were inside they heard a noise outside.

There they found the vehicle again surrounded by youths, who were storing it.

Lt Beck said a shot was fired and when the crowd fled, the two policemen managed to get into the vehicle and drive off.

He said the car was extensively damaged. No one was injured and no arrests were made.

Lt Beck said other areas in the Eastern Cape were quiet yesterday.

The Department of Education and Training has described the schools' situation in Kwanobuhle in Uitenhage as "back to normal."

Mr H Jansen, regional inspector of education and training, confirmed this today.

He said that in Port Elizabeth black schools the situation was "more or less the same as yesterday" and that in other areas in the Cape there had been no change.

Yesterday the attendance was about 70%.

Mr Jansen said that in Outshoorn pupils at the Fesakille Junior Secondary School were all boycotting classes.

The Port Elizabeth Youth Congress will hold a seminar in the Centenary Great Hall in New Brighton on Sunday from 9am with the theme "National Democratic Struggle".

19/10/84
Says an East Rand Development board official: "If you look carefully at the people who are involved (in the township protests) it's always the same names, the people of Cosas. And Cosas is affiliated to the UDF... It's a political issue by people who reject the new constitution... Because if there's success in black local government this will give government time to spell out its new dispensation for blacks."

This view is echoed by an official of the Orange-Vaal Development Board. Both areas have seen the worst of the rioting, of which the widespread black school boycotts have been an element.

But what is Cosas and what are its aims? Cosas stands for: The Congress of South African Students and is basically a pupil organisation which claims to have 45 branches around the country.

One would not have thought that an organisation composed of schoolchildren could take the lead in organising a national protest. The unrest indeed threatens the basis of government's initiatives for urban black local government (see Current Affairs) and has played havoc with black education.

Cosas, explains Mpho Lekgaro, its 19-year-old vice-president who is a matric student at one of the six Atteridgeville schools shut down by the authorities, "is a student movement formed in 1978 and made up of senior and junior-secondary school students." It was formed to "co-ordinate student grievances and to organise students around the real cause of their problems."

Before its formation, says Mpho, "the anger of the students against the whole set-up of education in our country was frustrated and turned on the teachers and principals."

He explains in language not normally used by high school pupils: "Our education system is not for developing people or for the betterment of society, but for apartheid and the capitalist social order."

The advent of Cosas, a non-racial body which has coloured and Indian pupils as members, was notable at the time, says the student leader, since it was a time when Black Consciousness (BC) was strong. Cosas's BC counterpart, the Azanian Students Movement (Azasm) was formed only two years ago.

Is there a link between the classroom boycotts, in which Cosas plays a leading role, and the township riots? "Before they are students," explain Mpho and full-time Cosas national organiser, Thabane Mogasho, "the students are members of their community. Students are affected by rent hikes because it affects the amount of money their families have for their schooling."

Cosas president, Lulu Johnson, a 25-year-old matric pupil at New Brighton in Port Elizabeth, reiterates what their constitution sets down — that "before we are students we are members of our community."

Is Cosas therefore a political body? The schools and the community are inseparable, he says.

Referring to the student deaths in the recent riots, Lulu (who is male) says: " Martyrs are inseparable — be they student or community martyrs. The reason for Cosas joining the UDF, he says, is that they share the same principles. "The UDF was formed to fight the new constitution and the Koornhof Bills which could mean our fellow students will be evicted to the rural areas... We felt it wise not to fight a separate battle against the new constitution. It became clear our task was to go to the students as the specific terrain of our operations," says Lulu.

Cosas believes the cause of the riots springs from the people's rejection of the black local authorities. "This year it became clear our people are tired of talking — not Cosas, but the broader community. It is clear these community councils have no role to play except to go along with separate development," he says.

"Some of our problems are the result of the social order," says Mpho "although, granted, not all the students realise it. If the life of a society doesn't change, the education system won't change. It is the duty of organisations to make students aware of it... This is not a Soweto issue but a national issue. As our slogan says: An injury to one is an injury to all."

According to Lulu, Cosas "did not at any stage organise anything like stone-throwing. The students themselves, not Cosas, stoned buses, businesses and the houses of community council leaders. But not only the students — others in the community were involved in the full rampage against (those targets)... There is no point in saying this was Cosas activity."
based industry, bringing in much-needed foreign exchange.

The SATB-Pedbase talks could also possibly lead to major changes in hotel regulations and the Liquor Act could come under reconsideration - should government decide to change existing regulations.

Changes in the oft added "liberalizing" the star-grading system; more tax breaks for lower-star hotels; and changes in the automatic linkage of a liquor licence to a hotel's licence. This practice has led to many once-star hotels becoming little more "than glorified liquor outlets," according to tourism sources.

With a softening of star-grading standards, hoteliers would be able to save on building and running costs, as a number of unnecessarily strict requirements and regulations could fall away without damaging basic hotel standards.

"We are taking complete stock of the whole industry, looking at consumer needs and whether existing regulations match the practical requirements of the industry. This should help the industry become more cost-effective," says SATB executive director Spencer Thomas.

At least one hotel group has already moved strongly into the "budget" gap. Cape-based Protea Hotels & Inns (PHI) MD Otto Stehlik says he is being "inundated" with enquiries from hoteliers interested in its franchise and management contract scheme, aimed at forming a chain of "economy" and budget hotels (Business August 17).

The beauty of Protea's scheme is that it needs very little capital outlay. Individual hoteliers wishing to join the chain have to qualify in terms of the provisions of PHI's 40-page "quality assurance programme." The aim is to ensure that all participating hotels comply with the new group's standards. Any refurbishing and upgrading costs must be carried by the participating hotelier, who will be funded by the Bankorp group (the major shareholder in PHI).

Stehlik expects PHI to comprise 20 hotels by the beginning of next year, increasing to 35 by June-July and reaching 50 by the end of 1985. He says PHI has already identified about 100 areas in southern Africa where it would like to make its presence felt.

Protea's high-powered entry into the budget market is underlined by its appointment of Theo Behrens (former Secretary General and ex-Chairman of both Satour and the now-defunct Hotel Board) as marketing director from October 1. Stehlik claims the group now has "a couple of million rand" available to market the group's hotels locally and overseas from early next year.

Protea Hotels already has a well-established international marketing division. A bigger advertising pool will enable it to launch a major marketing campaign, as soon as the group is "on stream," says Stehlik.

A wide range

Be added: "Travel patterns are changing. People are becoming more adventurous and interested in visiting outlying country areas. With many of our hotels in up-country areas - and a fair mix of rural, resort and central city locations - we will be able to offer visitors a wide range of accommodation."

Stehlik is "amazed" at the number of largely unknown hotels, with great tourist potential, that are available in various scenic areas around the country. He sees the PHI venture as an opportunity to put these hotels "on the map." PHI is also negotiating with three homeland governments for possible hotel and resort developments and Stehlik hopes to announce one major deal soon.

The hallmark of the new group will be the individuality of its hotels. "We do not plan to operate an over-standardised, over-commercialised group of hotels," says Stehlik.

Another major group has also indicated that it is "going budget." The new Sable group is strongly involved in tourism development through its two components - Safmarine, with its Astor cruise liner, and Rennies, which controls Holiday Inns (HI).

Rennies chairman Charles Fiddian-Green tells the FM his group has investigated the issue for some time in the US and "definitely" wants to press ahead with development in the budget hotel sector.

Safmarine are 100% with us in this venture and we are actively looking for new hotel sites. We are, in fact, already negotiating to buy acceptable sites for building purposes and would prefer this avenue of development to taking over existing hotels," says Fiddian-Green.

HI presently has 22 hotels in SA, and one in the Transkei. The rest of its stable has been amalgamated with Sun International and includes the highly successful Wild Coast Sun, and its Swaziland resort.

Marketing and sales director Tim Rands says HI's 58-room highrise, second-generation hotel on Durban's Marine Parade will be completed at a cost of R45m by April 1985, while its new 250-room Pretoria Hotel was recently opened at a cost of R28m. Rands also expects a strong overseas tourism upturn as soon as the positive effects of the rand/dollar exchange rate begin to filter through to the local hotel and tourism industry on a larger scale.

SI's exclusion contract from the SA market terminates next March - and the group is already studying further local and overseas developments. However, SI is definitely not in the "budget" market, and chairman Sol Kerzner recently said it is looking for good multi-million-rand foreign hotel investments.

Presently under construction are its 128-room, R25m Nchu casino resort hotel, due for completion by the end of 1985, and "the finest hotel in Africa" - its new 250-room, R40m Cascades Hotel at Sun City. Marketing director Stewart Banner says the group has "a few more plans in the pipeline."

The overall pattern suggests that hoteliers are increasingly becoming aware of the advantages to be reaped from a weak rand, and that a greater "targeting" on tourists - up-market or budget, local or foreign - will enable them to maintain their present position. However, the challenge to all SA's hotels will be to survive. But those that do, should be in a position to provide carefully catered services.

THE UNREST

Currents of violence

There are two powerful political currents flowing parallel in SA. One, with all its hesitations, imperfections, and injustices, is the current of reform. This, it is hoped, will eventually lead to a peaceful and more just society.

The second current is that of confrontation and revolution. The motives of its proponents - though not their methods - are understandable to anyone who recall the history of injustice of the last 50 years. Since
The violence in SA’s townships and mines differs from that of 1976 in that it seems to lack a common focus. In 1976 the flashpoint was government’s attempt to enforce Afrikaans-medium education in secondary schools. This time there is no single grievance — in fact there appear to be too many for any simple solution.

The fighting and killings on the mines were related to the strike called by the National Union of Mineworkers, and do not appear to have had any wider political connotation.

In the Vaal Triangle, where the community violence began, the spark was provided by resentment at rent increases. This quickly translated into hostility towards the new town council — several councillors were attacked and one killed.

Lenasia election

Lenasia’s violence was directly against the Indian election under the new constitution. It was obviously designed to signify Indian rejection of the new deal — and to scare off voters.

On the East Rand, scene of some of the worst incidents, the school boycotts played a major part — with 93,000 students staying away. How far the violence was politically motivated, and how far it was due to thousands of boycotting students simply going on the rampage, is another question.

As far as can be judged the Grahams-town and Port Elizabeth incidents were largely motiveless — unless they are regarded as the sudden release of frustration due to falling economic expectations and poor housing.

Soweto backlash

In Soweto, where Mayor Ephraim Tshabalala blames the United Democratic Front for the unrest, trouble seems to have been precipitated by a combination of rent and housing grievances, and school boycotts. It is interesting that Soweto is the one area to show any sort of significant counter-movement — with Tshabalala mustering 4,000 people to protest against the violence.

The Pretoria townships seem to have mainly been hit by student violence following a boycott of most local schools.

The situation is confusing enough to justify government suspicions that trouble is being deliberately orchestrated using whatever grievances lie to hand. The SA Catholic Bishops Conference, no friend of government’s, has called for an investigation into the causes of “this outbreak of social rage.”

years, the revolutionaries succeeded in doing enough physical and economic damage (killing or maiming a sufficiently large number of people) they might succeed in bringing government to the conference table. This is a remote contingency. Government’s most likely response would be to fight to the end — with the worst scenario a war that would almost certainly engulf the whole sub-continent if there was foreign intervention.

We are still very far from that. But it is pertinent to ask how relevant the current unrest — including as it does school boycotts and sporadic waves of violence — is to the plans of both the reformers and the revolutionaries.

There are two theories about the unrest. One, naturally held strongly by government, is that it is being orchestrated. Either the ANC is directly involved, it is argued, or front organisations are doing the running. It is often strongly hinted that bodies like the United Democratic Front (UDF), the Azanian People’s Organisation (Azapo), and the Congress of SA Students (Cosas) are active in this field.

The other theory is that the unrest is almost entirely spontaneous. It therefore springs from grievances about inadequate schooling, poor and insufficient housing, increasing rents, corrupt and inefficient local government, poor and overcrowded transport facilities, the enforcement of influx control, and from falling living standards as a result of the recession.

We are inclined to believe that both theories contain truth and that unrest springing from genuine grievances is seized upon
by those with ideological axes to grind and in whose interest it is to keep the witch's cauldron bubbling.

It is always difficult for white South Africans, safely encapsulated from the realities of township life, to know precisely what is happening at any one time. They judge the state of play from the announced body counts, from ministerial and police statements and by whatever is said by blacks they happen to know.

Thus when Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange told the Transvaal National Party Congress last week that the army would be "utilised to a greater extent in a support role for the SAP" he raised a predictable row — particularly as army units were promptly deployed in Soweto and Grahams-town, only to be as promptly withdrawn due to the "situation easing."

After all, a state only uses troops against its own citizens in a declared emergency, rebellion or civil war — right? In the South African context, as it happens, wrong. Although government avoided using troops during the 1976 riots — when the police were stretched in dealing with the situation — the attitude has changed since then. There has been a policy to use the SADF wherever necessary — and it is the legally prescribed duty of the troops to render such assistance.

Among its other duties the Defence Act lays down the following tasks for the SADF: "The prevention or suppression of terrorism; the prevention or suppression of internal disorder" and "such police duties as may be prescribed."

In fact the SADF has become more and more valuable to the police. Government's 1982 White Paper on Defence says aid to the police included "22 commando operations, 10 convoy and search operations and 653 road blocks."

The 1984 White Paper avoids giving figures while making it plain that aid to the police continues.

But if military aid to the police is not a new departure, the new high-profile role of the troops carries its own dangers. It indicates to the country, and to the world as a whole, that the situation in the black townships is more serious than government has cared to admit. That cannot be good for either political or investor confidence.

That trouble should break out in the black townships just as the new constitution was coming into force is hardly surprising. From a revolutionary viewpoint outbreaks of mass unrest, violence and school boycotts signal to the world that the new constitution is not acceptable to the bulk of the people.

Grievances that could be exploited lay ready to hand, and to be fair to government most of them are not matters that can be easily remedied. Many are the result of 36 years of apartheid and they will take many years to put right.

How long the unrest will last is a moot point. The 1976 disturbances went on for many months and lasted longer in some areas than in others — particularly in the eastern Cape.

Revolts distant?

In most people's judgment, however, the country is not ripe for any full-scale revolt. In due course the urban areas will probably subside into the same sullen calm that followed 1976 — until next time.

The Frelu fully appreciates the genuine grievances of black South Africans. It also believes government is following a disastrous policy in attempting to press ahead with "separate development" — however

Some of these ideas may actually be tried before the realisation penetrates that all South Africans are entitled to equal rights — given some mechanism to protect minority interests.

No one, except the ANC, is demanding equal rights tomorrow. Obviously it will take time and will involve many traumatic political events before a satisfactory system emerges.

But it is unlikely to emerge in circumstances of growing violence where situations harden and hatreds become more intense. That is why we place our trust in reforming the belief that, whatever the difficulties and pressures, each reform measure must lead logically and inevitably to the next.

Thus government, under the new constitution, must show itself capable of reformist action such as the repeal of the Mixed Marriages and Immorality Acts; the amendment, for the better, of the Group Areas Act; and the softening of the worst aspects of influx control and population removal.

If it does start to move in the right directions it might find that it does not, after all, need the army to hold down restless townships.

---

**Financial Mail October 12 1984**
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Attendance is poor at some Soweto schools

A marked decrease in attendance at some Soweto schools was noticeable today after a parent-pupil meeting yesterday decided to continue the school boycott.

Star reporter Chris More reports from Mofolo, Soweto, that most children he saw going to school were primary school pupils.

In Mncube High School in Mofolo there were fewer than 200 pupils, and at Daliwonga High in Dube there were about 30 schoolchildren, he reports.

But the Northern Transvaal regional director of the Department of Education and Training, Mr. P.G.H. Felstead, said pupils were re-registering today at six Ateridgeville schools that reopened this morning after closing in May.

He described as nonsense rumours that Shangwe High school was to be closed today by the department.

He said parents of Shangwe High pupils had been asked to get permission from their employers to stay away from work tomorrow so that they could accompany their children to school.

Three schools reported high attendances, though Selelelela and Shengehule senior secondary schools in Soweto reported 90 percent and 80 percent attendance respectively, while Orlando West High estimated the attendance at between 75 and 80 percent.

Headmasters at other schools declined to comment and referred inquiries to the regional offices of the Department of Education and Training.

See Page 2, Metro section.
Boycott spreads in East Cape

Post Reporter

MORE East Cape black schools are joining the class boycott, according to the SA Police.

A liaison officer in Pretoria, Lieutenant H J Beck, said 513 pupils of the Mtomvube Primary School in Port Alfred marched on the Dumbuso Primary School and ordered the 1500 pupils there to leave.

About 200 Mtomvobe pupils then went to Mzamvu High School and threw stones.

Police arrived at the scene and used sjamboks and tear smoke to disperse the pupils, he said.

There were no arrests.

According to Mr G W Merbold, director of the Department of Education and Training in the Eastern Cape, pupils at Lawson School in Port Beaufort have joined the boycott.

He said the attendance at secondary schools in Port Elizabeth was 15% and 20% at primary schools.
Confrontation between pupils looms in Soweto

A confrontation between pupils is looming in Soweto as large numbers vow to resist efforts to disrupt their lessons.

There was no normal schooling in the township last week. Principals sent their pupils home early after being approached by a group of youths who asked for classes to be dismissed.

A spokesman for the dissenting students said they would first explain their position — that they wished to continue with their studies — to anybody who confronted them, but that if violence were used to disrupt classes they would meet it with violence.

A spokesman for the Department of Education and Training, Mr. E Posselt, said the department could not approve violence.
G'town cleric attacks army's township role

EAST LONDON — The Dean of the Cathedral of St Michael and St George in Grahamstown, the Very Reverend Roy Barker, yesterday condemned the Defence Force's role in quelling township unrest.

In the cathedral's October newsletter the Anglican clergyman said he believed Christians should refuse to register for military service.

"It is very sad and inappropriate that the army has been called in to deal with this type of situation," Mr Barker said yesterday.

Mr Barker said: "It is wrong in principle to use the army and national servicemen to police townships."

"In the Eastern Cape recently, and in Grahamstown in particular, a lot of men between the ages of 18 and 54 have had to think seriously about the legislation requiring them to register for the commandos. It's an issue not easily met.

He said the way to avoid war was for a massive display of Christian solidarity of standing up and saying 'Enough'.

The challenge of peace "certainly isn't going to be met by the fast encroaching militarisation which is what has been happening in this country in recent years."

Mr Barker said the increasing militarisation was already beginning to blur divisions between civilian and military life.

He said that what Dr Chris Stones of Rhodes University had called a "garrison society" was becoming a reality in South Africa.

Meanwhile, Sapa reports that the Progressive Federal Party was totally opposed to the employment of SADF troops in black townships and called for their withdrawal. The PFP spokesman on Defence, Mr Philip Myburgh, MP, said in a statement.

The statement said the PFP wanted to bring the number of points to the attention of the Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, including:

The primary role of the SADF was the defence of South Africa against external aggression. The Defence Force should only be employed in police duties in highly exceptional circumstances, which was not the case at the moment.

The SADF was largely conscripted and to expect young servicemen to participate in putting down protest against what blacks regarded as the hated system of apartheid was to bring politics into the SADF and to fuel the campaign against conscription.

— DBR SAPA
Bitter legacy in SA's black schools lives on

The legacy of bitterness in South Africa's system of black education lives on.

Since the first rumblings of pupil discontent at an Atteridgeville high school in October last year, more than 20,000 black schoolchildren have participated in a wave of protests.

Areas affected have been Cradock, Queenstown, Graaff-Reinet, Tembisa, Welkom, Warmbaths, Nigel, Parys, Pieterburg, Soshanguve, Mamelodi, Pretoria and Alexandra.

BOYCOTT

The boycott appears to have become the sole bargaining weapon of black schoolchildren in a struggle for a say in their education.

The grievances are not new, and the demands have a consistent thread.

They include the formation of democratic student representative councils, abolition of age limits, restrictions and proper application of corporal punishment regulations.

Also the subject of demands are the supply of free text books, an end to sexual harassment of pupils by teachers and the release of all detained pupils and teachers.

WEAPON

But while boycotts may be viewed as a weapon to push for solution to short-term demands, structures for a productive dialogue simply do not exist.

“Negotiations” between the pupils and the Department of Education and Training have been conducted across a chasm of suspicion, and the activities of the police in “quelling” the unrest has fuelled the climate of distrust and hostility.

As a result, more than 15,000 pupils are still on the streets, six Atteridgeville schools have been closed indefinitely, all meetings have been banned in Cradock, and riots have erupted in Welkom.

Chief public officer for the DET, Mr Job Schoeman, reluctantly agreed that the situation had reached an impasse.

He listed areas where the DET and its former Minister, Barend du Plessis, had attempted to accommodate the students.

The PRCs would consist of democratically elected pupils, who would sit on liaison committees with members of the school committee and parent teachers’ association, the principal and regional inspector of education.

But there has been no agreement on the students’ demands for SRCs and the DET’s reasons for refusing to give ground on the issue explain in part why negotiations have deadlocked.

The department’s attitude towards Cosas is clear-cut.

“Wherever they have meetings, there is trouble,” said Mr du Plessis in a hard-hitting attack on the involvement of political activists in education.

The students, however, see their demands and relationship with Cosas in a completely different light.

“Bantu education has set a social time-bomb, it can go off at any time,” said one student leader.

“The problems we as students face are very real ones, the grievances are deep-rooted and as responsible members of society we have a constructive role to play in education.”

MATURE

He added: “The DET does not want to believe or admit that the students are mature enough to take up these issues.

“We are human beings, not puppets to be manipulated by outsiders.

“Cosas is us and we are Cosas – it is not some foreign organisation. When we demand an SRC we don’t want power.

“We see the SRC as a body that will represent the interests of the students, enforce discipline, create a good relationship between parents, teachers and students and foster a spirit of trust, unity and responsibility.”

APPRAISAL

Pupils’ perceptions of the refusal of the DET to meet them on this point is that the department is “playing with words”.

They also believe that the Government does not have the interest of the pupils at heart.

Dr S Nkomo, a key figure in the Atteridgeville boycotts, summed up the view of most concerned community leaders.

“Unless there is a more meaningful appraisal of the problems, the students are not going to bow to the DET’s demands.”
The Boyd Act
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Fort Beaufort school closed

EAST LONDON — All classes at Thubaletso High School in Fort Beaufort have been suspended indefinitely, the regional director of the Department of Education and Training, Mr G. Merbold said yesterday.

All the children were required to leave the premises by 5 pm yesterday.

This follows an incident of unrest on Thursday in which pupils rebelled against teachers, who were escorted off the school grounds by police.

Damage estimated at R600 was caused to telephone wires and doors.

Another Port Elizabeth primary school joined the boycott yesterday, bringing the number of schools affected by stayaways in Port Elizabeth to 19, Mr Merbold said.

According to the police, public relations directorate in Pretoria, a petrol bomb was thrown at the door of a cafe in Grahamstown, causing slight damage.

No injuries were reported and no arrests made, the spokesman said.

No incidents of unrest were reported from Grahamstown schools yesterday, he added. — DDR

Boy dies in unrest, P9

MNR bl. after tru

MAPUTO — Anti-government explosion which rocked Windhoek yesterday was announced by the Sandinistas in Managua.

The explosion occurred in the town of Windhoek, South Africa, where a petrol bomb was thrown at the door of a cafe in Grahamstown, causing slight damage.

No injuries were reported and no arrests made, the spokesman said.

No incidents of unrest were reported from Grahamstown schools yesterday, he added. — DDR

Son denies

EAST LONDON — A report, claiming that Ciskei's former President, Rev W. M. Xaba, has left Ciskei and is staying at a farm owned by Transkei's Prime Minister, Chief George Matanzima, is inaccurate, according to his son, Mr Mxolisi Xaba.

Mxolisi Xaba said his father had gone to Durban to visit family for the price of wine, beer and spirits produced in South Africa has not been increased.

That was the message yesterday from Mr D. Johnson of the East London branch of the Licensed Victuallers' Association.

He said what probably happened was that the producer increased his prices during the period of the strike.
Students demand release of mourners

A TOTAL of 93 000 Vaal students are boycotting classes in protest against the arrest of more than 500 mourners at Vaal funerals last Sunday.

They are demanding that their colleagues be released. The Vaal mourners, arrested at the graveside, have been refused bail.

In another development, lawyers acting for the arrested mourners announced yesterday that an interdict would be brought against Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange in the Rand Supreme Court today in an attempt to get bail for them.

The mourners — several under the age of 12 — are held under Section 30 of the Internal Security Act.

A number of people are reported to have been detained in the Vaal — Cosas secretary Jacob Masangane, Vaal Civic Association member Geina Malindi, Detainees’ Parents’ Support Committee member Simon Nkodi and a Cosas member known only as Monamadi.

Police had not yet confirmed the detentions at the time of going to press.

DFT public relations officer Job Schoeman said the DFT did not plan to close Vaal schools.

“Students are being intimidated and forced to boycott classes until community protests over rents are settled,” he said.

Educationist Tamsanga Kambule said the Government and the DFT were deliberately evading the thorny issues that have resulted in 50 people dying in the Vaal.

DFT PRO Edgar Pesson said the situation was normal on the East Rand except at high schools in Wattville, Daveyton, Katlehong and Thokoza where students there either refused to go into classrooms or did not turn up at school at all.
JOHANNESBURG — If the six closed Atheridgeville-Saulsville schools are re-opened it would mean that a total of 83 900 black pupils would sit for their matric examinations this year.

This figure is 11 250 more than last year which saw a total of 72 150 writing their matric exams.

The number of this year's full-time candidates excludes Transkei which has a different matric syllabus.

Deputy chief public relations officer of the Department of Education and Training, Mr E. Posselt, said if all goes according to plan the pupils would start on October 6 and finish on November 28.

Mr Posselt said as far as the issue of six Pretoria schools was concerned it was not yet certain whether the schools would be reopened because it all depended on the agreement by the department, school committees, and parents following on-going negotiations.

Mr Posselt said negotiations were still continuing between the three parties and until such time as an agreement was reached it was difficult to say whether the six schools would be reopened.

The schools were closed in May following a boycott of classes by the pupils over a number of issues including democratic elected students representative councils (SRC), age restriction, and corporal punishment.

A total of 6 000 pupils were affected by the closure of the six schools. Continuous negotiations between the parents and department officials contributed to the change of mind from the department.

But the classes at four schools in Tembisa, one in Parys, and another in Alexandra still remained suspended and it was not clear when they will resume.

Mr Posselt said the proposed Haison committee which will consist of parents, teachers, inspectors, school committees, and pupils, was still at a preliminary stage.

He said the department was still working on the plan and it was hoped to be in full force soon.

He denied that it was stalled because of the school boycotts and riots which spread throughout the Reef. — DDC
Boycott of classes in PE spreads

Post Reporter

MORE black schools in Fort Elizabeth's townships today joined the class boycott.

According to the Regional Inspector of Education for the Department of Education and Training, Mr. J.J. Jansen, the situation was worse than on Friday.

In KwaZulu, there were now 16 schools involved in the boycott as opposed to three on Friday. Ten schools were affected in New Brighton.

A boycott is underway at the Limehaya Secondary School in Uitenhage.

Three schools are affected in Grahamstown, the same as before the weekend.

The public relations officer at the University of Fort Hare, Mr. Norman Holliday, said there was no basis for the present boycott at the university.

The boycott of dining halls was a contrived and fictitious issue, he said.

At a meeting in East London yesterday the university council reaffirmed its earlier decision not to close. The academic program will continue as scheduled.

"Council once again urgently calls on students to end the boycott and to return to normal academic activities without delay," the statement said.

University staff would give extra assistance wherever possible to enable students who returned to complete the year successfully.

Any student who had not returned to normal academic activity by Thursday might be required to leave the campus.

"This will, among other things, be in the interests of those students who wish to study and write examinations," the statement said.

In Umtata a decision by the Transkei Minister of Education, Mr. H.H.T. Bunu, that all full-time students at the troubled university of Transkei would be expelled, has apparently been reversed.

A weekend announcement said that classes would be open to all students.

Part-time students had not been affected by the edict.
Boycotts spread to primary schools

By Susan Fleming

School boycotts had spread to primary schools on the East Rand and in the Eastern Cape, a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training (DET) said in Pretoria yesterday.

In the East Rand township of Daveyton about 23,000 primary school children boycotted classes yesterday.

Thokoza's eight primary schools had only a 50 percent attendance and, in Wattville's 11 primary schools, there was a 60 percent attendance.

Vosloorus and Tembisa had the highest attendance rate with 80 percent of primary school pupils at classes.

The four secondary schools in Tembisa are still closed.

The spokesman said the DET had not decided whether the 13 high schools in Daveyton, Katlehong and Thokoza would be closed until the end of the year.

In Port Elizabeth, about 14,000 pupils from 14 primary schools boycotted classes yesterday.

In Queenstown two primary schools were empty and, in Cradock, only 100 pupils out of about 6,000 were at school.

The 93,000 boycotting pupils in the Vaal Triangle have still not resumed classes.
100 000 pupils in boycott of black schools

JOHANNESBURG — More than 100 000 pupils refused to attend classes yesterday as a schools boycott spread in South Africa amid reports of sporadic violence in black townships.

Classes have already been suspended at six schools in townships around Johannesburg and six others in Atteridgeville, near Pretoria, the scene of violent clashes between pupils and police earlier this year.

Education authorities have threatened to close some schools indefinitely if students do not attend classes.

At Botshabelo, in the Orange Free State, two journalists from the Bloemfontein Volksblad newspaper yesterday had their car pelted with stones by two youths, police said.

Unrest in the Eastern Cape continued and yesterday a crowd of youths stoned a police car in New Brighton, slightly injuring one policeman.

In Grahamstown yesterday, about 500 youths marched on the East London road to the Rini town offices to hold a gathering.

Police warned them to leave, and used rubber bullets and sjamboks on the crowd when stones were thrown. Four arrests were made.

Police used whips and teargas to disperse about 60 strikers who gathered outside an engineering works at Isipingo near Durban, a police spokesman said.

On the East Rand, a petrol bomb was thrown at the house of a policeman in Krielshoek early today, a police spokesman in Pretoria said. No damage or injuries were caused in the incident.

Three youths died and six were seriously injured yesterday when a delivery van was attacked and lost control, crashing into a crowd of 300 people on the rampage in KwaThema, a police spokesman said in Pretoria.

A SA Police spokesman in Pretoria, Lieutenant Derek van der Walt, said a girl and two male youths, all 17 years of age, were killed in the incident.

Ten people were later arrested.

Numerous windows at Phelang High School in KwaThema were broken by stone-throwing youths yesterday.

Lt Van der Walt said police still had to identify a black man battered to death in Jabulani yesterday, after 100 youths stoned and stormed a private home.

Further details were still unavailable on the whereabouts and identity of a youth kidnapped during the same Soweto incident, the spokesman said.

In Alexandra, north-east of Johannesburg, pupils set fire to their books in a classroom, a police spokesman said.

Also in Soweto, police fired birdshot at 100 stone-throwing youths from Sowawane Senior School. Six youths were injured.

Police said 50 youths, including the six injured, were arrested, the police spokesman said.

The Black Methodist Consultation, a black lobby within the Methodist church of Southern Africa, has called on leaders of the community to meet as soon as possible to look into the countrywide disturbances.
School boycotts continue in townships

By Susan Pleming

While 280 of the 93 000 boycotting pupils in the Vaal Triangle returned to school in Sebokeng near Vereeniging yesterday, the stayaway in East Rand, Eastern Cape and other Vaal Triangle townships continued.

In the East Rand township of kwaThema trouble erupted when demonstrators persuaded pupils to boycott classes, a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training in Pretoria said yesterday.

Primary school children in Katlehong, near Germiston, were allegedly intimidated by secondary school pupils into leaving the school premises.

In Daveyton and Wattville, secondary school pupils have still not resumed classes and classes at four schools in Tembisa are still suspended.

The attendance at primary schools in Tembisa was between 10 and 90 percent and in Wattville attendance at primary schools was 55 percent. In Vosloorus about 30 percent of the primary school children resumed classes.

In Grahamstown another school joined the stayaway, bringing the number of boycotting schools to four, and in Cradock only 107 pupils out of about 6 000 were at school.

PORT ELIZABETH

On Monday about 14 000 pupils from primary schools in Port Elizabeth abandoned classes. Twenty percent of these resumed classes yesterday. The four secondary schools in the area are still empty.

The governing council of Alexandra schools will hold a meeting tomorrow to discuss the situation.

Only one school in the area has been affected by the current school unrest. Classes at Minerva High School were suspended about three months ago.
Boycotts have spread to 26 schools

By Susan Piemng

School boycotts have spread to 26 schools in the East Rand townships of kwaThema and Duduzi and to a school in Outshoorn, the liaison officer for the Department of Education and Training, Mr Edgar Posselt, confirmed this morning.

And in Soweto classes were disrupted at two schools yesterday.

Pupils from the Morris Isaacson Secondary School in Western Jabavu walked out of classes after allegedly being intimidated by “outsiders” from neighbouring schools.

The pupils resisted the intimidation and a clash ensued. Stones were thrown and the fight carried on outside the school grounds.

Police were called to the scene and the youths were dispersed with birdshot and rubber bullets.

A pupil at the school, Michael Lephojo (17), was seriously wounded. He was admitted to Baragwanath Hospital. Twelve other youths, wounded in the skirmish, were treated at the hospital.

The school has been closed until Monday.

At Thulare Secondary School, pupils were sent home early by the principal after “outsiders” entered the school and allegedly intimidated pupils.

Secondary school pupils in the East Rand townships of Daveyton, Wattville, Vosloorus, kwaThema and Katlehong did not return to classes.

Mr Posselt said there was a 60 percent attendance at primary schools on the East Rand yesterday.

Classes in the four schools in Tembisa are still suspended.

The 14 primary schools in Port Elizabeth had an 80 percent attendance yesterday.

In Grahamstown, pupils are still boycotting four schools. In Cradock, only 100 pupils attended school yesterday. In Somerset East and Uitenhage, pupils from two secondary schools continued their stayaway.
Teargas and rubber bullets used on pupils

Post Correspondent
GRAHAMSTOWN — South African Police yesterday allegedly used teargas and rubber bullets to disperse a group of 1 000 Grahamstown pupils.

The youths had gathered at Ntsika High School when police arrived with 12 police vehicles at 11am.

A spokesman for the pupils said the police then forced them on to the school grounds before using teargas.

"We then tried to run away. Many of us climbed over the school fence to escape. Police baton charged us while we were running away."

Many of the pupils sought refuge in nearby houses. The windows in at least two houses were broken by police, who threw teargas canisters into the houses while looking for pupils.

A Grahamstown resident who lives opposite the school, Mrs Iris Ndiza, said that between 10 and 15 pupils ran into her house.

"Police then came and told me to open the door, but I was too scared."

They then went to two windows in different rooms and broke them before throwing teargas canisters into the house. They then came to the door and kicked it until it opened.

"They then started hitting the pupils and chased them away."

"My three-month-old baby nearly choked."

Mrs Ndiza said four drinking glasses had been broken in the scuffle between police and pupils.

"They also broke a lamp and it is so cold now, I do not know what I will do."

Mr Eric Manalali, who was resting in his house when trouble started, also said police had broken windows in his house when they were using the teargas.

Other residents also claimed that police had entered their houses while they were looking for pupils.

"About five policemen came into my house and started beating the children there, even though they were not doing anything," Mrs Lilian Mashe said.

"They also broke a table when they were hitting the pupils."

Mrs Maggie Mbiyane, whose house was also raided by police, said one boy had received a big open wound above an eye after being hit by a baton.

Lieutenant H Lourens, of the Directorate of Public Affairs at the South African Police Headquarters in Port Elizabeth, today rejected the eyewitness accounts that pupils were baton-charged and hit and that windows of some homes were broken. He described all of these merely as "allegations."

"We only use batons to disperse mobs and not hit people," he said.

Mr Lourens said people with complaints against the police should report them or lay a charge at the nearest police station.

He said that in the Port Elizabeth black townships it was all quiet yesterday.

Renewed violence flared up in townships around Johannesburg, Nigel and in Lebowa yesterday.

A police spokesman said between 700 and 1 000 youths blocked a street in Duduzula, near Nigel, and hurled stones at oncoming vehicles, which they then tried to overturn.
Teachers escorted from school premises

EAST LONDON — Police in Fort Beaufort escorted five white and five black teachers off the premises of Tsabaletfa High School after students had rebelled against teachers, a police public relations directorate spokesman said last night.

The spokesman said the pupils had damaged a few doors and telephone wires.

The damage was estimated at R500.

No police action was taken against the pupils and no arrests were made, the spokesman said.

Meanwhile, the regional director of Education and Training, Mr G. Merbold, said about 30,000 pupils in the Eastern Cape were not attending classes.

The boycotters constitute about ten per cent of the total of 278,000 black pupils in the area.

Mr Merbold said three schools in Queenstown were affected by the stayaway, while schools in East London and King William's Town were not affected.

In Port Elizabeth, 18 schools are affected by the stayaway with from 50 to 100 per cent absent at secondary schools, and from 30 to 100 per cent absent at primary schools.

Three secondary schools in Grahamstown, one in Uitenhage and one in Port Beaufort are affected by the boycott.

Petrol bombs were thrown at two schools in Sebokeng, causing some R35,000 damage, a police spokesman in Pretoria said.

The Makgeta Secondary School and the Mothlatse Primary School both caught fire, according to Lieutenant Hein Louwrens. A single petrol bomb had been hurled at each of the schools.

At Rockville, in Soweto, about 20 youths plundered a bread delivery van. There was no damage and the driver was uninjured. The spokesman said the youths had fled by the time the police arrived.

Tsakane township on the East Rand was hit by stayaways at nine schools, leaving no East Rand township unaffected by boycotts, a Department of Education and Training spokesman said from Springs.

In Katlehong, a truck was set alight near the Tshabalala Secondary School. Earlier reports said the school had been set alight — DDR-SAPA.
Widespread boycotts at E Cape schools

Post Reporter

ALL pupils at schools in the black townships in Port Elizabeth, Queenstown, Cradock, Fort Beaufort, Grahamstown, Uitenhage and Somerset East were today boycotting classes.

This was confirmed by Mr G W Merbold, Regional Director of Education and Training.

Today the last school, Jarvis GqamKana Lower Primary, in New Brighton, joined the boycott.

The Grahamstown Civic Association (Graca) yesterday released a statement condemning police action.

Grahamstown has been the scene of several recent clashes between boycotting students and police. Many cars travelling on the road from Port Elizabeth to East London — which leads through the township — have been stoned.

The statement, which was issued on behalf of Graca, the National Union of South African Students (Nasss), the Black Students' Movement (BSM), Grahamstown Committee of Democrats and the Anglican Students Federation said:

"The current schools crisis is just part of the broader political crisis that faces our country and the repeated use of violence against the students exposes the farce of the Government's reform initiatives."

The Rhodes University Students' Representative Council met yesterday and decided to hold an emergency meeting today to discuss the crisis in Grahamstown.

A resolution, passed overwhelmingly at the meeting which was attended by members of the SRC, senior students and society chairmen, also condemned the "unnecessarily violent and harsh police response which does not help".
Unrest: a wasted academic year, say idle scholars

The Star Sunday September 30, 1998
Atteridgeville schools may reopen

The Department of Education and Training (DET) plans to reopen the six Atteridgeville schools that were closed early this year after continued unrest.

Mr P G H Felstead, regional director for Northern Transvaal schools, told The Star that DET officials had met the principals of the six high schools in a bid to resolve the problem.

He said the principals had been told to discuss the possibility of reopening the schools with school committees and parents.

He stressed that the reopening of the high schools "is very possible and we are waiting to hear from the principals very soon".

He added that once the schools had been reopened JC and matric students could sit for their year-end examinations.

"If the students feel they have been given too short a period to prepare for exams, they can suggest that they write some time next year."

Asked if any conditions would be set for the readmission of students, Mr Felstead said: "We will discuss the conditions only after the community has given us the go ahead to reopen the schools."

He denied claims that the department had told principals that they were earning salaries for doing nothing.
PRETORIA — Violence flared in Tembisa township on the East Rand yesterday afternoon and the Putco Bus Company withdrew its services, operating only to the outskirts of the area after four of its vehicles were damaged by stone-throwing mobs.

"The situation there is very bad," a spokesman for the company said.

Police headquarters confirmed the tense situation in Tembisa, saying sporadic stone-throwing incidents had taken place throughout the day.

Besides the four buses damaged, a local development board vehicle had been set on fire by a mob, although officials extinguished the flames in time to prevent serious damage.

In another incident, a bread delivery van was stopped and looted of its contents and in yet another a truck had its tyres slashed.

Police took no action during any of these incidents in Tembisa, Lieutenant B.F. van der Walt, of the SA Police Directorate of Public Relations, said here.

Among other incidents reported by police yesterday were:
- In Grahamstown on Wednesday night, eight youths stoned three private cars, damaging them and slightly injuring the driver of one.
- At New Brighton, near Port Elizabeth, police used a sneeze machine and tear smoke a number of times to disperse unruly crowds of black pupils who gathered in the township.
- A woman sitting in a moving bus was shot in the neck from the street outside a Soweto shop yesterday afternoon.

The driver of a bus that knocked down and killed a 13-year-old boy in Diepkloof during a stone-throwing incident on Wednesday did not even know about it until he got back to his depot and police who had been following him in a hippo armoured personnel carrier told him.

This is according to a spokesman for the Putco Bus Company who provided details of the accident yesterday.

The driver had been in Zone 3, Diepkloof at 11 am when a "huge" crowd of children stormed his bus and stoned it.

He drove on, escaping the mob and did not stop until he got to the bus depot, where police informed him he had run over one of the children.

Over 90,000 black schoolchildren maintained a complete stay away from their schools in the Vaal Triangle yesterday, the second day of the new term.

In the Eastern Cape, attendance at Grahamstown schools varied from 60 to 70 per cent, was "low to high" (25 to 80 per cent) at Port Elizabeth schools, and in Cradock, only 100 pupils out of 7,000 turned up.

In Welkom, attendance at two schools was normal, while a complete stayaway was maintained at the third.

— SAPA.
Black matric quota rumour is ‘rejected with contempt’

PRETORIA — Rumours being spread by “malicious organisations and individuals” that special quotas will be applied to ensure that only a limited number of black matriculants pass at the end of the year have been “rejected with contempt” as “devoid of any truth” by the Director-General of Education and Training, Dr Braam Fourie.

“The department is gravely concerned about malicious attempts by organisations and individuals who are trying to disrupt the matriculation examinations due to be written from October 28,” he said in a statement.

“False rumours are being spread that matric pupils in Atteridgeville (near Pretoria) will not be allowed to sit for the examinations, that candidates elsewhere who are 20 years or older will be debarred from the examination and that special quotas will be applied to ensure that only a limited number of matriculants pass at the end of the year.

“I want to emphasise that these rumours are devoid of any truth and that they are rejected with contempt,” Dr Fourie said.

The matriculation examination was the culmination of at least 12 years of dedication and untold sacrifices by pupils and their parents.

“Any attempt to deprive a matriculant of the opportunity to write this examination is a most despicable act which will only result in lost time and opportunities which can never be recouped and which could destroy a pupil’s entire future.

“I want to appeal to every individual parent and pupil not to bow to pressure from persons who do not have the education interests of matriculants at heart.” — Sapa
Plan afoot to disrupt exams — DET

By Mkeed Kotlobo and Susan Fleming

The Department of Education and Training (DET) has dismissed rumours that Standard 10 pupils in Atteridgeville and Soweto, near Pretoria, will not be able to write the matric examinations which start on October 29.

The director general of the DET, Dr A B Fourie, said yesterday that malicious attempts were being made by certain organisations and individuals to disrupt the matric examinations.

Pupils in the East Rand and Vaal Triangle yesterday boycotted classes for the second day since schools reopened after the extended school holidays.

In the Vaal Triangle, the 33 000 pupils were still boycotting classes, a spokesman for the DET said yesterday.

Six Atteridgeville schools remain closed. In Tembisa, classes at four schools are still suspended.

In Queenstown in the Eastern Cape, pupils at two secondary schools and one primary school were still boycotting lessons yesterday.

In Cradock, only 100 pupils out of 7 000 turned up for classes.

Except at Minerva Secondary School in Alexandra, schools in Soweto and Alexandra had a better than 90 percent attendance rate yesterday.
Schools empty as student leader buried

By Chris More

Schooling came to a standstill in Soweto yesterday during the funeral of the local secretary of the Congress of South African Students (Cosas), Mr Bengani Khumalo (19).

The funeral was attended by about 4000 people, mostly pupils. Police presence round the Regina Mundi church in Rockville was heavy throughout the day, although they maintained a low profile for most of the occasion.

Police fired tear smoke several times to disperse stone-throwing youths as the high spirit among the returnees threatened to lead to further clashes between the youths and police.

The funeral took place after the Chief Magistrate of Johannesburg had issued an order prohibiting the ceremony from taking place on a weekend.

Yesterday was also the official reopening of Department of Education and Training schools on the Reef after the Spring holidays. There was confusion yesterday morning as thousands of pupils were turned away from the schools. Many said they were not given an explanation, but were told to report to school today.

Some teachers, who did not want to be identified, said the order for schools to be closed yesterday came from DET.

By noon yesterday, most of the schools in the sprawling township were deserted.

The streets were teeming with youths, many of whom went to Rockville to swell the numbers at the funeral.

The situation in Soweto, particularly round Regina Mundi, remained quiet but tense during the funeral service.

Members of Cosas tried hard to retain order during the march, but the first incident that led to police action came as mourners returning from Avalon Cemetery stoned a nearby beerhall.

Foreign television and other media teams were allowed to cover the event.
Violence, East Cape boycott continue 13/9/84

Post Reporter

AMID sporadic violence and petrol bombings on the Rand, a classroom boycott at Grahamstown and Queenstown high schools is continuing.

The boycotts began yesterday, the anniversary of black leader Steve Biko’s death in detention in 1977.


Sapa reports that a private home was destroyed by fire in Soweto on the Rand early today when it was struck by a petrol bomb.

It followed a number of violent incidents that occurred during the night and renewed unrest in the area yesterday.

Two other petrol bombs were thrown at buildings early today, one at a second private house and the other at a Soweto nightclub. Little damage was caused.

Rubber bullets and tear smoke were fired into crowds of people who stoned police vehicles in Soweto yesterday. In another incident a warning shot was fired to disperse a crowd stoning a bottle store. A man was slightly injured when the windscreen of his vehicle was smashed.

In three incidents of stone throwing at police vehicles tear smoke and rubber bullets were used to disperse crowds.

One arrest was made.

Tear smoke was used in two other incidents in the township when protesting crowds stoned shops.

Indoor gatherings in 21 magisterial districts, mostly in the PWV area, but including Fort Beaufort and Queenstown in the Eastern Cape, have been banned.

Placard-bearing demonstrators fired tear smoke after gathering outside Soweto’s Regina Mundy Church in defiance of the ban.

Germiston’s Katlehong was quiet after an attempted march on the police station by about 150 youths. They were dispersed with tear smoke and rubber bullets.
About 5,000 are expected to write next year

JMB raising tariffs between 5 and 65 pc

By Susan Pleming

The Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) has decided to increase its service tariffs by between five percent and 65 percent from next month, according to a report of the board’s annual meeting in Pretoria on July 10.

The secretary of the JMB, Mr Mauritz Slabbert, said about 5,700 pupils wrote examinations last year. Of these, about 3,000 wrote individual subjects, not the compulsory six needed for a full matriculation.

Mr Slabbert said it was estimated that about 5,600 candidates would write this year.

About 65 percent of last year’s candidates were black, coloured or Indian.

The maximum examination fee for each candidate has been increased from R20 to R35. Fees for individual subjects will still be R5.

The highest increase is for candidates writing at special centres where it will cost R10 a subject with a maximum of R30 a candidate.

- The remarking of examination scripts has been increased from R10 to R11 a paper, with a maximum of R22 a subject.
- Charges for certificates of exemption have been increased from R25 to R30. Duplicate copies of certificates of exemption have been increased from R7 to R8.
- Reports to schools in individual subjects have been increased from R20 to R22.

The tariff adjustments which came into effect on January 1 include:

- Other tariff adjustments from October 1 include:
BLACK EDUCATION

The teacher problem

Companies offering financial support to black education may be taking the wrong route. That at least is the opinion of private sector interests involved in the Sullivan Code education programme.

They see government's response to the De Lange report on education as underlining the National Party's determination to press ahead with apartheid education under the guise of "separate but equal" education systems. The announcement in the past few days of the establishment of new departments of education for coloureds and Indians confirms the hard-line approach.

Government's attitude heightens the emphasis on the private sector's role in black education. Pat O'Malley, chairman of the Sullivan Code companies' task force on education, believes many private companies are missing the point by pouring money into facilities for black education.

He says: "Private sector support is mostly on an ad hoc basis, with little consideration given to the real educational priorities. It is fine in Europe and the States to donate libraries and laboratories, because the educational systems there are accepted by the communities. But in SA segregated education is seen by blacks as entrenching inferiority and limiting access to the economy.

"So by just laying on facilities, the private sector, with all the goodwill in the world, is doing little more than propping up the system. Necessary as these facilities are, they are not the priority."

The need is for a different approach from committed business, O'Malley says. "We need to challenge the basic structure of the system. If you don't set out from the premise that the system is flawed, you are doing little more than supporting it with all the libraries and classrooms you can build. In any case, the motive is too often PR rub-off."

The real problem in black education, he says, is a people crisis. Poorly trained teachers are the major issue.

The figures back up his argument. Around 80% of teachers employed by the Department of Education and Training (DET) are under-qualified - or completely unqualified. The ratio of university-trained black teachers works out at just over one graduate per black school.

A survey by the Centre for Applied Social Sciences of the University of Natal of 3,500 black pupils also concluded that poor teaching was the main problem. Asked what was the major factor hampering their progress at school, 60% - by far the majority - identified teachers.

Next on the list was equipment and finance at 13%. In the same survey, 49% of pupils - again the majority - said dissatisfaction with teachers would be the main cause of boycotts and demonstrations.

For this reason, says O'Malley, the Sullivan Code companies have thrown their weight behind programmes to upgrade the qualifications and skills of teachers.
Return quietly to school, DET urges pupils

By Susan Plenning

The Department of Education and Training has urged the 93,000 black pupils in the Vaal Triangle to return peacefully to school.

Pupils are due to return to classes tomorrow after school holidays which began on September 7.

A DET spokesman, Mr. Job Schoeman, said this morning he hoped pupils would return to school and start preparing for their matric exams.

"Pupils start writing matric on October 29," he said. "They must remember that they will suffer academically if they do not return to classes."

Mr. Klaas Louw, the town clerk of Lekoa, said this morning the children would continue to boycott classes and that demonstrations would take place to secure the release of those arrested during the recent unrest.

Schools in the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging area were closed on September 7 - one week before the school holidays.

Reef in for a hot spell

Pretoria Bureau

The Reef and Pretoria are expected to swelter during the next few days with little chance of cooling rains.

Temperatures are expected to soar to 30 deg C in Johannesburg and 32 deg C in Pretoria today and tomorrow.

Messina in the Northern Transvaal will probably record a daily maximum of about 35 deg C, while at Upington in the Northern Cape the mercury could rise to a scorching 38 deg.

A spokesman for the Weather Bureau in Pretoria said the present conditions were not unusual for this time of year and the chances of rain were slight.

Congo scare ends

CAPE TOWN - The Congo fever scare diminished further today as Tygerberg Hospital discharged the last observation ward patient and medical authorities looked hopefully towards tomorrow's deadline for the "all clear".

The six surviving Congo fever victims are the only people connected with the fever still in hospital.

If no new cases occur by tomorrow, hospital authorities should announce the end of the outbreak.

The "all clear" will mean doctors can ease daily checks on the health of 150 people who had contact with patients isolated during the outbreak.

*See Page 6.*
Thousands boycott first day of term

Staff Reporters

Empty classrooms marked the first day of the new term in Soweto and the Vaal Triangle today as students continued their school boycott against a backdrop of quiet tension in the townships.

Police used teargas this morning to disperse a large crowd stationed at the entrance to Sharpeville and preventing buses from moving into the township.

But within a few hours the situation was considerably calmer.

The funeral of a Soweto student killed during the recent unrest went ahead under the watchful eye of a large contingent of police outside the Regina Mundi church.

'BOYCOTT'

About 33,000 pupils in the Vaal Triangle boycotted classes today, Department of Education and Training spokesman Mr Job Schoeman confirmed this morning.

He said schools in Soweto had re-opened "normally".

Mr Schoeman said the director-general of the department had given Soweto pupils permission to take time off from school today to attend the funeral of Mr Bekani Khumalo, who was shot by police last week.

Although East Rand pupils had resumed classes peacefully, four schools in Tembisa were still closed.

In Welkom, about half the pupils of the township's three schools had gone back to school.

And in Queenstown in the Cape, pupils from two primary schools and one secondary school were still boycotting classes.

Mr Schoeman said parents, school committees and school inspectors would consult one another today on the boycotts.

Early today hundreds of people lined the main entrance to Sharpeville and prevented buses from entering the township.

Commercial vehicles trying to run the blockade were stoned — despite the heavy police patrols.

In Sebokeng, about 500 people milled around the local magistrate's court.

More than 400 people are expected to appear in the court today after being arrested at funerals in the area at the weekend.

In Soweto, thousands of pupils were uncertain about whether or not to attend school today.

At some schools, pupils were sent back home by teachers. Other schools were deserted.

Workers streamed to the railway stations and bus stops where the situation was normal after earlier rumour of a stayaway.

Putco buses ran a normal service into the townships.

Michael Tissong reports that about 8,000 black university students are still boycotting classes at the universities of Fort Hare and the North (Turffoep).
Pupils leave school

Post Reporter

NEWELL HIGH SCHOOL pupils in New Brighton vacated the school's premises after police arrived on the scene today.

Earlier, an estimated 40% of the school's pupils walked out of classes when black schools re-opened today.

They gathered outside in the playground and held a meeting.

Earlier today, a school spokesman said pupils did not say why they walked out. Those who remained in the classes continued with their lessons.

But more pupils later left their classes when police arrived on the scene. Many ran out of the school's premises and returned home.
Students demand reopening of schools

By Jo-Anne Collinge

The Congress of South African Students (Cosas) in Soweto has demanded that the Government open black schools immediately and has warned that the actions of the Department of Education and Training (DET) and the police in school affairs "are provocative and will lead us to react accordingly".

Last Friday the DET closed all schools in the PWV area a week before the spring holidays were due to start. They are scheduled to reopen on September 26.

REACTION
Cosas views the closure of the schools as a reaction to the failure of principals "to stop students attending a prayer meeting in solidarity with our killed brothers and sisters."

Cosas accuses the DET and school principals of misleading students by telling them that "terrorists and agitators were coming to our schools".

The congress claims that parents were not consulted about the closure and has called a meeting of parents and students for later today in Soweto.

But the gathering is likely to be affected by the total ban on meetings at which actions of the Government are likely to be criticised.

On the East Rand, which has been the focus of unrest sparked by school grievances and where eight people have been killed in disturbances, the situation was reported to be quiet this morning.
Residents act to halt Pretoria school boycotts

THE Soshanguve Residents' Association has convened an urgent meeting between parents and students to find an end to the protests which has engulfed the township.

A Soria spokesman said students particularly had been invited to attend Sunday's meeting at 1pm at the Soshanguve community hall in order to voice their grievances before the situation took a "turn for the worst".

Events in the trouble-torn Pretoria townships this week include the following:

* Two houses of school committee members in Soshanguve were set on fire causing damage estimated at R50,000.
* The boycott of classes at Mabopane East Technikon entered its third week, as students vowed never to return to classes until the principal resigned.
* Books in a classroom at Hluluswane Primary School in Soshanguve were destroyed by fire on Tuesday evening. The school's caretaker, who brought the fire under control, stopped it spreading further.
* In Mamelodi, 18 km east of Pretoria, students took to the streets on Monday. More than 19 were arrested and countless others chased away by police.

REV XUNDU: "Jabbing at each other doesn't help."

"Jabbing" at each other in the media could jeopardise delicate negotiations, he said.

"There is a lot at stake in terms of human life and any crossfire of words between Chief Buthelezi and I could inflame the situation and cause incitement of either side."

Bishops to get the boot?

By RANCROFT HLATSHWAYO

Are students waging a campaign against him — but says this is un-Afrikaner agency, Nasionale Pers.

A campaign of hatred against him and Inkatha, and said some papers made him out to be an ogre.

His attack on the media nearly sparked off a riot at the Inkatha rally last weekend, when a group of kierie-wielding party members surrounded the Press section, baying for journalists' blood.

He told his rally in Lamontville last weekend that the media "reported distorted facts" about Inkatha, blaming them for the unrest in Lamontville and Hambanathi.

And when journalists failed to join in the shouting of Inkatha slogans, an en
"Jabbing at each other in the media could jeopardise delicate negotiations, he said.

"There is a lot at stake in terms of human life and any crossfire of words between Chief Buthelezi and I could inflame the situation and cause incitement of either side."

"Jabbing" at each other in the media could jeopardise delicate negotiations, he said.

"There is a lot at stake in terms of human life and any crossfire of words between Chief Buthelezi and I could inflame the situation and cause incitement of either side."

Events in the trouble-torn Pretoria townships this week include the following:

- Two houses of school committee members in Soshanguve were set on fire causing damage estimated at R$0,000.
- The boycott of classes at Mabopane East Technikon entered its third week, as students vowed never to return to classes until the principal resigned.
- Books in a classroom at Thulswane Primary School in Soshanguve were destroyed by fire on Tuesday evening.
- The school's caretaker, who brought the fire under control, stopped it spreading further.
- In Mamelodi, 18 km east of Pretoria, students took to the streets on Monday. More than 19 were arrested and countless others were injured during clashes with police.
- Classes have been suspended until Monday at Rethele High after unrest at the school on Monday.
- Damage estimated at R$8,000 was caused by anarchists who set fire to the woodwork centre at Lehlalele Secondary School in Mamelodi East on Tuesday evening.
- A group of youths tried to disrupt classes at Tsako Thabo on Wednesday.
Sustained violence takes its toll

By Michael Tissong

Over the past week South Africa, in particular the Transvaal, has experienced one of its most intense and sustained anti-government protest periods.

The protests, which in many cases turned into confrontations with the police, overshadowed the pomp and ceremony in Cape Town where coloured and Indian parliamentarians took another step in the implementation of the new constitution, by taking up their seats in the tri-cameral Parliament.

The protests — included:

- Bloody anti-rent demonstrations in the Vaal Triangle in which at least 29 people died — three were community councillors killed by rampaging mobs;
- A clash with police after the stoning of a police station, a library and a Post Office by about 500 people in Vosloorus township, Boksburg;
- School boycotts in which more than 125,000 black pupils in the Transvaal stayed away from class;
- A class boycott of about 3,000 students in Queens town, Cape;
- The burning of two offices at the University of Zululand in Natal;
- The ongoing boycott by students at the University of the North (Turffontein);
- The suspension of schools in Welkom in the Free State for the second time after an abortive re-opening on Monday;
- A confrontation between youths and the police in Tembisa where a bus and a delivery van were set alight; and
- Limpet mine explosions in Johannesburg.

The incidents all seemed linked by one factor — dissatisfaction with the administration of the affairs of black people.

In the townships the result has been violent confrontation and death.

In Sharpesville, Sebokeng, Evaton, Bophelong and Boipatong in the Vaal Triangle, police fired countless tear smoke canisters when people protested against the increase in rents.

Live bullets were also fired and police later admitted killing some of the protesters.

Police chased more than 3,700 students off the Turffontein campus on Wednesday after the rector, Professor C Mokgokong, warned students to return to class or be forcibly removed from the campus.

In Vosloorus where there is a boycott of classes, police dispersed crowds in the township with tear smoke.

At some of the schools where students boycotted classes in the Transvaal, there was also a police presence.

In Tembisa, where the
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200 Boarders Expelled

UMTATA - More than 200 boys at St John's College here were expelled from their hostels yesterday and ordered to be day scholars.

Trouble apparently started when the principal, Mr J. French, told Standard 9 and 10 pupils that there were new seating arrangements for the dining hall. He said all pupils would sit according to their classes.

The pupils rejected this and then invaded the kitchen, turning tables upside down and breaking glass plates.

DDR.
Schools in troubled townships close early

Black schools in Transvaal trouble spots closed yesterday — one week before the start of their scheduled holidays on September 14 — because of the "unfavourable climate for education".

"School holidays in certain areas have been brought forward and the schools concerned have already closed," the Director General of Education and Training, Dr Braam Fourie, announced in Pretoria yesterday.

The decision applied to schools in the Vaal Triangle townships of Bophelong, Boipatong, Sharpeville, Sebokeng and Evaton.

Wattville, Tembisa, Thokoza, Vosloorus, Kathlehong, Duduza, Daveyton, kwaThema and Tsakane townships in the East Rand and Soshangwe and Mamelodi in Pretoria are also affected.

PRIVATE STUDY

The schools would reopen after the recess on September 25 and Dr Fourie appealed to all pupils, particularly those in senior classes, to use the time as much as possible for private study in preparation for the important final examinations.

Teachers of the schools which have closed would have to report for duty as usual until next Friday.

- Proposals for the implementation of new and improved communication structures for black schools were submitted to the Council for Education and Training in Pretoria yesterday by the acting Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen.

COMMUNICATIONS STRUCTURES

"The main purpose of his meeting with the executive committee of the council was to submit to them proposals concerning the new communications structures for schools.

"These include guidelines concerning a system of school prefects, pupils' representative councils and liaison committees for all secondary schools," a spokesman for the Department of Education and Training said.

"The Minister invited the council to comment on the proposals as soon as possible with a view to the speedy implementation of the new structures."

At a Press conference in Pretoria last month, Dr Viljoen outlined proposals for the new communications structures for black schools and said he was confident they would contribute towards eliminating an acknowledged lack of proper communication between pupils and authorities.

The Council for Education and Training, an advisory body to the Minister, consists of 24 black community leaders, mostly educationists.
Ministers fly into uneasy Vaal Triangle

Staff Reporters

Three senior Cabinet Ministers have been flown into the riot-torn Vaal Triangle as the issue of increased rents, which sparked this week's violence, remains under close examination.

The Minister of Law and Order, Mr Louis le Grange, the Minister of Internal Affairs, Mr F W de Klerk, and the Minister of National Education, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, arrived in Vereeniging today accompanied by Colonel Leon Mellet and Lieutenant-Colonel Vic Haynes of the South African Police.

They were due to go on a helicopter tour of the townships but it is not known whether they are there to enter into any negotiations on the rent issue.

Discussions between residents and the Orange-Vaal Development Board continued today.

When the three Vaal townships—Sharpeville, Sebokeng and Evaton—erupted in an orgy of death, stoning, burning and looting on Monday morning, residents were unaware that the board had decided to postpone the increases for a month because they had not been gazetted.

The increases are now due to come into effect on October 1.

A spokesman for the residents committee which negotiated with board officials yesterday said an undertaking had been given that the increases would be scrapped, but Mr Kasie Louw, Orange-Vaal Development Board spokesman, said today that no such undertaking had been given.

Yesterday's efforts to restore peace and calm to Sharpeville ended in stalemate after a delegation from residents held several discussions with representatives of local authorities.

The Lekoa Town Council would have had no legal right to impose rent rises on the Vaal townships on September 1.

The council failed to publish the proposed rises in the Government Gazette before they were due to be applied. In fact, by September 1 it had not even taken the first step of submitting them to the Department of Co-operation and Development.

The death toll in this week's unrest in the townships of the Vaal Triangle and the East Rand has risen to 31. Yesterday, in Sebokeng, the body of a man was found by police who are treating it as a murder. In Vosloorus, on the East Rand, a schoolboy was stabbed to death during a confrontation with another group of youths.

The violence in the townships continued last night with shops, houses and vehicles being set alight.

In Welkom about 200 youths went on the rampage causing thousands of rands in damage during a parents' meeting.

Jesse Jackson slams SA unrest and visa refusal

The Star Bureau

WASHINGTON — The Rev Jesse Jackson visited the South African embassy here yesterday to protest his being denied an entry visa and to threaten a boycott of American corporations doing business in South Africa.

The black leader and five members of the National Baptist Convention were received by the Ambassador, Mr Brand Fourie, who told him that the visa application had not been rejected but that its timing was "inopportune".

Later, outside the embassy building, Mr Jackson issued a statement in which he said that "those assembled here" would examine the initiation of a selective boycott of corporations doing business in South Africa.

Only through such actions could there be an alignment with those in South Africa struggling to free themselves from apartheid and could the US be put on the side of freedom, he said.

He said the serious violence in South Africa this week was a response to the first instance to the increase in the rents for the miserable shacks in which people in the townships were forced to live.

"But this was only the match which has ignited their basic opposition to the new constitutional reforms that have excluded them from the franchise or representation," Mr Jackson said.

He condemned the US Government for having a " lukewarm" response to the rioting.

"The policy of constructive engagement is shown to be a failure by the dramatic action of the people inside South Africa and by our own inability or unwillingness to bring the South African Government to use restraint."

107 000 are boycotting

Sjambok victim may los

Mrs Ramola Ragoo (35), who was allegedly sjambokked in the face by police at a petrol station in Lenasia, said she will pay when police present it in court. "I understand that a sjambok is a weapon to beat law breakers," she said, "but I don't know how to use it."

100000 are boycotting

Scotch whiskey

Falling sales:

The Scotch whiskey industry in South Africa is in a state of crisis. The industry has experienced a decline in sales of nearly 50% in the past five years. The main reason for this decline is the growing popularity of other alcoholic beverages, such as beer and wine. The industry is also facing competition from cheaper alternatives, both locally and internationally. Additionally, there is a perception that Scotch whisky is an expensive and elitist drink, which has further contributed to the decline in its popularity. The industry is seeking government support to address these challenges and to promote Scotch whisky as a unique and high-quality product. 

Health and safety:

The Scotch whiskey industry in South Africa is facing challenges related to health and safety. There have been several incidents in recent years where workers have been exposed to hazardous materials, such as grain dust and chemicals used in the distillation process. These incidents have resulted in health problems for workers and have raised concerns about the industry's commitment to worker safety. The industry is working to address these issues and to improve working conditions for its employees. 

Regulatory environment:

The Scotch whiskey industry in South Africa is also facing regulatory challenges. The government has implemented several regulations to ensure the production and sale of alcoholic beverages are conducted in a responsible manner. These regulations include strict controls on the sale of alcohol to minors and restrictions on alcohol advertising. The industry is working to comply with these regulations and to promote responsible drinking. 

Economic context:

The Scotch whiskey industry in South Africa is also operating in an economic context that is challenging. The country has been experiencing high levels of unemployment and poverty, which has led to a decline in disposable income and a decrease in consumer spending. Additionally, there has been a decline in the value of the South African currency, which has made Scotch whisky more expensive for consumers. The industry is seeking ways to adapt to these economic conditions and to continue to grow. 

The Scotch whiskey industry in South Africa is facing a range of challenges, including declining sales, health and safety concerns, and regulatory and economic challenges. The industry is working to address these issues and to ensure its long-term success.
Political bias at work in Transvaal matric examination marking, examiners say

By KITT KATZIN
in Johannesburg

MATRIC examiners have accused the Transvaal Education Department of heavy bias, distortion and inaccuracy in marking history papers. The bias penalizes pupils who do not accept the basic tenets of apartheid and favours those who parrot Government policies.

In support of their accusations, examiners have shown me confidential memoranda handed to matric history examiners to guide them on marking questions.

The guidelines include, as statements of fact, highly controversial or questionable assertions which are intended to be applied to the answers given by pupils.

At one point, the memo states that the future existence of whites in South Africa depends on one policy — separate development.

A remarkable examiner: "Only the facts or opinions that support the status quo are allowed. No other view is tolerated."

For example, the answer to a question on Swapo was required to reflect the basic fact that it was "a terrorist organization" or "pro-communist" or "anti-capitalist".

Pupils who gave this reply received two marks out of two. Those who described Swapo as a movement trying to liberate Namibia, or as a freedom movement, would probably receive nil, the examiner said.

Another examiner who has marked history papers for several years, said: "Conservative or enlightened views can determine the difference between good and bad marks for all candidates."

He claimed that in terms of the guidelines, questions on African nationalism were marked according to a racist and inaccurate viewpoint. No scope was allowed for constructive criticism of government policy and, most of all, if not all controversial policies were provided it is properly utilised.

But the "Bantu" have impoverished the land by primitive custom and ignorance. Among other things, they destroy trees at least three times a day.

While the area occupied by homelands may be insufficient, it includes some of the best land in the country. This land has a good climate and good rainfalls.

Some of the homelands even have rich mineral deposits. Like platinum and chrome, implying that, despite their smallness, they can become self-sufficient.

On the question of border areas, the memorandum says that border policy reduces the economic burden of the homelands. But it goes on to warn that progress "has not been rapid enough" and that the process must be accelerated.

On separate development, the memo says that black Africa is not in the process of "selling" this policy, it warns that it can be damaging. "No dialogue, contact that black Africa will eventually be convinced of the good intentions of this policy."

Dealing with the question of shared political power between blacks and whites, the memo refers to the situation in Zimbabwe where, it says, this policy led to the disappearance of whites — because they had been outnumbered four to one by blacks.

Memoranda shown to the Sunday Express — covering all matric history examination papers — disclose that in a section on the economic development of the homelands, every attempt is made to highlight the advantages — and not the disadvantages — of the policy as a whole.

One memorandum acknowledges that there are active problems in finding work for more and more blacks, but it says solutions will be continued to black people's own areas, and will not involve or spill over into black Africa itself.

The examiners say the bias applies in particular to issues such as the war in Namibia, the homelands, separate development and border industry policies, aspects of South Africa's relations with black Africa, and developments in countries to the north of the African states north of the Zambezi. Examiners were instructed to mark in terms of this brief.

Ethnic discord creates serious discord in Africa, though in Kenya, Kenyatta is managing to keep the Kikuyu, the Luo and the Kamba together. (Jomo Kenyatta had died five years earlier — in August, 1972.)

Only one black state, the Ivory Coast, retained whites in official positions after independence (many posts are still held by whites in Kenya, Malawi, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia, and in most West African states).

For last year's history exam, 444 distinctions were awarded by the TED. In a defence of the TED, one examiner said that while examiners had been compelled in the past to mark strictly in accordance with the memo, revised them by all as the "bible", the position was changing.

Whereas students writing coherent and intelligent essays outside the scope of the memo had been given no credit, examiners were now being made to allow for interpretation and personal viewpoints.

Generally, examiners went out of their way to be fair, and he disagreed that candidates would necessarily be penalised for expressing views on controversial issues that did not correspond with the status quo.

Provided they could show they had studied their work. Different views based on personal interpretation would be assessed accordingly.

The examiners say the bias applies in particular to issues such as the war in Namibia, the homelands, separate development and border industry policies, aspects of South Africa's relations with black Africa, and developments in countries to the north.

Department admits to discrepancies in distinction awards

JOHANNESBURG — The Transvaal Education Department has admitted that a substantial number of candidates who failed in third year examinations, but whose results were at least three grades lower, were at least three grades lower in the final examinations. The department added that the examination process was "fair and just".
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The 13% of South Africa's population, the black majority, work outside the formal economy, with millions living in poverty. The South African government has implemented various policies, such as affirmative action programs, to address inequality and promote economic development. However, progress in closing the economic gap has been slow, and many blacks still face significant barriers to accessing education and employment opportunities.

In the meantime, the struggle for equality and justice continues. Activists and organizations continue to push for change, and international pressure on South Africa to address these issues has increased.

Examples of policies that have been implemented include:

- affirmative action programs
- land reform initiatives
- efforts to expand access to education and healthcare

Despite these efforts, progress has been slow, and many challenges remain.

For the black inhabitants of South Africa, the struggle for equality and justice is an ongoing one, marked by both progress and setbacks.
Fatal shots at Sun City: man is held

A 26-year-old Randfontein man is to appear before a Magistrate tomorrow morning following the fatal shooting of a 47-year-old American in a Sun City hotel room early yesterday morning.

A Bophuthatswana police spokesman in Mafikeng declined to give details of the shooting, saying the case was sub judice.

"But a suspect will appear before the magistrate at Mogwase tomorrow, probably on a charge of murder," he said today.

The dead man, whose name has not yet been released as his next of kin have not been informed, was reported to be concluding a business deal with a man at 4 am yesterday when seven shots were fired.

Sun City security officials arrived at the scene and police later arrested a man taking possession of a pistol.

Rumours that a large quantity of drugs was involved in the case could not be confirmed, but local narcotics police were reported to be connected with the investigation.

The suspect is being held at the Mogwase police cells near Sun City. Mr Peter Wagner, Sun City complex director, emphasised that the shooting had had nothing to do with Sun City.

The Star's Pretoria Correspondent says that the dead man, who was in his mid-40s, came from North Carolina and a Randfontein man was arrested at Boons, in the Western Transvaal, late yesterday.

Stoke killed liver swap man

By Pamela Kleinot,
Medical Reporter

The death of liver transplant patient Commander Rich Verster (45) on Friday was unrelated to his liver transplant — he died of a stroke.

The stroke was caused by the dislodging of a clot from a heart attack, according to a post mortem report made available today.

The report showed that Commander Vorster, who had a heart attack some years ago, had suffered another recently.

It had been complicated by the thrombus (clot), which had caused the fatal stroke.

His liver was found to be normal at the autopsy.

Commander Vorster died 50 days after undergoing the transplant.

He had been recovering well until last Tuesday, when he was admitted to the Johannesburg Hospital.

Chairman quits to protect family

The chairman of the Tembisa Parents' Interim Committee, Mr M Namane, has resigned.

He said yesterday he had done so to ensure his family's safety. Mr Namane's house was burnt by angry pupils last week, causing damage estimated at R6 000.

Classes were disrupted in the troubled Tembisa township yesterday when a group of youths went from school to school to seek pupil support and then went on the rampage, stoning cars and a beer hall.

In Mamelodi East, more than 20 pupils from Rethabile Secondary School were treated for injuries after they claimed they were beaten by the police in their classrooms.

In Mamelodi, students told The Star that they were in their classes at about 11.40 am yesterday when a group of youths stoned the roof of the school and demanded that they leave their classrooms.

"A group of policemen arrived and chased some students who remained outside the classrooms and later came for those of us who were still in the classrooms," said a pupil claiming to have been injured by a police baton.

Colonel J Venter of the police public relations division in Pretoria denied that children were beaten up in the classrooms.
Schools: Call to tackle problems

Political Correspondent
THE Progressive Federal Party yesterday called on the government to take urgent steps to defuse the crisis sparked by continuing and widespread boycotts, stayaways and closure of schools in townships throughout the country.

In particular, the government should tackle the problems in black education "urgently, imaginatively and courageously", the PFP's chief spokesman on black education, Mr Ken Andrew, said in a statement.

While violence and arson should be condemned, doing so was not enough to make the problems "just go away".

He said the authorities had to act to redress the legitimate grievances of pupils in black schools.

"In particular the questions of scholar representation, corporal punishment and school age limits need to be addressed," he said.

He said it was "the height of irresponsibility" for the government to leave it to the police to resolve all the problems.

"Without sensible action on the part of the cabinet to defuse the situation, it is unrealistic to think that everything is going to return to normal," he said.

The problems in black education were compounded by recent suggestions by the previous Minister of Education and Training, Mr Barend du Plessis, that the "disastrously" high matric failure rate could be even higher this year.

"This is most unsatisfactory."

Mr Andrew said South Africa also needed to "free education from its apartheid shackles" and to use all available physical and human resources to best effect.

"South Africa cannot afford to have surplus, under-utilized and discarded teachers, schools and teacher training colleges for whites, while other racial groups have a desperate need for all the help that they can get in education."
E Cape, Border pupils return to school 1/9/84

PORT ELIZABETH — Most pupils at schools in the Eastern Cape and Border who have been boycotting classes in protest against the elections went back to school yesterday.

According to a senior official for the Department of Education and Training's regional office, all the department's Port Elizabeth schools were "back to normal" yesterday.

However, at Fort Beaufort pupils had still not returned to classes at the Lawson and Thulethu secondary schools and the Maqoma and Tinis primary schools.

Pupils at the Van Coler Primary School, the Nonesi Primary School and the Nqwanka High School in Queenstown, where classes were suspended until yesterday, were expected to return to school today.

In Grahamstown there was a 30 per cent attendance at the Ntsika, Nombulelo and Nathaniel Nyaluza secondary schools, where pupils staged a complete stay-away on Tuesday, while attendance was back to normal at the Nqweba Secondary School in Graaff-Reinet, he said.

Attendance at schools in East London and at the Fort Beaufort Teachers Training College was also normal.

Mr H. J. E. Jansen, chief inspector for coloured education for the Department of Internal Affairs in the Eastern Cape, said yesterday attendance at all coloured schools in the Eastern Cape was back to normal. — DDC.
Election protest empties schools

By MARTINE BARKER
Education Reporter

STUDENTS and high school pupils around the country stayed away from classes and lectures again yesterday in protest against the tri-cameral parliamentary elections.

Over the past two weeks, students and pupils at schools and tertiary institutions have been boycotting classes, participating in "alternative programmes or staying away from classes altogether.

While a spokesman for the Directorate of Coloured Education said there appeared to be a 60 percent attendance of pupils at schools falling under the directorate throughout the country yesterday, at universities and other tertiary institutions attendance was much lower.

Of the 11 colleges falling under the directorate only three were functioning normally yesterday.

At the University of Cape Town, about 2,500 students from UCT, the University of the Western Cape, the Zonnebloem, Hewat and Wesley Teacher-Training Colleges held a joint general meeting this morning to express their rejection of the new constitution.

The meeting, which was also attended by representatives of some secondary schools, unanimously passed a resolution expressing determination to fight the new deal and to refuse to be conscripted into the army "to defend the system of exploitation and oppression".

At Indian high schools yesterday, many pupils boycotted classes in protest at the elections.

40 percent stay away from classes

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG.— Pupils at Indian and coloured schools across the country boycotted classes yesterday in protest against the elections for the House of Delegates.

The Indian Directorate of Education has decided not to take any action against pupils at Indian schools in Lenasia and Fordsburg who boycotted classes yesterday.

However, the suspension of Indian pupils who boycotted classes before yesterday still stands.

Yesterday there was an average 60 percent attendance at most coloured secondary schools in the country and the 11 coloured teachers' training colleges.

However, at the C J Botta Secondary School in Bosmont the entire pupil body stayed away.

On August 22 when elections for the House of Representatives took place, 80 percent of coloured pupils stayed away from school.

• Lectures were boycotted yesterday at Vista University, the Medical University of South Africa and the University of Transkei.

• About 200 pupils at Uitenhage Secondary School, near Port Elizabeth, staged a mock funeral with a cardboard coffin bearing the image of the head of the Rev Alan Hendrickse, leader of the Labour Party.

F ortnight of protest

All schools where pupils have stayed away in protest over the elections are expected to return to normal today as the national student "fortnight of protest" ends.

At some schools in the Transvaal and Eastern Cape, however, boycotts continue in support of the demands of pupils for SRCs, the lifting of the age limit for matric pupils and the scrapping of corporal punishment.

Most universities and colleges will return to normal. In the Western Cape, all except UWC plan to return to classes this morning.
Police use tear smoke on rampaging pupils

By McKeed Kotholo and Chris More

Police used tear smoke to disperse hundreds of stone-throwing high school pupils in Soshanguve yesterday.

Major K S Soko, the local police commander, said two more high schools were affected by class boycotts which started at Soshanguve High School on Monday.

He said several police vehicles were damaged in Zone G and traffic was blocked.

About 200 Soshanguve pupils returned to classes yesterday “but they were forced to leave after the rest of the student body, which was still on boycott, ordered them out,” said a pupil.

The mob then moved to Lethabong High School where they disrupted classes before going on to Hlanganani Secondary where they clashed with police.

Pupils allegedly stoned police who used tear gas to disperse them.

No arrests were made. The mob tried to move to Walhalmansdaal High School, which was the only high school not yet affected but they found police were already guarding the premises.

Police yesterday fired tear smoke to disperse pupils of Forte Secondary School in Dobsonville after pupils had stoned a car belonging to a teacher who had allegedly assaulted them. Two teachers had allegedly walked into classes and thrashed them without giving reasons.

The chief public relations officer of the Department of Education and Training (DET), Mr. Job Schoeman, yesterday said the incident had not been reported.

Mr. Schoeman said: “If there had been a case of corporal punishment, the pupils concerned should have approached the department.”

Brigadier J J Viktor, Soweto CID Chief, confirmed the incident and said it was a case of malicious damage to property which had to be investigated.

Pupils at three Katlehong schools refused to go to classes yesterday. Mr. Schoeman said today.

He said the schools affected were Alafang, Kwa-Dukathole and Lethukuthula secondary schools.

He added that he believed the boycotts had something to do with yesterday’s Indian elections. He did not know what the situation was today.

Pupils attack family and home

A Pimville family was yesterday assaulted and its house damaged and set alight by angry pupils from a nearby school.

The pupils were said to be avenging the death of a schoolmate who was allegedly killed by a youth living in the house.

Soweto police chief Brigadier J J Viktor said a case of damage had been reported and was being investigated.

Witnesses said about 500 pupils from Musi High School marched to the nearby Thabo-Jabula Senior Secondary School in search of the alleged killer, a Std 8 pupil there.

They could not find him, and so went to the youth’s home and found his parents, whom they allegedly assaulted. The father escaped and called the police.

The pupils then went on a smashing rampage, causing a lot of damage before police arrived and dispersed them. They then returned three hours later and set a room alight.
Pupils stay away again

EAST LONDON — Pupils at schools throughout the Border area continued to boycott classes yesterday, education authorities confirmed.

Five schools in Fort Beaufort, two schools in Graaff-Reinet and two schools in East London were affected by stayaways.

Classes at three schools in Queenstown have been suspended until today.

Pupils at East London High School were given the day off as the school was used as a polling station in yesterday's election for the House of Delegates.

The director of Indian education, Mr G. Krog, said a number of schools were affected by stayaways, but was not prepared to say which schools, or how many pupils were involved.

In East London, pupils from Ebenezer Majombuzi Senior Secondary school and Qaqamba Senior Secondary school stayed away.

The affected schools in Queenstown are Van Coller Higher Primary, Nonesi and Nqwanka Secondary.

In Fort Beaufort they are Lawson Secondary, the Cape College of Education, Thulalethu Secondary, Thisia Higher Primary and Maqona Lower Primary Schools.

This was confirmed by a senior official in the Department of Education and Training.

In Graaff-Reinet, pupils from Spandau Secondary school and Asherville Secondary school stayed away.

This was confirmed by the regional director of coloured education, Mr H. J. E. Jansen.

Students at Fort Hare University in Alice are on holiday, while no stayaway was reported from Rhodes University in Grahamstown.

The press liaison officer of the coloured directorate of education, Mr Noel Eales, said there was an average of 60 per cent attendance at most coloured secondary schools countrywide and the 11 coloured teachers training colleges.

On August 22 — the elections to the House of Representatives — 90 per cent of coloured pupils stayed away from school.

No lectures were given yesterday at Vista University following a request by the students' representative council that the academic programme be halted on the two election days.

At the Medical University of South Africa students also stayed away yesterday. They are expected to return today. — DDR-DDC.
EDUCATION

Now for the fees

Government is finally grasping the nettle of making white parents pay for the education of their children (FM July 20). It probably won't be much of a fee at first (the amount has still to be announced) but an ordinance now moving through the Transvaal Provincial Council, at government's behest, will impose a fee system.

The ordinance also makes the first tentative moves towards giving parents more say over the organisation of the schools their children attend. This, says MEC in charge of education Fanie Schoeman, is in line with government's decision that it is desirable to have parents' representative bodies at the lower level.

So the Administrator of the Transvaal will be empowered to "acknowledge" parents' associations; there will be regional advisory councils which will include the chairmen of school boards; school boards will be empowered to recover unpaid tuition fees and there will be an education council to advise the Director of Education.

The issue is politically thorny and there is little surprise that the ordinance is vaguely worded — so vaguely as to draw attack from both the Progressive Federal Party (PFP) and the Conservative Party (CP).

Indeed, the leader of the CP in the council, Servaas Latsky, voiced dark suspicions that the vagueness of the ordinance could lead to multiracial control of school bodies. The PFP, for whom such fears take on an aspect of wishful thinking, wants more time to study the measure.

More cogent criticism came from the Transvaal English Medium Parents' Association.

The association wants the ordinance to make it clear that parents' committees will have full control, at least over funds contributed voluntarily, for it to give some indication of the extent of the proposed tuition fees and of what proportion of the fees will be retained by individual schools. Otherwise, it points out, "it's like giving the authorities a blank cheque."

The debate on the ordinance is continuing — but it is clear the era of free white schooling has come to an end.
Student boycott against election

Education Reporter

STUDENTS and high school pupils at many educational institutions renewed class boycotts yesterday in protest at today's elections for the House of Delegates. Students at the universities of the Western Cape and Cape Town, the Peninsula Technikon, and Hewat, Zonnebloem and Belleville teacher-training colleges were boycotting lectures yesterday.

The press liaison officer for the Directorate of Coloured Education, Mr N Eales, confirmed that only two of the directorate's 11 colleges were operating normally.

At schools falling under the directorate, he said, "the impression is that some 75 percent of pupils were present".

Students at most tertiary educational institutions in Cape Town plan to attend a student rally to be addressed by Dr Alan Bosak against the new constitution at UCT this morning.

Our correspondent in Johannesburg reports that pupils in Kattlehong, near Germiston, and Soshangwe, near Pretoria, yesterday joined the countrywide school boycotts which now involve about 30,000 pupils.

A classroom at the Soshangwe Secondary School, near Pretoria, was set alight but the fire was later brought under control.

Unrest also spread to Mamelodi, near Pretoria, where police dispersed a group of 200 youths who had marched on Rehabele High School and arrested five of them.

Sapa reports from Durban that pupils at nine Indian high schools there are boycotting classes in protest against today's elections.

In Umtata, the boycott of lectures at the University of Transkei continued yesterday and most students stayed in their residences.

(Report by M Barker, 77 Burg St, Cape Town; F Khaz and T Bruce, 85 Field St, Durban, and T Tuch, 171 Main St, Johannesburg.)
Police fired rubber bullets, buckshot and tear-smoke at a mob of stone-throwing youths boycotting schools in Daveyton yesterday.

Police liaison officer for the East Rand, Major Chris Liebenberg, said there were no injuries or arrests.

Trouble flared at about 11.30 am when a crowd of about 500 boycotting schoolchildren assembled at Hulwaaz Secondary School in Heald Street.

A group of 22 policemen arrived and ordered the crowd to disperse.

Major Liebenberg said the youths started stoning the police and swearing at them.

Police then fired rubber bullets, buckshot and tear-smoke at the schoolchildren and they dispersed.

Major Liebenberg said there were no more reported incidents of unrest in Daveyton or Tembisa.
Police used tear smoke and sjamboks today to disperse about 1,500 people in three separate stone-throwing incidents in the black township of Imbali, near Maritzburg, a police spokesman said in Pretoria.

The outgoing Minister of Co-operation and Development, Dr Piet Koornhof, was due to open a hall in Imbali today, but a spokesman for his office in Pretoria said he could not confirm if the Minister had been in the township.

A police spokesman said trouble started at 7.30 am when a crowd of 1,500 placard-bearing people gathered outside the community hall.

Stones were thrown and a vehicle of the Department of Co-operation and Development was overturned.

At 9.40 am the mayor's house was stoned, and by 11.15 am, people gathered outside a beerhall where stones were thrown and windows smashed.

In each case, police were forced to use tear smoke and sjamboks to disperse the crowd, the spokesman said.

So far, there are no reports of injuries. The situation at lunchtime was "quiet". — Sapa.
Thousands of coloured pupils ended their boycott protest and streamed back to school today, but many Indian schoolchildren in Johannesburg have maintained their class boycott.

Education sources in Lenasia said five out of six high schools had boycotted classes yesterday and the situation appeared largely unchanged this morning.

The proportion of students involved in today's stayaway was said to be slightly lower, following yesterday's election for the House of Representatives.

Education leaders expect a big school boycott next week for the Indian election.

Coloured schools in the Johannesburg area reported satisfactory attendance this morning.

Coronationville Secondary School principal said attendance was good, while attendance was satisfactory at the C.J. Botha School in Bosmont, and at Westbury and Kliptown high schools.

A Directorate of Coloured Education spokesman, Mr. Noel Eales, said: "Activity at schools and colleges throughout the country is back to normal, except in a few isolated cases."

Yesterday 530,000 coloured youths joined in countrywide class boycotts. Thousands of black schoolchildren also joined in for various reasons including the age limit at schools, corporal punishment and the issue of student representative councils.

A Department of Education and Training spokesman said about 1,200 Soweto schoolchildren were boycotting classes.
By MARTINE BARKER
Education Reporter

ABOUT 250 high-school pupils and students were scattered across a field with sjambok-wielding policemen chasing them. The police followed the reporter, instructing her three times that she was not to photograph the incident.

Later, the reporter interviewed students in a car outside the school, police arrived to search their car. The reporter saw police escort Mr Allan Paulse, national executive member of the Congress of South African Students, away from the scene.

Major George Kerstoff, Boland police liaison officer, said police had no knowledge of Mr Paulse's arrest.

Students later accused police of giving them too little time to return to their college and school before charging them.

(Bond Report, 27 P, 19/6/84, Cape Town)

Bond rates soar in Oct.

Staff Rep.

BOND rates are spurtting on building societies increasing by up to 1.25 percent from October 1984, now a record 20 percent.

This will be the second increase in July 1984. August and is a severe blow to those struggling with high general sales tax.

Retail spending can be expected to slow, or may be no growth.

The only news is that probably peaked but any deal very gradual.

The rise would have been far less had not the government tax-free share investment rate.

A condition of permitting higher rates to investors was that they would limit their bond rates to 1.25 percent. Partly tax-free have been increased by increasing the rate of bond returns from attractive 10.5 percent.

Most societies are applying the increase on existing bonds from October 1984. Some have already announced a rise.

The Natal Building Society have announced a rise for the next year, starting from 1.25 percent.
About 1,500 Lenasia pupils boycotting classes in protest at the elections for the tricameral Parliament face automatic suspension in terms of the Directorate of Indian Education's standing regulations.

Education sources expect the number of affected pupils to rise sharply next week as the Indian polls take place.

The Chief Inspector of Indian Education in the Transvaal, Mr O Beyer, confirmed that steps had been taken to apply the regulations.

Sources and pupils said a series of warnings had been given and letters of suspension were expected to go out shortly.

Hundreds of pupils continued to stay out of classes today. About 70 pupils at the Johannesburg Indian High in Fordsburg were the first to be suspended on Tuesday.
Parents try to get pupils back to school

Three parents yesterday went to the Woolhope High School in an attempt to persuade their boycotting children to return to classes and stop their silent protest in the school grounds against the Indian elections next week.

One mother took off her shoes and beat her son, whom she chased back to class. Two parents shouted at the boycotting pupils and told them not to associate with "loafers".

A matric pupil at the school told the Evening Post that he and nine other pupils yesterday sat in a circle in the school grounds in a silent protest against the House of Delegates elections on Tuesday.

The Evening Post was told the principal, Mr J Jugdaas, approached the pupils as they sat in protest and told them they would be expelled if they did not return to class.

Mr Jugdaas was not available today for comment. A spokesman for the school said everything was "normal" and that the Evening Post had been "misinformed".

The boycott at some coloured schools in Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, Graaff-Reinet and Graaff-Reinet continued today.

The boycotts at the Uitenhage Secondary School and the John Walton Secondary School in Uitenhage continued, with about 208 pupils staying away.

This was confirmed by Mr H J E Jansen, chief inspector attached to the Department of Internal Affairs today.

However, pupils at all the secondary schools in Port Elizabeth — apart from Chatty Secondary School — had resumed classes today, Mr Jansen said.

(Report by S Pressly, 19 Bankens Street, Port Elizabeth.)
of the Governor of the Reserve Bank will be delivered on Tuesday, and the meeting of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council — the first in six months — takes place on Thursday and Friday.

Dominating all these events will be the question of how soon the economy will return to a period of prosperity. At stake is the credibility of the present administration. And if, thereafter, it is still found to be wanting, the country is going to be in for a torrid time both politically and economically.

For instance, if, after being granted a measure of self-determination, the coloureds and Indians find that they have little to gain materially from the public purse, that the cupboard is almost bare, the new constitution will be questioned very seriously and could be made unworkable.

If, after interest rates have reached historic heights, Governor Gerhard de Kock is not able to demonstrate an increasing grip on growing bank credit, he will be under enormous pressure to introduce direct controls.

Disastrous and inappropriate though they will be, farmers and householder have benefited from them before (to the disadvantage of others). They will try to do so again.

The Economic Advisory Council will be faced with the enormous problem of inflationary government overspending and how to finance it. If it is true that an increase in general sales tax is not on, then they are going to have to endorse substantial cuts in spending.

In addition, they are going to have to face up to the fact that many administered prices — including those of the now “independent” public corporations which enjoy official monopolies — are going to rise in the months ahead.

If this happens, then the private sector, where the real job-creating potential lies, is going to bear the brunt of the recession. The public sector and the public servants will ride the rough times on the backs of everyone else.

What is needed now is a return to realism: credibility needs to be re-established and a firm plan for a return to real economic growth made known. To succeed, that should include a commitment to a target reduction in the rate of inflation by the year-end against which government’s performance can be measured.

If that does not happen, the public will act as rationally as it has done in recent months: it will spend all it earns and more. And that will mean entrenched stagflation with all its horrifying political consequences.

---

**EDUCATION**

**Low marks for Pretoria**

The director of the Transvaal Education Department has denied there was any “fiddle” of matric results last year. Whatever the technicalities of the issue — and the denial is not wholly convincing — South Africans have again been reminded of the pitifully poor quality of education in this country.

The fact is universities are asking whether they enrolled pupils on the basis of spurious results, turning down less fortunate applicants who wrote their matriculation examinations in other provinces or who wrote them in the Transvaal but in a year in which the results were not questioned. Unfortunately, it is unlikely the public will ever be absolutely certain everything is above board.

South Africans may well forget about it all in a day or two. Yet, this is precisely what we should not do — unless we are content to allow government to spend 16% of our tax payments on an education system that cannot even provide credible documentation on its matric standards. It amounts to settling for less than second best.

As it is, the validity or otherwise of the 1983 matric results is only one aspect of a more general problem in white education. Other symptoms are felt by those teachers who wait for up to six months to receive their first salary payment. It concerns, too, the continual erosion of the real earnings of educators because of rigid salary structures and sporadic general increases — the result of group pressure which the authorities cannot withstand rather than sound fiscal management.

So we have poor tuition along with increasing mediocrity in the teaching profession. Gifted and creative educators leave the classroom. And as far as overall standards are concerned, the report that a grade two teacher was involved in marking matric scripts, and that a large number of markers had never taught matric classes, was not denied.

**Nor have universities escaped poor educational management.** At the beginning of this year it was indicated that lecturers were to receive substantial increases in April. April came, but the increases did not. These salary improvements were then to be paid in July. Now we learn that the date of this increment is December. Full details have not yet been revealed on how these increases will be paid.

Gradually, gifted men and women are being drawn out of the educational system. Yet the wealth of a nation lies substantailly in its human capital — which must surely be developed to its full potential. It is interesting to note that Japan achieved universal primary education in 1912, universal secondary education by 1930, and for the last two decades has enjoyed phenomenal economic growth rates.

H G Wells once remarked the future history of mankind would become increasingly a race between education and destruction.

Of course, what is required is much more market-related activity in education. It is incongruous to allow an outdated education system to perpetuate itself when in other productive spheres government has indicated a commitment to the market ideal.

There is a way out. Schools should be free to manage their own budgets, to hire and fire teachers as they see fit, to determine teachers’ salaries, and so on. Consumers should be free to attend schools of their choice, forcing competition between producers.

In addition, the authorities must be told this is what the electorate wants. The State should no longer have a stranglehold over education.

Only by vociferous objection to irregularities — or the demand that when these surface they must be fully explained — will the authorities ever sit up and take note. Until then, any number of problems will continue to manifest themselves.
Decker out for a month

Own Correspondent

NEW YORK — Mary Decker will not race for another month — and possibly longer — her coach, Dick Brown, has announced.

She has scratched from meetings in Switzerland, West Germany and France, but is still entered in New York’s “Fifth Avenue Mile” late next month.

“We still haven’t cancelled that race, but it’s becoming increasingly doubtful that she can run it,” said Brown.

Decker is recuperating at her Oregon mountain retreat from her Olympic 3,000m collision with Zola Budd.

Brown said Decker had pulled muscles in the hip and groin.

Most boycott pupils are back at school

Education Reporter

MOST of the thousands of school pupils who boycotted classes this week in protest at the elections for the House of Representatives returned to classes yesterday.

Some, however, continued boycotting, with the intention of returning to classes only after the House of Delegates elections on Tuesday next month.

Accord to the press liaison officer for the Directorate of Coloured Education, Mr N Eales, activities at schools and colleges under the directorate had “for all practical purposes” returned to normal.

Class attendance yesterday was “in excess of 90 per cent”, he said.

On Wednesday, the day of voting for the House of Representatives, more than 626,000 pupils stayed away from classes.

Staff of some schools boycotted classes on Wednesday. Yesterday a spokesperson for teachers from Crestway Senior Secondary School said seven members of the staff had been called in to the directorate to explain their behaviour and had been asked to identify the “instigators” of the action.

The spokesperson said the decision to boycott classes had been taken by a majority of the school and had not been at the provocation of any individuals.

Students at the University of the Western Cape continued boycotting classes yesterday.

Students at most other tertiary institutions returned to classes.

Meanwhile, the Cape Times correspondent reports from Port Elizabeth that pupils have begun to return to an Indian school yesterday while attendance figures for other schools in the Eastern Cape improved.

No incidents of violence or intimidation were reported at the schools where the boycott continued.
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FOUR out of every five coloured school pupils in South Africa boycotted classes this week in protest against the elections for the House of Representatives.

An estimated 630 000 out of a total coloured school population of 770 000 — 80 percent — stayed out of the classrooms.

The massive protest by the pupils and the relatively low poll will, however, not sway the Government from its new deal.

Constitutional Affairs Minister Chris Heunis said the expected 30 percent poll was "acceptable".

But the United Democratic Front pointed out that only 17 percent of the country's adult coloured population had taken part in the poll.

The elections were marked by mass arrests and detentions of political activists. Official police figures say 152 people have been held, many of them under security legislation.

Police clashed with demonstrators in several areas. One is reported to have been shot in the back at Eldorado Park and admitted to Baragwanath in a serious condition.

At Eldorado Park, police fired tear smoke at some demonstrators encouraging people not to vote.

Tear smoke and rubber bullets were fired at protesters who stoned a police unit at Eldorado Park.

Reports from the Cape said a number of anti-election campaigners were arrested and in some cases convicted within 24 hours.

Twelve boys were sentenced to strokes and three girls had their sentences postponed.

Two university students were arrested under the Explosives Act after two petrol bombs were hurled at the home of the Labour Party candidate for Ravensmead J W Christian, added the reports from the Cape.

In another incident, police arrested 18 Rhodes University students, including SRC president Alan Williams.
Gang of 200 pupils storm Mamelodi

Pretoria Correspondent

A gang of about 200 youths today roamed Mamelodi trying to disrupt classes at secondary schools.

Police also reported trouble at Soshanguve High School, where pupils hurled stones amid general unrest early today.

A police spokesman said five youths had been held for questioning after the early outbreak of intimidation in Mamelodi.

Police apparently confronted the group near the Seshego High School in Mamelodi East. The first sign of unrest was when the group, said to be from various secondary schools in the township, marched on Mamelodi High School where they unsuccessfully urged pupils to join them.

When they attempted to force their way into the school yard they met resistance from the school-going pupils. They then marched towards Tsako-Thabo High School where they met stronger resistance.

The band then marched on Rathabile High School where the police dispersed them.

Police in vans patrolled the streets of Mamelodi after the incident. At other schools the gates were locked to keep the gang out.

See Page 2.
More held as coloureds vote

630 000 pupils in election boycott

Sow 22/8/84
Political Staff

Detentions, arrests, demonstrations and a class boycott by at least 630 000 pupils and students marked the first elections for the coloured House of Representatives today.

By midday, 41 members of the United Democratic Front, the Azanian People's Organisation and the Eldorado Park Action Committee had been taken into detention.

LATE FLASH

Police fired tear smoke and rubber bullets to disperse about 500 students from a polling booth in Eldorado Park this afternoon.

There were no reports of injuries or arrests.

The students were holding placards saying "Don't vote for border duty."

Education reported. About 30 000 black pupils and thousands of Indian and white students have also boycotted classes.

The black boycott is not over the election issue.

There was widespread student unrest across the Witwatersrand and schoolchildren were held by police as class boycotts and demonstrations spread.

A voter at the polling station in Western Coloured Township posts her vote in the ballot box under the watchful eye of electoral official Mr P J Nel while a policeman stands by.

Voters collect their ballot papers at a polling station in Eldorado Park as the coloured elections get under way. Security was tight, with police officers and plain-clothes security policemen present. About 700 people had voted by midday.

© Pictures by Gideon Mendel and Erienne Rothbart.
In Johannesburg, pupils were arrested for holding an unlawful gathering. Police are reported to have detained 31 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand, about 300 students from the University of the Witwatersrand and about 50 students from the National School of Education in Johannesburg. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

On Tuesday, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Transvaal, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In KwaZulu-Natal, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Cape Town, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

On Friday, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Natal, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

On Saturday, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In the Western Cape, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

On Monday, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Natal, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

On Sunday, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In the Northern Cape, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In the Eastern Cape, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In the Free State, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Limpopo, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.

In Mpumalanga, the Johannesburg Police were reported to have arrested 10 pupils from the University of the Witwatersrand. The police are also reported to have arrested 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand and 10 pupils at the University of the Witwatersrand.
Half Port Elizabeth high school pupils join class boycott

Post Reporters

THE class boycott in the Eastern Cape has spread, with half of all coloured secondary school pupils in Port Elizabeth staying away today.

This is 10% more than yesterday, according to the Director of Coloured Education, Mr H J E Jansen.

Every secondary school in Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown, as well as two out of three in Uitenhage, are affected.

Pupils at two African schools in New Brighton — Newell High School and Cowan High School — today joined the boycott.

At Newell the stayaway was total, but only 20 pupils failed to report for classes at Cowan.

Reports of massive stayaways have been received from the Western Cape — where about 7 000 pupils at 23 schools skipped classes — and Natal.

At the University of the Witwatersrand about 2 000 student, mostly black, stayed away from lectures.

At the University of Transkei 469 students took part in a demonstration march.

Coloured schools in Grahamstown and East London have also been affected.

At Newell High School boycotter assembled in the play area, singing freedom songs and listening to speeches, many of which denounced “Bantu Education”.

The decision to proceed by pupils is the result of the new constitution, which was taken last night. It took teachers by surprise although some protest action had been expected, the Evening Post was told.

In Uitenhage many pupils at the Uitenhage Secondary School and the John Walton High School refused to attend classes today. Pupils at the John Bsideker High School in East London are still boycotting classes.

More than 90% of Mary Waters High School pupils in Grahamstown boycotted classes yesterday.

A spokesman for the school’s SRC said about 50 of the 460 pupils turned up.

“We decided to boycott classes this week to show solidarity with other schools and to protest against the new constitution.”

“We regard the constitution as an attempt by the Government to fool the ma-
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The jury is looking into whether this is getting better, when in fact there has been no change,” he said.

Pupils would return to school tomorrow, but would not attend classes till next week.

“We will be studying by ourselves,” he said.

The headmaster of the school, Mr M Parashotam, said that the boycott had been peaceful and orderly.

“We will not be taking any action against those involved,” he said.

The march by students of the Umtata University campus was peaceful and a university spokesman said “a carnival atmosphere” prevailed.

He said marchers chanted the name of Oliver Tambo, exiled secretary-general of the African National Congress. There was no obvious police presence.

An SRC spokesman at the University of the Witwatersrand said the 2 000 students taking part in protests would probably return to lectures tomorrow.

The boycott will probably resume when polling for the Indian House of Del-

gates takes place next Wednesday, the spokesman said.

In Cape Town where about 7 600 pupils at 23 schools are boycotting classes, five schools reported a stayaway of 100%.

They were the Belgravia Senior Secondary which has an enrollment of 1 260 pupils; Bishop Lavis Senior Secondary which has 1 146 pupils; Cathkin Senior Secondary which has a roll of 858; Crystal Senior Secondary with a normal attendance of 1 638 and Groenvlei Senior Secondary which has 1 000 pupils.

At most other schools the turnout was between 2% and 15%.

Four Maritzburg schools have also been massively affected — two for coloured pupils, two for Indian scholars.

(Reports by Cathy Sleens and Jimmy Maryn, of 19 Barkens Lane, Cape Town.)

Havoc
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Mobs of boycotting Tembisa schoolchildren went on the rampage yesterday, setting alight schools and the homes of prominent community members, smashing school windows and stoning cars.

The police arrested 11 youths in connection with the violence and used teargas on several occasions to disperse troublemakers.

The home of Tembisa Town Council's Management Committee Chairman, Mrs Rosie Thulare, was gutted and the home and shop of Tembisa's mayor, Mr Lucas Motiała, were stoned and set alight.

The home of Mr SP Namane, who has been instrumental in trying to get students back to school, was also stoned.

Major Chris Liebenberg, police liaison officer for the East Rand, said violence erupted about 8 am when a large crowd of youths assembled at the Boitumeleng Junior Secondary School in Sedibeng Section.

LABORATORY

The youths set an administrative office and a laboratory alight. Tembisa Fire Department managed to extinguish the blaze before it spread, but the office and lab were gutted.

A mob then converged on the Tembisa High School in Izakelo Section and tried to start a fire in the school passage. They also stoned the building, smashing 345 windows, and attempted to set fire to an office and laboratory at the Adult Education Centre.

Rampaging students set documents and furniture alight at Thuto-ke-Maatsela Secondary School in Emfuleni Section.

Major Liebenberg said a Putco bus and a car were stoned in the township during the day.

The chief PRO for the Department of Education and Training, Mr Job Schoeman, said classes in Tembisa had not been suspended although students at the four high schools had failed to return to classes.
At least 100 Riot Squad policemen grouped in anti-riot formation at the exit to the campus as the students gathered. A confrontation was averted when a student leader persuaded the crowd to return to the campus.

**40 000 students are expected to join boycott**

Political Staff

The student boycott in protest against the House of Representatives elections is expected to peak tomorrow — polling day — with some 40 000 students involved.

They will come up against one of the biggest security operations mounted to date by the South African Police.

By 7 am tomorrow, when polling booths open, almost 50 schools and higher education institutions are expected to have heeded boycott calls from anti-election organisations.

Eighty seats are at stake in the election.

There were 208 nominations, including 33 independents. The Labour Party has already picked up four unopposed seats — in Paarl and Genadendal in the Cape and in the Eastern and Southern Free State constituencies.

The Labour Party is contesting all 80 seats, the People’s Congress Party 59, the Freedom Party 25 and the Reformed Freedom Party 11.

Feelings have been running high in the coloured community for the past four weeks as people wrestled with the conflicting views of the participating parties and those organisations calling for a stay-away.

The result is that tomorrow’s first-ever elections for the House of Representatives will take place against a general background of fear and uncertainty — and the student boycott does little to calm the situation.

Already students at eight universities are supporting the election boycott call. Students at Fort Hare, the University of the Western Cape, the University of Cape Town, the University of Durban-Westville, the Natal University Medical School, University of the Witwatersrand, the University of the North (Turfloop) and the University of Transkei are involved in partial or total boycotts of classes.

About 4000 students at Turfloop are boycotting classes today. They decided at a mass meeting on the campus last night to boycott classes from today until August 29, the day after the elections for the House of Delegates.

Hundreds of University of Transkei students yesterday boycotted classes and sang freedom songs in a demonstration against the Indian and coloured elections.

At a meeting yesterday afternoon, attended by more than 2000 students, it was decided to boycott lectures tomorrow and on August 28.

**HOMES FIRE—BOMBED**

A spokesman for the University of Fort Hare, Mr Norman Holiday, said yesterday that the entire student body boycotted classes at the university.

The homes of at least six candidates standing in the elections have been firebombed and some have reported receiving death threats.

Police Reaction Unit squads have been involved in pitched battles with anti-election demonstrators at political party meetings.

It is against this background of uncertainty, fear and division that the coloured community goes to the polls tomorrow. The choice it members face is not for which party or even for which individual to vote. The major issue of the campaign has been, and remains, whether to vote at all.
Classes halted at boycott schools

Classes at the three Welkom secondary schools where pupils have been boycotting lessons for the past month were suspended indefinitely yesterday by the Department of Education and Training (DET).

About 2,000 pupils at Lekoa Shandu High School in Sharpeville yesterday refused to attend classes and demonstrated against recently announced rent increases.

Police ordered the demonstrators to disperse after an incident at the Thuto-Lore Secondary School where a teacher is reported to have been assaulted after he had refused to allow his pupils to join the march.

A department official confirmed the class boycott at Lekoa Shandu yesterday, adding that the boycotting students had stoned buses. He said the situation had returned to normal by 10 am.

About 800 pupils at Masedibo Hall in Sashego, near Pietersburg, also boycotted classes yesterday in protest against a compulsory departmental fee to pay for the building of a library.

There has been no further suspension of classes at the four Tembisa secondary schools despite the failure of pupils to meet yesterday's deadline, DET spokesman Mr Job Schoeman said today.

The department was giving the children a chance to go back and resume classes.
Boitumeleng Secondary School in Tembisa was set alight early today allegedly by a group of class-boycotting pupils.

A source at the school said the students held a meeting on the school premises and later went to the administration block and set it alight.

The school premises were deserted this afternoon but the fire was still smouldering. There were no firemen on the scene to fight the fire.

The whole administration block which consists of the principal's office, the staff room and the store room were affected.

Two other schools affected by the class boycotts had some of their buildings set alight.

At Tembisa High School the laboratory and an office of the Adult Education Centre were set alight. At Thuto-Ke-Maata Secondary School the administration offices were also set alight.

Police in private cars chased groups of youths in the township between Moriting and Makhulong Sections and at another part of the township tear smoke cannisters were fired.

*See page 1, Metro Section.*
SA-wide schools election protest

By MARTINE BARKER
Education Reporter

THOUSANDS of students and high-school pupils across South Africa are boycotting classes to protest against the "new deal" elections.

Elections for the coloured House of Representatives take place tomorrow and for the Indian House of Delegates on Tuesday next week.

In the Peninsula, police kept up a strong presence yesterday, with SADF personnel and traffic officers on hand, but no action was taken against boycotters and no incidents of violence were reported.

In all cases, boycotting students and pupils remained on their school or college premises, attending "alternative programmes" instead of usual classes.

Yesterday morning about 2,000 students of the University of the Western Cape marched to the former Coloured Representative Council building which now serves as the UWC Senate building. Students stripped from the building a bronze plaque marking the opening of the CRC building in 1970. After attempts to smash it on the pavement had failed, students marched back to the campus to give the plaque a "burial".

At only two of 20 schools contacted by the Cape Times yesterday, was there no boycott action under way. At one of these, a high absenteeism was reported.

Pupil spokesmen said nearly all schools in the Peninsula were not holding normal classes. Pupils at schools as far afield as Worcester, Robertson and Ceres are reported to be boycotting.

However, a spokesman for the Directorate of Coloured Education, Mr N Eales, said that at many secondary schools countrywide "a token passive protest exercise was experienced involving a minority of pupils".

Among other boycott action reported by our correspondent and Sapa yesterday were:

- Students at the Medical University of South Africa, the University of Transkei and the University of Natal Medical School boycotted classes.
- Black secondary school classes in Welkom have been suspended indefinitely after a refusal by boycotting pupils to return to school.
- Boycotts continue at a number of East Rand schools. Classes have been suspended at some schools.

Buses stoned

- Pupils at the Lekosa-handu secondary school at Sharpeville near Vereeniging were reported to have stoned Putco buses early yesterday morning after they had left their classes in protest against recent rent increases.
- At least 40 coloured, Indian and black schools in the Transvaal have planned not to attend classes from this morning.

- Due to join the boycott today are students at the University of the Witwatersrand and both the Durban and Maritzburg campuses of the University of Natal.

- Pupils and students from at least 28 schools and educational institutions in the Eastern Cape boycotted classes yesterday.

- At Rhodes University a two-day boycott by black students begins officially today, although a number of students stayed away yesterday.

(Report by M Barker, 77 Burg St, Cape Town, and G Evans and R Hill, 192 Bahamas Street, Port Elizabeth.)

- Picture, page 3
More schools join boycott

From Page 1

participated in a dispensation which entrenched apartheid.

Saps reports from Johannesburg that representatives of about 40 secondary schools in the Johannesburg region met at the weekend and decided to boycott classes this week.

At a meeting in the Indian township of Lenasia, 17 groups decided to intensify their joint action against the Augest 22 and 28 elections.

The school representatives decided to start their boycott on different days. Some schools will start boycotting today, while the rest will stay away from classes from tomorrow.

In Durban, Natal University medical students resolved to boycott all classes in protest against the elections.

In the Cape, students at the University of the Western Cape decided to boycott classes on selected days as they had been warned the University would be closed for the rest of the year if students boycotted classes for more than two weeks.

Report by Raymond Hill, 10 Bankers Street, Port Elizabeth and C. Allison, Old Mutual Building, Harrises Street, Johannesburg.

Budget man is missing his money

LONDON—Britain's Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Nigel Lawson, has had £90 ($180) stolen from a jacket he left hanging in his official residence at 11 Downing Street.

Mr. Lawson, who lives next door to Mrs. Thatcher, told police the money was apparently stolen from a wallet he had left in the jacket, a Scotland Yard spokesman said. The wallet and its other contents were not taken.

As there was no sign of forced entry into the build-

The class boycott gathers momentum

BY RAYMOND HILL

The boycott of classes by coloured pupils today spread to eight more senior secondary schools in Port Elizabeth's northern areas, East London and Graaff-Reinet.

This was said today by the Chief Inspector of Education attached to the Department of Internal Affairs, Mr. H. J. E. Jansen.

Pupils at the Bethelsdorp Senior Secondary School and the Chapman Senior Secondary School in Port Elizabeth's northern areas were the first to stage a stayaway on Friday.

They have been joined by pupils at St. Thomas Senior Secondary School, David Livingston Senior Secondary School, Arcadia Senior Secondary School, Paterson Senior Secondary School, Bethelsdorp Number Three Senior Secondary School, John Buseker Senior Secondary School (East London) and Spandau Senior Secondary School and Asherville Senior Secondary School, both in Graaff-Reinet.

Mr. Jansen said more than half the pupils at the schools concerned did not attend classes today.

According to a statement telephoned to the Evening Post by "the Students Co-ordinating Committee," the pupils concerned rejected and condemned people who 
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The exam gets a f –

(1) the fact that non-markers are able to see the script
(2) and ask other markers to mark them.
(3) The fact that all markers are free to know which
particular subject was included and which
markers also have access to this information.

Excerpts from confidential reports

A chilling acc

Inadequate pay to blame for poor marking standard, say matric

ENGLISH matric examiners — most of
them teachers — believe the poor
standard of marking and the shortage
of experienced and competent exam-
iners are a result of inadequate pay-
ments and allowances, poor working
conditions and stringent marking pro-
cedures.

This week the Sunday Express es-
tablished that

Examiners for the 1984 matric pa-
pers had not taught science or any
subject in English.

In another case, a grade two teach-
er marked certain papers, although
the report does not specify the sub-
ject concerned.

When 10 papers, already mar-
ked were checked as a sample and re-
marked by a sub-examiner (in charge
of a group of markers) there was a
difference in each of the 10 papers.

However, the sub-examiner did
not think it was necessary to order a re-
mark of the remaining papers, which
meant that hundreds of students who
were almost certainly unfairly
awarded too many or too few marks.

But worse, if these papers had been
remarked, and the result found to be
the same or similar to the same,
check, some pupils might have even
obtained distinctions — and deserve
them.

Saddest, however, was the fact that
English candidates who had an ap-
pealing knowledge of their first lan-
guage, even though it was a science
language, and not a language paper,
in this case, and not a language
examination that was being marked.

For science, 651 candidates were
awarded distinctions.
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English. Although in the view of one (Eng-
lish) examiner, the standard of Eng-
lisn of the candidates was "very
weak" and the presentation of their
work "vague", "sluggish" and "inaccu-
rate", the attitude of the Afrikander
examiners was that if the "facts"
were correctly given, in terms of the
marking criteria (a guideline on
how marks should be awarded),
then full credit must be given.

And the Afrikander-speaking exam-
iners were marking English papers
according to a memorandum in Afri-
kaner.

Rudely informed

The examiner said in his report:
"When inquiring about mark alloca-
tions, one was rudely informed that
‘if they say fail it is in English, it
is right — we do not mark English.
"

The examiner commented: "I found
sixty examiners. I was surprised that
in reflection typical of people who seem
to be interested only in obtaining the
right average and a fair number of
distinctions.

The standard of work, he added,
was generally average, and candi-
dates showed little or no insight into
knowledge of history.

One often felt, said the examiner,that
the whole effort of marking was
pointless — "candidates can hardly
ever fail for history".

For history, 444 distinctions were
awarded by the TED.

A second senior history examiner,
who had marked myriads of papers
for four years, said students earned
marks only if their facts and opinions
supported the status quo, and not on
reflection.

She said in her report that, in her
view, questions on African nation-
ali sm were marked according to a ra-
cist and inaccurate markers’ memo-
and, and no other view was toler-
ated.

In her experience as a teacher and
an examiner, it was easier today to
get distinctions and to pass.

The ‘level of vigour of candidates,
and of examiners, has dropped. In
strict compliance with the memorandum
leads itself to shoddy work.

In her report she said the 32-hour
deadline (the time in which the mark-
ing of all matric papers in all subjects
must be completed), "leads to insuffi-
cient and rushed marking".

Candidates, she said, were mentally
and physically exhausted at the end of
32 hours — and because of the rush
that followed, the marking deteriorated
and careless mistakes were made.

Other examiners — most want the
deadline to be extended to 40 hours or
even 48 hours — said many papers,
not only myriads of papers, remained
marked at the end of the allotted time.

Another examiner claimed that in
one instance, in order to beat the dead-
line, 100 partially marked geographical
papers were completed in less than an
hour. This was done by pulling ad-
ditional markers who were totally unfa-
niliar and not briefed on the remain-
ing questions still to be marked.

In cases when time ran out on ex-
aminers, and bundles of papers were
left unmarked, an average percentage
would be taken of a sample and
written on half the papers to remain
unmarked.

In the English (higher grade) paper,
examiners did not allow for any inter-
pretation in the poetry section that
was in conflict with the markers’ memo-
and.
Boycotting pupils ignore back-to-school deadline

Staff Reporters

Boycotting pupils in Tembisa and Daveyton ignored today's deadline, set by the Department of Education and Training (DE&T), to return to classes.

And about 800 pupils from the troubled Mahopane East Technikon in Soshangele resolved at a meeting not to return until demands were met.

Pupils at secondary schools in Tembisa continued their boycott today.

The affected schools are Boitumelong, Jiyane and Thuto-ke-Maatla.

Early today, a few parents accompanied their children to school in compliance with a request by DET.

Parents and children were required to sign an undertaking that classes would no longer be boycotted.

At Boitumelong pupils set alight forms signed by some of the parents and their children, after demanding the forms from the school principal.

Classes were disrupted this morning at the H.B Nyathi and Davey secondary schools in Daveyton near Benoni, when groups of youths forced pupils out of the schools.

At Mabuya secondary school a meeting to resolve problems between the pupils and the principal ended in a deadlock.

The pupils demanded to speak to the circuit inspector.

According to pupils at H.B Nyathi and Davey secondary schools, the main cause of today's class disruption was a circular to pupils that an age restriction would be effective when pupils returned to school.
The class boycott gathers momentum

By RAYMOND HILL

The boycott of classes by coloured pupils today spread to eight more senior secondary schools in Port Elizabeth in the northern areas, East London and Graaff-Reinet.

This was said today by the Chief Inspector of Education attached to the Department of Internal Affairs, Mr H J E Jansen.

Pupils at the Bethelsdorp Senior Secondary School and the Chapman Senior Secondary School in Port Elizabeth's northern areas were the first to stage a stayaway on Friday.

They have been joined by pupils at St Thomas Senior Secondary School, David Livingstone Senior Secondary School, Arcadia Senior Secondary School, Patserson Senior Secondary School, Bethelsdorp Number Three Senior Secondary School, John Bisseker Senior Secondary School (East London) and Spandan Senior Secondary School and Ashville Senior Secondary School, both in Graaff-Reinet.

Mr Jansen said more than half the pupils at the schools concerned did not attend classes today.

According to a statement telephoned to the evening post by the "Students Co-ordinating Committee", the pupils concerned rejected and condemned people who

PRETORIA - A third of the respondents to a recent human sciences Research Council (HZRC) survey of English school students in the Cape had been warned for boycotting classes.

Election budget likely

Candidates for local government demanding trade unions to put into power, will announce their plans for next year soon or early next year.

As a result, the party decided to boycott classes on Monday, while the rest of the university medical students remained in class.

The decision to boycott classes was taken at the University of the Western Cape in Cape Town after students had been warned for boycotting classes for the next few weeks.

The students said they had received a letter from the university authorities saying they would not be allowed to boycott classes for the next three weeks.

The decision to boycott classes was taken at a meeting of the university medical students in Cape Town.

The students said they had received a letter from the university authorities saying they would not be allowed to boycott classes for the next three weeks.

The decision to boycott classes was taken at a meeting of the university medical students in Cape Town.

The students said they had received a letter from the university authorities saying they would not be allowed to boycott classes for the next three weeks.
DET gets tough with boycotters

THE Department of Education and Training has decided on a tough policy towards boycotting students.

All the trouble-torn Reef schools have been shut down indefinitely, adding another 7,000 students to the nearby 16,000 out in the cold country-wide.

The new tough measure was confirmed yesterday by DET's Edgar Posselt, who said classes had been suspended at the eight Reef schools where students have been boycotting. Classes have also been suspended at the Mabopane Technikon.

The latest move means over 7,000 pupils have had the doors of learning shut on them over the past two weeks following boycotts.

The tough move by DET follows what appears to be a worsening situation on the school crisis.

Mr Posselt said that to date about 19,000 pupils countrywide were out on the streets. This includes pupils in Atteridgeville, where six schools were closed earlier this year.

But according to figures compiled by City Press, well over 23,000 pupils are out.

Unrest broke out at three schools in Graaff-Reinet yesterday, where nearly 2,000 pupils boycotted classes to join the nationwide protest against the three-chamber elections.

Our figure excludes universities, where students at Ngoye and the University of Western Cape are not attending lectures.

At Ngoye, 2,000 students were suspended following a boycott over food and other grievances.

And University of Western Cape students went on boycott on Tuesday in protest against the Indian and coloured elections.

The boycott situation turned for the worst this week when student and police clashes on the Reef resulted in the death of one student and another two were admitted to hospital with injuries.

Another student is said to be missing and feared dead. Student sources in Mabopane said their colleague, known only as France, was missing. The last time he was seen was believed to have a broken arm.

Hendrika Nkuna of Tembisa died at the Ga-Rankuwa Hospital after he was admitted to the intensive care unit with a bullet wound.

Mabopane East Technikon student came after a police-student clash in Mabopane on Wednesday.

Two other students — Simon Motloussi and Patrick Morule — are receiving treatment at Ga-Rankuwa Hospital for a swollen face and bro
the private road to university
How a boy from a shebeen took
TWO coloured schools in Port Elizabeth today joined the boycott called to protest against the coming elections for the House of Representatives and the House of Delegates.

They are Chapman Senior Primary and Bethelsdorp Senior Primary.

About 600 of the 1,100 pupils at Chapman Senior Primary and 500 of the 1,500 pupils at Bethelsdorp Senior Primary boycotted classes today.

The principal of Chapman Senior Primary, Mr W F Benjamin, said about 600 pupils spent the morning sitting in an orderly group on the grass outside the school trying to keep themselves occupied.

The pupils did not say how long the boycott would continue, he said.

Yesterday three African schools in Queenstown closed as a result of pupil boycotts. They are Van Coller Higher Primary, Nonesi Higher Primary and Newanka Secondary Primary.

Pupils at three schools in Graaff-Reinet — two coloured and one African — also boycotted classes in sympathy with the movement not to vote in the forthcoming elections.

Sapa reports from Pretoria that more than 1,600 students at the Medical University of Southern Africa (Mukhiva) near Ga-Rankuwa are boycotting lectures in sympathy with the death of a Mahopane East Technikon student this week.

The student died on Tuesday after a clash between pupils and police at the technikon. He has been identified as Hendrik Nkuna, 20, of 749 Section Ndimanya, Tembisia.

Two other students wounded in the clash are reported to be in a satisfactory condition.

The technikon students yesterday decided to boycott lectures until Monday as a protest against Mr Nkuna's death. A student mass meeting was held on the campus today to take a decision on whether they should also boycott lectures on August 22 and 23 — the dates of the elections for the coloured House of Representatives and the Indian House of Delegates.

The outcome of the meeting was not immediately known.

The chief registrar of the institution, Mr G de Korte, emphasised that the boycott was peaceful. All the students were on the campus, he said.

Boycotting pupils at four Tembisia secondary schools in the Transvaal have been warned to return to school or face possible exclusion when schools re-open next year.

Classes at Belurumeleng, Tembisia, Jiyanie and Thuto-Ko-Maatla secondary schools were suspended by the Department of Education and Training last week.

In a letter to parents, the circuit inspector, Mr T Prentius, asked that children be persuaded to return to school and warned that the schools could be closed for the whole year if the boycotts continued.

"I make this last plea to you to convince your children that it is in their own interest to return to school," he said.

At Doyton, Benoni, classes at four secondary schools have been suspended after lessons at lower and higher primary schools were disrupted by groups of boycotting students yesterday.

(Reports by C. Scholten, 19 Bankers Street, Port Elizabeth, and C. Allison, Old Mutual Building, Harrison Street, Johannesburg.)
Cradock statements disputed

SOMERSET EAST — A trial within a trial to determine the admissibility of statements taken from two 14-year-old boys, began in the regional court here yesterday.

The boys are among 29 Cradock pupils who have pleaded not guilty to five charges involving public violence, assault, intimidation and malicious damage to property.

Six policemen were called by the state yesterday after Mr H. K. Naidu, for the defence, objected to the admissibility of certain statements, claiming they were not given freely or voluntarily.

Captain Johan van Zyl said he had arrested about seven youths, including a 14-year-old boy, between 3 and 5 am on May 1.

He said the children had been taken to police headquarters and he had questioned the 14-year-old first.

He had explained to the boy that he was not obliged to reply to any questions and the youth had made a statement admitting being involved in the incidents.

Mr Naidu said the boy had denied involvement in the events, and had made a statement only after he had been physically assaulted.

Capt Van Zyl denied he had assaulted the boy.

Sergeant Matthew Mpkokeli, who acted as interpreter for Capt Van Zyl, said he was called to assist Capt Van Zyl in questioning the 14-year-old boy.

He said the youth had spoken freely and was not assaulted in his presence.

Major Petrus Botes told the court he had taken a statement from the other 14-year-old on May 9. He said Warrant Officer Vosloo de Beer had brought the child to him at 10.40 am, explaining he wished to make a statement. Sergeant Sindile Oyiya had acted as interpreter.

Maj Botes said the boy had understood the legal implications of making a statement. He had seemed relaxed and denied being assaulted or forced to make a statement.

Mr Naidu said the boy would say he had been assaulted in the gymnasium by two policemen in the presence of Sgt Oyiya and that Sgt Oyiya had asked the boy to carry weights in his hands and instructed him not to put them down until he was prepared to answer his questions. Sgt Oyiya denied these claims.

The hearing continues today. — DDC.
EAST LONDON — There was a stayaway at educational institutions around the country yesterday.

Pupils at a number of secondary schools in the Eastern Cape stayed away from classes.

The chief inspector of coloured schools in the Eastern Cape and Border, Mr H. J. E. Jansen, said three secondary schools had been affected by the stayaway.

At the John Bisseker High School in East London, about half of the 1 260 pupils stayed away.

Mr Jansen said the pupils “were at the grounds, but wouldn’t go into their class-rooms.”

He said the pupils had not given reasons for their stayaways and there had been no reports of any incidents.

The principal of the school, Mr I. S. Barnes, said yesterday he was not aware of the stayaway.

“We were expecting a boycott but as far as I know classes went ahead as normal.”

At the Spandau High School in Graaff-Reinet, 600 of the 1 100 pupils stayed away from classes, and at the Asherville High School, also at Graaff-Reinet, 300 of the 800 pupils attended classes. There were no reported incidents at either school.

A spokesman for the Department of Education and Training in King William’s Town said “all was quiet” at black schools in the King/Stratton area.

Attempts to confirm reports of class stayaways at schools in the Queenstown area were unsuccessful.

Students at the University of Fort Hare yesterday stayed away from lectures for the second day.

The public relations officer at the university, Mr Norman Holliday, said yesterday the students had not given reasons for the stayaway, “even though they are in touch with the university administration.”

He said it was not known how long the stayaway would continue.

“We assume the stayaway has been organised from outside the university in sympathy with similar student actions at other universities.”

He said the stayaway had “been peaceful” and students had been urged to return to classes “to minimise the disruption of the academic programme.”

In Durban, students at the University of Durban-Westville yesterday deferred a boycott decision in protest against the Indian and coloured elections.

The lunch-time meeting of more than 1 000 students on the campus decided to boycott the elections and called on the candidates to resign.

More than 3 000 students from the University of the Western Cape and the University of Natal’s Medical School are now on a lectures boycott against the election.

About 2 000 UWC students travelled by bus yesterday to various coloured townships in the Cape Peninsula to inform the residents about the elections.

About 300 students at the Southern Cape Training College at Outshoorn held a protest march yesterday afternoon.

Yesterday the rector of the University of UWC, Professor Richard van der Ross, warned student leaders to think carefully about their boycott decision.

“I have understanding and sympathy with their standpoints to boycott in protest against the elections, but students should re-think carefully on this action because each interruption of study at this critical time of the year can be disadvantageous,” he said.

— DDR-DDC-SAPA.
Angry mob storms Alexandria Township yesterday.

Students armed with poles and sticks outside the winning school in Alexandria Township.

Alexandria, mob storms school

Angry mob storms Alexandria Township yesterday.

Students armed with poles and sticks outside the winning school in Alexandria Township.
3 pupils arrested:

School Store Burnt:

The Star, Monday, August 13, 1984

Police were on standby today after the blaze out in a storeroom of the Minhau High School.

Total of 300 pupils taped outside of the school premises today. Only about 200 pupils out of a

School Store Burnt:

Pictures by Gwau Lloyd

Fighting continued between pupils and some guards present in the school today.

A pupil was seriously injured.

The school

Two teachers were injured

Police have been present to ensure that the school is under control.

The school is closed after the blaze out.

3 pupils arrested
made their yearly visit to Port Elizabeth at the primary School in Walmer. Here SEBASTIAN HUTZ, during a chess match, while his schoolmates

Schools unrest: 13/8/784 doubts 'fed on purpose'

PRETORIA — Unfounded suspicions about regulations concerning age limits for pupils at black schools were being deliberately sown in unscrupulous attempts to foment unrest at the schools.

This was said yesterday by the Director-General of Education and Training, Dr Abie Fourie.

A major grievance in black school unrest has been the various age limits for different standards.

Dr Fourie said the age limits were purely educationally and administratively motivated and affected only 319 pupils out of a total of 1.7 million.

The regulations are 16 years for primary schools, 18 for Ss 6, 7 and 8, and 20 for Ss 9 and 10.

"Unfounded suspicion is being sown and pupils are deliberately being misled in unscrupulous attempts to foment unrest at schools," he said.

"The aim is not to conduct a witch hunt against pupils, to inconvenience parents and pupils, or to limit education opportunities," he said.

It had been repeatedly stated that pupils who exceeded the age limits but progressed normally without interrupting their studies for invalid reasons or falling twice in succession, were unaffected.

This was borne out by the following:

• A total of 49,907 primary school pupils were 16 years or older, but were not affected.

• A total of 20,211 secondary school pupils were 20 years or older, but were also not affected.

He noted the age limits had never been applied in Tembisa, Daveytown, Welkom and Queenstown.

Fired SAA pilot claims R670 000

PRETORIA — A South African Airways pilot, dismissed after a disciplinary committee found him guilty of drinking before going on duty, has entered a claim for R670 000 against the South African Transport Services and the Minister of Transport, Mr Hendrik Schoeman.

Mr John L'Ange, 49, of Kempton Park, Johannesburg, was dismissed from duty five months after the committee found him guilty of drinking alcohol prior to a flight.

Mr L'Ange appeared before the committee after collapsing on Il do Sol. Capt L'Ange said he was suffering from heat exhaustion.

The committee found that less than eight hours before going on duty Mr L'Ange had been drinking, thus contravening flight regulations.

Mr L'Ange appealed to the Pretoria Supreme Court to review the committee's decision. He said the committee had not been impartial.

As a result of the suspension Mr L'Ange has forfeited his pension of 25 years and other benefits. - Sapa
‘Intimidating’
educators are warned

By DIRK VAN ZYL
Political Correspondent

THE leaders of the two main political parties contesting next week’s House of Representatives elections warned today of action by the new Parliament against educators, especially schoolteachers, who are found guilty of “intimidation”.

The Labour Party leader, the Rev Allan Hendricse, and the Peoples’ Congress Party leader, Mr Peter Marais, were commenting against the background that a significant percentage of the grassroots leadership of a “pro-boycott” organisation like the United Democratic Front (UDF) occupies positions in the education profession.

There have been allegations by participating parties of intimidatory tactics by the UDF, and of schoolchildren being “used” for political purposes.

Education is to be largely an “own affair” under the new constitution, to be administered by each of the separate white, coloured and Indian chambers in Parliament.

Mr Hendricse said today there were “people who will have to be dealt with”, but his party had at this stage formulated no specific plan of action.

“Our priority is to win the election and then we will look at this.”

Mr Hendricse added: “We are aware who certain people are in educational institutions who are misusing the situation, and we will look at them.”

Mr Marais was more specific: “We are busy right now drawing up such a plan of action to bring normality to schools. While a child is in school, he or she is the responsibility of the State.”

No schools would be allowed to be affiliated through their sports facilities to the South African Council on Sport (Sacos).

“The department (Department of National Education) pays a lot for blazers, equipment, facilities and so on, and Sacos uses their hold on facilities to impose their own ideas on children who they are using as a weapon for their political aims. They are busy with a victimisation programme against children,” Mr Marais said.

He added: “If Sacos loses schools, they will have nothing left.”

Mr Marais said the situation would be monitored “to make it impossible for agitators to go on to school campuses”.

He concluded: “Teachers who want to practically politics must enter it and not use schools to push their strange ideology.”

(Report by D van Zyl, 19 Baskens Street, Port Elizabeth)
Daveyton calm after stone-throwing

By Erik Larsen, East Rand Bureau

Calm has returned to the Benoni township of Daveyton after sporadic incidents of stone throwing yesterday by school children who are boycotting classes.

A police spokesman said they were forced to use tear smoke to disperse a crowd of about 600 stone-throwing youths who ambushed a police patrol.

Three patrol vehicles, transporting about 20 policemen, were stopped by a crowd of schoolchildren near the Davey High School at about 11 am.

The youths started stoning the vehicles and police threw tear smoke canisters into the crowd. Police reinforcements arrived, and the children dispersed when more tear smoke was fired.

Pupils at the Davey and H.B Nyathi high schools boycotted classes yesterday, but police stood guard at the Hulwazi and Mabuya high schools throughout the day to protect pupils who attended classes.

Police spent yesterday patrolling the township and cars were searched at a roadblock at the entrance to Daveyton.

Trouble erupted on Friday when thousands of pupils at the four Daveyton high schools started a class boycott.

They are demanding the abolition of age-limit regulations, the recognition of student representative councils and an end to excessive corporal punishment.
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TED to probe matric exam results issue

By THELMA TUCH

THE Transvaal Education Department (TED) has appointed a committee to conduct a thorough investigation into the criticism levelled at the department's handling of last year's final matric examination results.

This follows reports in a Sunday newspaper that the TED "fiddled" these results to give hundreds of additional distinctions to pupils who did not qualify for them.

It appears that TED computers increased the numbers of distinctions awarded by examiners — in some subjects by more than 100%.

According to reports, examiners awarded about 370 distinctions to candidates in Afrikaans (higher grade), but the published results of the TED computer revealed that 838 distinctions were actually given.

And while fewer than 400 distinctions in biology (higher grade) were recommended by examiners, 818 were eventually awarded by the TED.

A record 58 pupils got seven distinctions, 123 got six, 140 pupils five, and 50% of the 25,000 candidates received university entrance passes.

There is a strong possibility that bursaries were awarded to people who might not have deserved them.

The Committee of University Principals (CUP) referred the matter to the Joint Matriculation Board, which is responsible for moderating all matriculation examination papers and puts its stamp on the final adjustment of marks and allocation of distinctions.

The secretary for the CUP, Mr W J du Plessis, said yesterday that the JMB would report back to the committee after it had completed its investigation.

The JMB has confirmed that there was a discrepancy between the results submitted to it by the TED and the published results, and that investigation into this matter began this month.

Prof Jooite has confirmed that discrepancies in last year's results have been investigated by the department and certain control procedures introduced.

Yesterday he announced that he had appointed a committee — on which the organised teaching profession is also represented — to investigate the criticism levelled at the department.

This committee is to submit a report to him as soon as possible.

However, at this stage the TED has made the following comments:

- There was no deviation from the computer programmes which have been used since 1988.
- The published results were as given by the computer.
- Incorrect deductions were therefore published in a Sunday newspaper (this refers to the newspaper's statement that the TED "fiddled" the results).

Schools have also been accused of "fiddling around" with pupils' end-of-year marks to benefit potential candidates for distinctions at the expense of weaker pupils.

Individual schools annually submit a year mark for each pupil to the TED. The year mark counts one-third and the external examination two-thirds of the final promotion mark.

The committee is investigating this allegation.

It will consider adjusting marks on an individual basis where year-marks of candidates deviate from their achievements in the final examination.

The secretary of the Transvaal Teachers Association (TTA), Mr J H Bullard, said last night that the TTA would be in favour of stricter control of marks submitted by schools.

The TED controls should be directed at cases where there was a deviation by more than a fixed percentage between a candidate's school marks and his or her external examination results.
SA’s matric system is in chaotic state

Mr Nixon said universities had always believed that all matric exams and markings were broadly the same, and had therefore based their acceptance of students largely on symbols.

The Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) moderates exams in all four provinces, and has found large discrepancies.

“Universities must in future keep an annual check on the standards of various papers,” said Mr Nixon.

The general secretary of the Transvaal Teachers’ Association, Mr Jack Ballard, said the TED was already experimenting with internal mark of schools, and that marks which had been allowed to set their own papers had found the system successful.

PUPIL ABILITY

For example, it has been claimed that while examiners awarded 370 distinctions for higher-grade Afrikaans, the number after mark adjustments was 808.

In biology, it was reported, 818 distinctions were finally awarded after mark adjustments — in contrast with less than 400 recommended by examiners.

Fifty-eight Transvaal students scored seven distinctions each, as opposed to only six students in the Cape.

Mr Nixon suggested that in order to obtain a totally objective view of a pupil’s ability, all schools should be allowed to conduct their own matric exams, which should be moderated by “item banks” tests. This would put an end to any marks “swindle”.

Universities, he said, should introduce their own entrance criteria, probably in the form of entrance exams.

Matric marks adjusted to fit past averages

DIFFICULTIES

But the setting and marking of an internal matric meant a lot of extra work for staff, and some schools — particularly the smaller and never ones — could have difficulties.

Mr Ballard said he did not believe there was mark “fiddling” by TED examiners. But he did think the Transvaal’s 1993 marks were “a little out of line” with those of other provinces.

The Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the University of the Witwatersrand, Professor P D Tyson, said that the Committee of University Principals (CUP) is “deeply disturbed at the allegations of improper mark adjusting” and had referred the issue to the JMB.

A spokesman for the JMB said the board was aware of “uncertain dec-sperences” and the matter had been thoroughly investigated by the JMB. Certain safeguards would be implemented in the next Senior Certificate Examinations.

‘Item banks’ could improve standards

The Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) is building up large “item banks” of questions as a basis for evaluating testing procedures in schools to improve exam standards.

The head of the HSRC’s Institute for Edumetric Research, Mr Fritz Gerike, said lists of questions or “items” were edited before being put in banks.

These questions could be used in end-of-year tests. The goal was to standardised the questions put to pupils.

Item bank tests could be given to pupils writing matric exams set by their own teachers. The results of these tests could then be compared with the internal examinations.

By Sue Leeman, Pretoria Bureau
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Varsities and schools plan election boycotts

By Michael Tissong

University and school boycotts in protest at the tricameral parliamentary elections are being planned for next week.

Representatives of schools in Johannesburg where polling will take place have been meeting this week to decide on the boycott timing.

Students of the Natal University Medical School in Durban resolved yesterday to boycott all classes in protest against the elections.

A University of Cape Town (UCT) student, Mr Victor Steyn, said today that four schools in the Peninsula yesterday went out on a one-day protest at the elections.

He said students at the University of the Western Cape (UWC) decided at a meeting to boycott classes on selected days because the acting rector, Professor J Durand, warned that the university would be closed for the rest of the year if students boycotted classes for more than two weeks.

Mr Steyn said: "Students will be boycotting on August 20, 21, 22, 27 and 28. Students will not be holding their protests on campus. They will be going out into the community."

The Star's Cape Town correspondent reports that students at the University of the Western Cape boycotted classes yesterday.

MEETING

Many attended a meeting to discuss an alternative programme for the time they have decided to stay away from lectures.

Earlier, SRC members met the rector, Dr Richard van der Ross, to discuss examinations and tests due to be written.

At the University of Cape Town, 400 black students decided yesterday to boycott lectures on the days preceding the coloured and Indian elections.

In Durban a spokesman for the Medical School Students' Representative Council said last night that the boycott was a rejection of the elections.

"The students feel the need to express their rejection in the strongest possible terms."

The boycott will continue until at least August 23, when students will reconvene to reassess the situation.

It is the second time this year that medical school students have declared a total boycott of classes. At the beginning of the year the principal of the University of Natal, Professor N E Clarence, closed down the school for two weeks after the 600 students had boycotted in protest against aspects of the examination system.

---

Boost for tobacco men

LUSAKA - The next agricultural season should see a significant increase in Zambia's foreign exchange earnings from tobacco exports, the tobacco board general manager, Mr George Sitielito, has said.

Output would rise as a result of the government's new incentives to growers, he said.

---
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JMB admits matric results were lowered

Pretoria Correspondent

The Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) has admitted that matric results were adjusted in two subjects.

The chairman of the JMB, Mr A M Slabbert, said examination marks for mathematics and geography were adjusted downwards.

Educationalists claimed that after exam scripts were marked, pupils' marks in mathematics were lowered so the failure rate was about three times higher than the number who actually failed the exam.

The number of distinctions granted for mathematics also dropped from about 13 to 8 percent.

And the number of pupils who scored less than 40 percent rose from about 5 percent to 17 percent, they claimed.

Roughly the same pattern developed following a decision to re-evaluate the geography exam.

The JMB matric is traditionally known as being "tough", and it is claimed results in some subjects have been downgraded for three successive years.

One source claimed last year that all the distinctions earned by JMB matriculants were eclipsed by the distinctions gained by one Transvaal Education Department school.

Mr Slabbert said claims that marks in maths and geography had been substantially downgraded were "dicey".

He said the JMB had a strict set of norms which it applied to its own and other matric exams. In terms of these, marks could not be adjusted — upwards or downwards — by more than 10 percent without good reasons.

And 10 percent adjustments would be allowed only in exceptional cases.

He also questioned the validity of claims about the extent of the JMB downmarking, as the "raw" marks, before adjustments, were not released.
The Cape Times, Friday, August 10, 1994

Cradock visit shocks Boesak

Owen Correspondent
PORT ELIZABETH — Dr Allan Boesak, the president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches and a patron of the United Democratic Front, visited Cradock this week and was surprised to find about five police vehicles stationed at every entrance to the African township, Hnge-
lible.

He said he and an overseas television crew travelling with him, had been stopped by the police and told they needed permits before they could enter.

"I explained I did not intend to get a permit," Dr Boesak said. "I said I was a minister and the people of Cradock had asked me to come and visit them."

He said he had told them: "I'm here to fulfil a need. If you want to stop me please do, but I'm not going to turn back."

Dr Boesak said a policeman had then called his superior who treated him "extremely politely" and allowed him to enter.

He said he was deeply shocked by what he saw in Cradock. "I received the impression that at least for a time there was a virtual reign of terror there."

In spite of large scale imprisonment, and 24 hour police surveillance, the community's spirit and solidarity was astounding, he said.

Dr Boesak expressed concern about the boycot which had disrupted schooling since February.

"But the scholars argue they had a legitimate reason: they will not return to school until their people are released."

He said until an equal education system was introduced in South Africa the lives and education of children would be continually disrupted.

"I am amazed that when Mr Louis le Grange (the Minister of Law and Order) came to Cradock he did not speak to the people most deeply concerned — the school children.

"Such high-handedness is characteristic of a government which thinks it can play God. We do not need Mr Le Grange to have a change of heart, we need a new government."

Dr Boesak added: "The need for all Christians to pray for an end to this apartheid government is underlined when one comes into contact with a situation like Cradock."

Lieutenant Colonel Gerrie van Rooyen, liaison officer for the police in the Eastern Cape said last night: "I have no comment to make on allegations made by Dr Boesak."
COMMUNITY LEADERS have blamed local school authorities for the student unrest which exploded in the Welkom township of Thabong this week, saying the authorities had refused to heed demands made by students.

"They have mishandled the situation," deputy mayor Abel Mokoena told City Press this week, warning that the situation in the township was "still explosive."

"The students drew up a list of demands and sent these to the authorities, but these grievances were not attended to," he said.

Mr Thabong has called an emergency meeting with the Theto Senior Secondary School students, who were involved in a day-long confrontation with police in which 18 people were arrested, after the youth refused to go back to school.

However, this has been rejected by the students, who refuse to talk to a "puppet body."

The Theto students first boycotted classes last week, and classes were suspended. However, the school reopened this week after a meeting between parents and the authorities.

But because their demands had not been met, the students made a conscious decision to disrupt the school's reopening.

"We were aware that some students would not be re-admitted, as they had been branded as instigators," said a student representative.

"And our parents had already rejected it." Theto students were joined by Thutagauta Secondary School students after throwing stones at the school buildings, and they proceeded to Lebohang Secondary School, whose students fought back.

The students marched into the streets and there was violence as they overturned vehicles, threw stones and smashed beehives.

The township was soon turned upside-down as riot police tried to quell the situation.

Report: DAN MAIVHA
Pix: CONAN MAHLANGU

They threw teargas, used sjamboks and fired rubber bullets at the rioters.

By late on Wednesday night, the streets were deserted except for police and youngsters who grouped in the streets.

Mr Mokoena issued a strong appeal for peace yesterday while the local community council "assessed the situation."

Police said no further incidents occurred yesterday.
Minister will announce details shortly

By Sue Leeman, Pretoria Bureau

Details of improved communications structures for the expression of black pupil grievances will soon be announced, according to acting Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen.

Dr Viljoen called a Press conference here this morning against a backdrop of renewed pupil violence and lingering class boycotts at schools in several townships.

Pupils, he said, had "a good case for representation" where grievances were valid.

Dr Viljoen said the new communications structure would feature democratically elected class leaders and pupil's councils.

Liaison committees would be set up to co-ordinate the interests of pupils, teachers and parents.

These committees would take a case further and ultimately it would go before the Council for Education and Training.

Dr Viljoen said he realised there were "still many deficiencies in the education system". He called on pupils not to bow to what he termed "incitement by those outside the schools system", saying there was "ample evidence" that such elements were fomenting unrest.

In reply to questions about the possibility of changing the age limit for black pupils (since they turn 21 they are no longer allowed to register for school), Dr Viljoen said his department tried to keep this "as flexible as possible". But he added that it created educational problems if classes contained pupils of widely spread ages.

This week, large numbers of black pupils were still missing classes in various areas:

- In Atteridgeville/Sautsville, where six high schools have been closed until the end of the year, about 6,000 pupils are missing classes. Their grievances centre on demands for their own student representative councils and their contention that corporal punishment meted out by teachers is excessive.

- In Thabong, a township near Welkom, a man was killed in last week's rioting over the suspension of about 40 students.

- Trouble is brewing at two Mamelodi secondary schools and the pupils have threatened to boycott classes unless education authorities attend to their grievances immediately.

In a statement released by the student leaders at the J Keokana High School and signed "The class of '84 J K,'" the pupils complain of "the principal's unreasonable demand regarding the wearing of uniforms at school."

INTERVENTION

- At the Rethabile Secondary School pupils threatened to boycott classes last Friday and only the intervention of a local inspector of schools persuaded the pupils to go to classes.

- A spokesman at the school confirmed there had been trouble there for the last three weeks.

- Parents of class-boycotting pupils in Tembisa yesterday voted overwhelmingly in favour of their children returning to classes tomorrow, writes Abel Mableane.

- Classes at three Tembisa Secondary Schools — Bolumeleng, Jiyane and Tembisa High — were suspended last week after pupils walked out about two weeks ago to back up their demand for a student representative council, the scrapping of the age restriction and the stoppage of excessive corporal punishment.

- Classes at the fourth secondary school, Thuto-Ke-Maapla, were suspended last Thursday after they were disrupted.

The parents told a report-back meeting no useful purpose could be served by staying away.
Schools closed again

By Abel Mahelane

Classes have again been suspended at the four Tembisa secondary schools, after the failure of a four-day grace period given to parents to persuade boycotting pupils to return to school.

Classes at Boitonglo, Tembisa, Jiyane and Thuto-keMatla were suspended last week by the Department of Education and Training.

This followed a pupil walkout about two weeks ago over demands for a students’ representative council and the scrapping of the age limit.

The pupils were given until Tuesday this week to return to classes, failing which both they and their parents would have to sign an undertaking that classes would not be boycotted.

The parents of class boycotting pupils asked the DET to give them until today to try and persuade their children to return to class unconditionally.

Boycotting pupils at four of the schools were told by the school principals today that classes had been suspended with effect from Monday next week until further notice.

The suspension of classes means that boycotting pupils will now have to sign an undertaking not to boycott classes before they can be re-admitted to school.

It also means that the parents will have to sign undertakings to the effect that their children will not boycott classes.
THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND ORDERS

That the following question be allowed to be put in writing by Mr. Smith, an elected member of the House of Assembly, on the subject of education and training.

1. What is the current expenditure on education and training in the province of [Provincial Name]?

The Minister of Education will respond.

YEA

THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE AND ORDERS

That the following question be allowed to be put in writing by Mr. Johnson, an elected member of the House of Assembly, on the subject of agriculture and rural development.

1. What is the current expenditure on agriculture and rural development in the province of [Provincial Name]?

The Minister of Agriculture will respond.

YEA
SERVICE CONTINUES

Fears were dispelled this week that thousands of part-time students, most of them black, would be barred from writing Joint Matriculation Board (JMB) examinations if the board ceased to accept them as private candidates. The JMB decided at its agm in Port Elizabeth to continue accepting these candidates as before.

Several Johannesburg organisations involved in education had expressed "grave concern" at suggestions that JMB might cease to conduct examinations for part-time students.

At a meeting, representatives of the Sached Trust, Turret College, St Barnabas College, the SA Institute of Race Relations, and Council for Black Education and Research, drew up a statement which was sent to the JMB's agm appealing to the examination body not to terminate its service.

The JMB has now decided to continue accepting part-time students studying for it examination. But it has stipulated that private candidates must be enrolled with a correspondence school or college.

Correspondence colleges will also have to find suitable venues, to be approved by the board, at which candidates will sit for the examination.

There are nearly 3,000 part-time students studying for the JMB examination throughout the country.
CRADOCK
THE KIDS
GO BACK—ALL 7 OF THEM

WHEN the Cradock schools re-opened this week after the winter vacation, only seven of the more than 4,000 Lingelihle pupils reported back. The pupils are resolute in their decision to continue their six-month-old boycott.

This is despite assurances given to parents by Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange a fortnight ago that protection would be given to those pupils who wanted to go back to class.

When schools reopened on Monday, uniformed and plain clothes policemen patrolled the townships and some armed policemen were placed within the premises of various schools.

By Wednesday only 24 pupils in the seven schools which include two post primary schools attended classes. These figures were confirmed by Department of Education and Training Regional Director G W Merbold in Port Elizabeth.

However, Mr Merbold made it clear that the department had no intention of closing the schools in Cradock.

Mr Le Grange visited Cradock recently and after touring the Lingelihle township, reimposed the ban on gatherings for another three months. He said he had no intention of releasing the detained former school principal and community leader, Matthew Goniwe.

Mr Goniwe and three others are in preventive detention and are held in Cape Town and Johannesburg.

The calls for their immediate and unconditional release are increasing. This week the Port Elizabeth-based Motor Assemblers and Components Workers Union of South Africa expressed concern about the deteriorating situation in Cradock. In a statement, Macwusa organiser Fikile Kobese called for the unconditional release of Mr Goniwe and all those locked up in Cradock jails.
New boycott on Rand

Johannesburg — School boycotts in Tembisa, near Kempton Park, have spread to three of its four secondary schools and now involve 3,514 pupils.

The boycott began last week at Boltumeleng High and spread to both Jiyana and Tembisa High Schools on Tuesday.

Students are demanding an end to excessive corporal punishment and recognition of student representative councils (SRCs). They claim their principals refused to listen to their grievances.

The Department of Education and Training (DET) was informed during the recent school holidays that Tembisa High students were planning to boycott classes in support of Atteridgeville students, the circuit inspector for the Kempton Park region, Mr J. L. Pretorius, said.

In May this year, the Minister of Education and Training, Mr Barend du Plessis, closed six high schools in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, after sporadic boycotts.

He said recently he would re-open the schools if he received a guarantee that students would return.

In an attempt to prevent a boycott in Tembisa, Mr Pretorius said, he had visited Tembisa when it re-opened after the holidays. He then appealed to students to continue going to school and promised to investigate grievances.

Three days later he had held a meeting with the Tembisa High School committee to discuss student demands, he said.

On Monday last week, he told Std 8 and matric Tembisa students at the township’s town hall, that the DET would accept democratically elected pupils’ representative councils (PRCs) but would “not stand for SRCs.”

This failed to stop the eruption of boycotts, which now involves 1,361 from Jiyana and 1,112 from Boltumeleng.

The fourth high school in the township, Thutukwela-Maatlina, is not affected.

Mr Pretorius said this week the students were not behaving aggressively, and he was optimistic the problems would be solved. — SAPA
Class boycott pupils ask to meet officials

By Abel Mabulane

Pupils who have been boycotting classes at three Tembisa secondary schools for the past few days have asked for a meeting with officials of the Department of Education and Training (DET).

The class boycott by the pupils is to back up their demands for a students' representative council and for scrapping of the age restriction.

Pupils at Boitumelong Secondary School started the boycott last Thursday, Jiyane Secondary School walked out of classes on Monday and Tembisa High School joined the boycott yesterday.

At Boitumelong a meeting was held between the pupils and their principal and vice-principal. The students' grievances were discussed and some were solved but the demand for an SRC and the elimination of age restrictions remained unresolved.

A spokesman at the school confirmed the meeting but could not comment further. Pupils said they had asked the principal to arrange a meeting between their delegation and DET officials.

Students at Jiyane and Tembisa high schools are also expected to choose their own delegations. Pupils at Thuto-Ke-Maatla School were still attending lessons yesterday.
WHITE EDUCATION

An end to the free ride

The time is rapidly approaching when white South Africans will have to pay, probably quite heavily, for the education of their children. The days of the free ride on the back of the general taxpayer are drawing to an end, and government already has the legal mechanisms in place to impose what some would see as stiff school fees.

This is as it should be. It is no exaggeration to say that the country's economic future depends largely upon whites making fewer demands upon government and its resources.

To put it at its simplest, major financial and manpower resources have to be poured into improving the educational, training and employment opportunities of the great mass of the people — the blacks. Education has the highest priority.

It is an incontrovertible fact that the bulk of the technical and managerial skills SA will need in the future will have to come from the black community. Recognition of this fact is sadly belated. Blacks have been under-educated for too long, and this is evidenced in part by a sick economy.

Low productivity

We are no longer seeing even the minimal gains in productivity achieved between 1972 and 1982. Preliminary figures for 1983 suggest productivity is now dropping sharply — National Productivity Institute figures for the first quarter of 1983 show a drop in the output per employee in manufacturing of 4.5 six. The reason? Largely what Barclays Bank MD Chris Ball has dubbed a system of “non-education” (compared with that for whites), which produces people who are virtually unemployable without further training.

In addition, education in the homelands, where the bulk of blacks still attend school, has been described by KwaZulu Education Minister Oscar Dlomo as “glorified literacy campaigns ... parading as fully fledged educational systems.”

Despite recent improvements (Leaders, June 15), the bulk of black children never make it to secondary school. Enrolment figures for 1982 show that at black schools in the white areas there were almost 1,4m pupils in primary school, compared with almost 246,000 in secondary school and only 16,523 in matric. The situation in the homelands was even worse. There were more than 3m pupils in primary school, compared with 665,603 in secondary school, of whom 55,978 were in matric.

In part, the concentration of pupils in primary schools is due to the fact that govern-

If SA is ever to have a true First World economy, the massive black education backlog will have to be overcome. This will call for more schools for blacks and a greatly improved quality of education. It will be enormously expensive and will not be achieved while whites continue to appropriate the lion’s share of government’s education spending.

The DET’s Schoeman ... blacks pay proportionately more

ment has, within the limits of budgetary constraints, been devoting ever greater resources to black education. This has inevitably started at the bottom and led to a growth in the number of primary-school places — although centres throughout the country still witness the heart-rending sight of children being turned away from school because there is no place for them.

The huge dropout rate in black schools will ensure that many of those now in primary school never reach secondary school. Even if they did, present government budgetary policy could never provide enough schools and teachers to cope with the flood of demand.

Spending priorities

Thus, another generation of unskilled and under-educated people will join the labour market. A report by the Research Institute for Education Planning at the University of the OPS says that 156,588 African pupils left school in 1982 without even passing Sub A — and were illiterate.

The effect this has on productivity and the economy, let alone social stability, can hardly be overestimated. So, a far greater proportion of gross domestic education spending must be diverted to blacks. That implies a cut in government education spending on whites. At current rates, SA’s 1m white children of schoolgoing age absorb more than half of total government spending on school education.

This does not mean that standards in white schools should drop. What it does imply, however, is that whites will have to bear a greater proportion of the direct costs of educating their children.

Government appears to be coming to grips with this politically unpopular fact; it took the first tentative steps towards paid education in 1982, when it amended the National Education Policy Act to make
THE DIVIDED APPLE

AMOUNTS THAT COULD BE RAISED BY CHARGING SCHOOL FEES AT WHITE SCHOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fee Level</th>
<th>Amount charged as a proportion of budgeted 1983/84 white school expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R200</td>
<td>20% of budget expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R300</td>
<td>30% of budget expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R400</td>
<td>40% of budget expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R500</td>
<td>50% of budget expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R600</td>
<td>60% of budget expenditure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ESTIMATED GOVERNMENT PER CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FOR DIFFERENT RACES IN 1982/83

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>R1389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIAN</td>
<td>R871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOURED</td>
<td>R653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICAN</td>
<td>R192.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACTUAL BUDGET (1983-84) = R1 346.5m

SCHOOL ENROLMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Enrolment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICAN</td>
<td>1.983m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOURED</td>
<td>0.769m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIAN</td>
<td>0.228m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>3.980m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE RACIAL DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT'S 1983-84 EDUCATION BUDGET

 provision for a fee system. Subsequently, in its White Paper on the De Lange Commission report, it "reaffirmed" that education need not be completely free. It added that it was investigating the possibility of "additional direct financial support" by parents for their children's education.

Another pointer to government thinking at the time was provided by former Finance Minister Owen Horwood, who said in a speech at Vanderbijlpark last year that if there were to be complete parity in education by 1990, it would cost, in that year, R5.2bn — without allowing for inflation. That would be equal to 40% of total government expenditure. Horwood said that the "users" of educational services, as opposed to taxpayers, would have to bear a fair share of the costs.

System introduced

In August last year, government took the last legal step necessary to introduce a fee system. It gazetted Government Notice R1702, empowering the Minister of National Education to determine tuition fees payable by pupils at government schools.

Fear of political repercussions seems to have delayed imposition of a full fee system — which is opposed by the Conservative Party. Immediately after the notices was gazetted, a spokesman for the Department of National Education said that compulsory school fees would not be introduced immediately.

Financial Mail July 20 1984
Joep de Loor, Director General
Finance:

SA does not claim to be a welfare state; but, on the other hand, we cannot delude ourselves that there are not large elements of welfarism in our society. Even the confessed welfare states have been taking a long, hard look at the escalating cost of welfare and have introduced or expanded the concept of user-charging: and we in SA should not do less. It is surely fatuous, for example, that the children of affluent homes should be entitled, along with those of more modest background, to what is in effect free schooling. In view of the massive sums being called for by our educational system, the final user can surely be expected to assume part of the cost. I foresee, in this and similar spheres — such as health care — a justified shift towards implementation of a user-charge principle, although I do not suggest a 100% basis. This departure is all the more necessary in the light of the heavy financial demands that will inexorably spring from the new constitutional dispensation.

supplied to pupils in secondary schools during the 1982-1983 financial year.

In addition, prescribed books are not supplied. This, Schoeman says, is because textbooks are changed every year. Moreover, the department wants pupils to buy their own books in order to build up core libraries at home.

Selection say

White parents could, perhaps, respond that they already pay fees. They do, but on an entirely voluntary basis to supplement school funds — and then the fees are pitched at a very low level. On average, they do not exceed about R12/term.

A major advantage of a school-fee system for whites is that it would put parents in a stronger position to demand a say over the running, curriculum and teacher selection at their children’s schools.

Government is somewhat ambivalent about parental control through school governing bodies. On the one hand, in its White Paper on the De Lange report, it explicitly recognises the “destrability” that “parent representative bodies be given a say in education at the local level,” and is considering empowering local management bodies to levy and administer school fees.

On the other hand, it states flatly that the “Christian National” character of education is not negotiable.

Parent power

In other words, government intends to keep its hand firmly on the tiller. But if white parents are paying fees for the education of their children, the old saying, “he who pays the piper calls the tune,” could begin to apply. Certainly, fee-paying parents would be in a stronger negotiating position and we could begin to see the development of a strong local governing-body system in white education.
Since then, talks have been held between government and the various provincial education departments on possible fee levels and methods of collection. The most favoured method seems to be a "sliding scale" of fees based on the ability of parents to pay.

No one is suggesting that children should be thrown out of school because their parents cannot afford the fees. Indeed, in its White Paper on education, government support of a fee system relied on the proviso that "children of indigent parents should not be deprived of education opportunities."

If fees are charged on a sliding scale based on ability to pay, some form of the much-reviled "means test" will be necessary. However, this would certainly not be a unique departure, since it already applies in determining the fees to be paid by patients in State hospitals.

Fee levels

Obviously, some form of graduated fee system would also be necessary — probably with parents paying less in primary school fees than in secondary schools. It is also possible that parent representative bodies at the schools will be empowered to decide the level of fees to be paid — having regard to the extent of government's contribution and to the needs of the school.

What is clear is that if white school fees are to have a major impact in financing a remedy for SA's horrifying educational backlog, they will have to be pitched at a realistic level. Nominal fees would hardly cover costs (see chart) and, for political reasons, government may decide to pitch the initial fees at a low level.

The FM's calculations show that if school fees are pitched initially at a level of R600/year, they would (at the 1983 school enrolment figure) realise about R555m/year — approximately 42% of the white education budget.

Burden not great

Fees amounting to R580/year may sound a lot — but it comes to only R50/month, less than two tanks of petrol for most motor cars and less than many people spend on hiring video films. Besides, in comparative terms, it is no greater proportion of monthly household income than many black parents are already paying.

Job Schoeman, chief liaison officer at the Department of Education and Training, confirms this. Fees range from R110, for a pupil in matric, downwards — with the average secondary school fee of R64. The matric figure includes an examination fee of R30.

In addition, black parents face substantial charges for books — although some books and stationery are now supplied free. However, free stationery is only supplied to pupils who are subject to compulsory education — still only 115,491 of the total African school enrolment — and government figures show that no stationery at all was

---

**THE HOMELAND ACCOUNT**

State spending on education in SA for the financial year 1983-84 was closer to R3.9 billion than the R3.4 billion mentioned in the Budget speech last year by the Minister of Finance, Owen Horwood. The calculation has been done by the Institute of Race Relations and is contained in its latest *Survey of Race Relations in South Africa*, for 1983.

The Institute arrived at the amount of R3.3 billion on the basis of information supplied by all SA's education departments, including those of the four independent homelands. And in a letter to the Institute, Horwood has confirmed that his figure of R3.4 billion last year and R4.2 billion this year excluded what he calls "the TBVC countries" (the independent homelands).

The implication is that SA is spending more on education, and particularly black education, than the Budget speeches reflected.

The Survey also records a number of other submerged facts. One is that the Department of Education and Training (DST), which administers black education in the common area, is now responsible for the schooling of only 31% of African schoolgoers in the whole country, the other 69% being the responsibility of the 10 homeland administrations.

The DST has increased its budget by 1.605% since 1972. But there is a wide discrepancy between spending on African education by the State in the "white" areas on the one hand, and the homelands on the other. According to the latest available set of comprehensive comparative statistics, annual State spending per head on African schoolchildren in 1981-82 in the "white" areas was R125/year, whereas in the homelands the figure ranged from a low of R81 in the case of Lebowa to a high of R144 in QwaQwa.
White shops boycotted over meeting ban

CRADOCK residents have started a week-long boycott of white shops in the troubled Eastern Cape village in protest against Law and Order Minister Louis le Grange's continued ban on public meetings during school boycotts.

Mr Le Grange reimposed the ban after the 4 500 students at schools in Lingelihle township refused to go back to school.

A Cradock Residents' Association spokesperson told City Press the boycott covered all stores except garages and wholesalers, and was intended as a protest against the ban.

A similar boycott was held on June 16, the anniversary of the 1976 uprising.

Lingelihle residents were first barred from meeting on March 30, at the height of the boycott. The ban expired at the end of June, but has been reimposed.

Acting Cradora head Gladwell Makaula made a triumphant return to the township this week after spending almost three months in jail.

An elderly cripple, Mr Makaula is due to appear in court on August 8 to face charges of fraud, allegedly in connection with his disability grant.

He told City Press charges of arson against him had been withdrawn two weeks ago.

Five students charged with malicious damage to property appeared in a Somerset East court this week.

Their trial continues.

By MONO BADELA

Now KwaNgema writes to the Pope

THE BODY of a shebeen queen who was stoned to death by a mob on Saturday night in a garbage feigner for the whole day.

Her badly mutilated body spotted by residents in hours of Sunday morning were on the scene as early as 12 hours later.

Angry relatives ordered
4th Tembisa high school disrupted

By Abel Mabelane

Classes at the Thuto-Ko-Maatla secondary school, the only Tembisa school which has not taken part in the current boycotts, were disrupted yesterday by pupils believed to be from the three closed secondary schools in the area.

The regional director of the Department of Education and Training, Mr DA Scholtz, said today pupils were studying in Rabasotho Hall when they were “intimidated” by pupils from closed schools.

The pupils abandoned classes and went home.

Mr Scholtz also said his department had waived a demand that parents of pupils at the three closed schools sign an undertak-
Boycott: Cradock schools face closure

PORT ELIZABETH — The school boycott by more than 4,000 black Cradock pupils continued unabated yesterday — the first day after the winter holiday — despite concerted efforts by the authorities to defuse the situation.

In a new development, the Department of Education and Training has warned that the five schools in the troubled township of Ilingelihle may be closed permanently if attendance, which has dwindled to virtually nil, does not improve very soon.

Yesterday uniformed and security police were out in force, patrolling the township.

Mr Job Schoeman, public relations officer for the department, said last night that only a handful of pupils had turned up for school.

Meanwhile spokesmen for a students' committee of 13 which represents the boycotting pupils has reaffirmed their stance — that they will not return to classes until the detained former vice-principal, Mr Matthew Gonive, as well as all those detained or charged during the six-month-old boycott, are released.

The transfer to Graaff-Reinet and subsequent dismissal of Mr Gonive, who was instrumental in founding the township's civic association, sparked the class boycott early this year.

In a letter to the Acting Minister of Education and Training, Dr Gerrit Viljoen, the student committee deplored the reimposition of a three-month-ban on meetings in Cradock by Mr Louis le Grange, Minister of Law and Order.

In an interview from Pretoria yesterday Mr Schoeman said Dr Viljoen would have to decide whether the schools would stay open. — DDC.
OPPOSITION andчет...

The plans of presidents will have to be reviewed when the fall term begins and the economic situation improves. President Johnson has promised a new plan calling for increased spending on research and development. This plan is expected to cost an additional $20 million. However, the University of California system has already agreed to a 5% reduction in the budget for this year. The Board of Regents will have to decide whether or not to continue with the plan.

In other news, the Board of Trustees has approved a new policy that will allow students to receive credit for participation in community service projects. This policy is expected to have a positive impact on the local community and will help students gain valuable experience.

The Student Government Association has announced plans for a new website that will provide students with access to important information, including course schedules, events, and resources. The website is expected to be launched in the next few weeks.

The University has also received a significant donation from a local business, which will be used to fund a new scholarship program. This program will provide financial assistance to students who demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.

The University has also announced plans to expand its facilities to accommodate an increasing number of students. The expansion is expected to be completed within the next five years.
Say goodbye to our leaders!

An article in the newspaper states that the CEC has moved to the East End, and the school leaders have been removed. The editor of the school newspaper, The Orient, has written an article about the situation, expressing concern for the students and the future of the school. The editorial suggests that the students should rise up and take action to demand their leaders back.

The article concludes with a call to action, urging the students to come together and fight for their rights. The editor encourages the students to organize and demand that their leaders be returned to the school. The article concludes with a message of support for the students, expressing hope that they will succeed in their fight.
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EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND NAMIBIA*

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to survey and evaluate programmes of educational assistance available to refugees from South Africa and Namibia. A large number of people worldwide are involved nowadays in efforts to aid victims of apartheid, and this number is likely to grow as conflict in southern Africa becomes more intense. To maximize the benefits of international aid now and in the next decade, it may therefore be useful for donors, both actual and potential — as well as for recipients to be better informed about the range of existing programmes.

After briefly setting out the reasons why educational aid to southern African refugees is justified, the paper outlines the scope of the refugee problem and the needs of student refugees. Fifteen programmes of educational assistance are then surveyed and compared.

Why assist southern African refugees?

There are at least four reasons why the outside world should be concerned about the educational needs of refugees from southern Africa. (While these reasons will be self-evident to any informed observer, it may be helpful to enumerate them briefly at the outset.)

1. Refugees from South Africa and Namibia are victims of oppression. All refugees deserve humanitarian concern as distressed or uprooted persons. Not all are victims — some are fleeing from the consequences of their own past mistreatment of others, but this is not the case with blacks from South Africa and Namibia, whose long experience of discrimination and injustice is well known, including their subjection to an educational system designed to perpetuate racial inequality. They merit humanitarian aid, apart from any other considerations.

2. The 'front-line' African countries which host large refugee populations from South Africa and Namibia are already overburdened with their own development and educational problems. Any aid rendered to refugees is also aid to the BLS countries Zambia, Angola, Zimbabwe and other refugee-receiving countries, and helps them shift some of the financial burden of caring for refugees to others. Without such aid, these countries would be forced to divert scarce resources away from their own development to accommodate refugees. In some instances, the best way to assist host countries is to move refugees on to other countries of asylum where educational opportunities exist. Another alternative (particularly relevant in Botswana and Lesotho) has been to enlist foreign aid to expand host-country institutions, both at the secondary and university level. Another solution is to construct new schools exclusively for refugees, like the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College in Tanzania.

* This paper was presented to the symposium 'Assistance to Refugees: Alternative Viewpoints' during 27-31 March 1984. The symposium was sponsored by the Refugee Studies Programme, Queen Elizabeth House and co-organized by Dr. B.E. Harrell-Bond and Mr. Ahmed Karadawi.

1 Most of the information contained in this paper was gathered for a report commissioned by the Ford Foundation in 1982. During 1977-79, the author was the Kenya representative of the International Rescue Committee, an American refugee assistance agency. She currently teaches political science at the American University in Cairo.
Although commitment to refugee assistance can be expected to remain high in the front-line states, the costs of this support will almost certainly go up in the future. South African attempts to destabilize neighboring governments may intensify, and these political contretemps may produce new and costly refugee movements between front-line states of the type already occurring between Lesotho and Botswana, and Angola and Zambia. Added to the possibilities of a new flare-up at any time inside South Africa, the uncertainties faced by the front-line states in their relationship with South Africa are many and troubling. Any foreign assistance which helps host governments and voluntary agencies to manage refugee populations and to prepare for future refugee influxes represents realistic planning for all the independent states in the region.

Lessons from the recent past may ominously point the way here. Even before the guerrilla war in Zimbabwe reached its height, it was estimated in mid-1978 that 2.1 per cent of Zimbabwe's black population were refugees in surrounding countries. If a comparable portion of South Africa's black population were to become fugitives in the year 1990, it would mean an outflow of 630,000 refugees into the front-line states, a flood which would make the crisis of 1976 look insignificant by comparison.

(3) Educational assistance to refugees today will reduce the deficiency of South Africa and Namibia in high and middle level African manpower in the future. If South Africa and Namibia came under majority rule today, they would remain dependent on white skills (or expatriate manpower) for a long time to come because of the systematic underdevelopment of black education and the exclusion of blacks from managerial and technically skilled jobs. The situation is particularly acute in Namibia, where it was estimated in the mid-1970s that less than one per cent of African children ever entered the first year of secondary school. In South Africa, where the statistics are only slightly less bleak, the size and complexity of the national economy will make it difficult for blacks to assume their rightful place in a new order without intensive efforts in education. Thus efforts outside South Africa and Namibia today to train people in technical and managerial occupations are a contribution to closing the gap between the races in the future. The role being played by foreign-trained former refugees in the present reconstructions of Zimbabwe shows what contribution refugee scholarship programs can make to African development.

(4) Educational assistance to refugees from South Africa and Namibia is a form of indirect support for political change in southern Africa. In a period when the governments of Britain, the US and West Germany are led by conservatives, the task of exerting pressures for change in South Africa falls increasingly on groups outside government. While most foreign organizations eschew involvement with the military wings of the South African and Namibian liberation movements, the importance of these movements as would-be governments in exile should not be underestimated. All scholarship programs for southern African refugees are a form of support for liberation movements, since they provide the movements with a resource much in demand among their youthful followers, and in the longer run they enlarge the pool of educated manpower from which the movements draw their leaders and activists.

The Scope of the Problem in South Africa.

Political refugees first began leaving South Africa during the state of emergency which followed the Sharpeville massacre in March 1960. Between April 1960 when the government proscribed the country's two major nationalist movements (the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress) and the mid-1960s when the nationalist movements were suppressed into a state of near-silence inside South Africa, an outflux of refugees occurred, numbering several thousand at most. A small number of these later returned to South Africa, some have died, and the rest are scattered throughout Africa and the world as an amorphous older generation of exiles.
Outflow from South Africa was light until the urban uprisings of 1976-77, when 7,000 to 8,000 people took refuge in surrounding countries to avoid arrest and police harassment. Nearly all these new exiles were young people in their teens or twenties, from urban backgrounds. The great majority were male, but the percentage of women (perhaps 10 per cent) was higher than in the outflux of the early 1960s. Most had at least some secondary education, although the majority were not matriculants. Many were highly politicized and readily joined the exile liberation movements which promised them opportunities for military training. Others were ambivalent towards these movements led by the older generation, and joined them mainly because they offered a means of survival and held out promise of further academic education. Of the two liberation movements, the ANC attracted the greater number owing to its better organization and leadership.

Since 1977, the outflow from South Africa has slackened but continues at a steady rate. An estimate based on very incomplete evidence is that roughly 1,000 new refugees (registered and unregistered) may be coming out of South Africa yearly. One informed estimate using UNHCR sources was that a total of about 26,000 South Africans (refugees and non-refugees) were living outside South Africa in 1981. Of these, the majority are in the BLS countries, while according to UNHCR figures in mid-1982, as many as 8,000 are in the other front-line states under the auspices of the ANC.

The Scope of the Problem in Namibia

The first refugee outflux from Namibia in this century occurred in 1904 when survivors of the German extermination campaign against the Herero found sanctuary in northwestern Botswana. The present exodus began in the early 1960s when young men started leaving in significant numbers to join external Namibian nationalist movements, principally the South West African People's Organization (SWAPO). Guerrilla warfare in northern Namibia intensified with the independence of Angola and the South African invasion of southern Angola in 1975-76. Since then, large numbers of villagers from northern Namibia have fled from the combat into Angola, and many young men have left rather than subside to compulsory military conscription, introduced in late 1980. After South African raids caused hundreds of deaths in refugee settlements in 1978, many Namibians in the south of Angola, particularly children, were moved to camps in Zambia, where they joined refugees resident there from earlier outfluxes. Approximately 500 children of primary and secondary school age were sent by SWAPO to Cuba, where they study in a school for Namibians on the Isle of Youth.

UNHCR estimates in 1982 placed the number of Namibian refugees at 70,000 in Angola and 33,000 in Zambia. Added to the more than half a million Angolans who have

1

In determining who is a refugee in the legal sense and therefore eligible for financial assistance from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the UN defines a refugee as 'any person who owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable ... owing to such fear ... to return to it.' Most African governments subscribe to this definition and do not accord refugee status to persons who have left their countries because of lack of economic or educational opportunity, job discrimination, or for example, harassment or discrimination by school officials anxious to exclude 'trouble makers'. In the eyes of human rights groups or churches however, people who are thus motivated may be seen as bona fide refugees, even if they are denied official registration as such in their countries of asylum.
been displaced as a result of the Angolan civil war and the repeated incursions of South African forces, this burden has made the Angolan government almost wholly dependent on outside assistance for relief operations. Zambia, too, is under considerable strain.

If the estimates of 103,000 Namibians in Angola and Zambia are correct, then 14 per cent of Namibia's African population (of 900,000) are now refugees. Except for those actively engaged in the war, or on scholarships outside southern Africa, or at the UN Institute for Namibia in Lusaka, virtually all Namibian refugees are now accommodated in settlements with minimum services provided by the UNHCR and other aid donors, most notably the Scandinavians. The proportion of women and children in these settlements is high, with children of teen age or younger making up over half the refugee population. In the Kwanza-Sul refugee settlement in central Angola alone, the UNHCR claims that primary education facilities have been provided for 11,500 Namibian children. At the Nyango settlement in western Zambia, SWAPO estimates that another 2,000 students are enrolled in courses at secondary school level or in vocational skills. Two other schools are being built by SWAPO for refugees: (a) an ILO-funded vocational school at N'gunza in Angola, which is still under construction; and (b) an academic and vocational secondary school, mostly UN and Norwegian-financed and to be located in Congo-Brazzaville, which in 1982 was still in the planning stages.

The most pressing need among Namibian refugees, therefore, is not for more offers of university placement (offers currently far exceed the supply of qualified applicants), but for greatly expanded efforts at the secondary, primary, teacher-training and adult education levels, to create a foundation from which future candidates for higher education can be drawn. Language difficulties, lack of study skills, inability to conceptualize or grasp ideas in science and mathematics, and a lack of self-confidence as a result of these background deficiencies, have tended to handicap many Namibian students pursuing studies at the secondary level and above, and will continue to do so unless special 'bridging' or remedial courses can be provided in advance. Given the concentration of such large numbers of young Namibians in the Angolan and Zambian settlements, it has seemed logical to expand educational facilities in the refugee areas rather than place large numbers of ill-prepared students in educational institutions elsewhere.

Refugee Student Needs

Once South African or Namibian students become refugees, they become dependent on liberation movement officials or representatives of foreign governments and agencies if they seek further education. A small number make their own way through relatives (particularly in BLS countries) but the majority have no independent means of pursuing their educational goals. Between the time when students or prospective students become refugees and the time when they complete their further education and with luck achieve self-sufficiency, they have many needs which can only be met through external aid.

The following is a summary of some of these needs.

(1) Survival in the waiting period

During the time when students are seeking placement and sponsorship (which may be as short as a few weeks or as long as several years), they must depend for maintenance on one or more of the following:
(a) a liberation movement: the largest number of would-be students are inside the movements. While waiting for a chance to go on with formal studies, they may undergo military training (in Africa or outside), or just kill time in camps and transit centres. Some undertake movement-sponsored studies (for example through the Mozambian Extension Unit or Sesafo, see below), while others spend boring months waiting and wondering if the rest of their lives is ever going to begin. Many will never be able to fulfil their hope for further schooling, either because of their higher commitment to political activism, or because the only kind of training for which their earlier education qualifies them is not available.

(b) a relief allowance from the UNHCR: refugees who are not movement members and who are not accommodated in camps (so-called 'urban refugees') are qualified to receive a monthly subsistence payment from the UNHCR if they have been given UNHCR/host country recognition as genuine refugees (that is, if they are judged to be not mere 'education seekers' or economic migrants). Refugees who are movement drop-outs can qualify for UNHCR relief if their host country agrees to their recognition.

(c) their own wits: education seekers who are not recognized as refugees by the UNHCR receive no UN aid (for example, many young South Africans who have come into Lesotho since 1975 to look for school places). Refugees who leave their first country of asylum and move to a second or third country without UNHCR consent also usually lose their eligibility for a relief allowance. At least one host government (Tanzania) also regularly denies recognition to refugees who are movement drop-outs, a policy toward which the UNHCR takes an acquiescent attitude, on the grounds that it is present by invitation to assist with refugee problems as each host government chooses to define them. Refugees who for whatever reason are denied UNHCR recognition ('unrecognized' refugees) and who do not receive support from a liberation movement, must depend for survival on their own wits and on charity from local citizens, churches, or their 'recognized' refugee friends. For these refugees, obtaining a scholarship is usually perceived as a short-term matter of survival as well as a means toward long-term goals. (A typical case would be a young South African of the author's acquaintance who was recruited into a liberation movement in Botswana by the promise of a scholarship, and spent more than a year in Tanzania waiting for a chance to resume his secondary schooling. Finally, he slipped away from his camp outside Dar-es-Salaam and made his way to Kenya. He was denied recognition in Kenya, but obtained sponsorship from the All Africa Conference of Churches to complete his O-levels in Nairobi, which took him two years. His examination scores were only fair, and he could not find a sponsor for an accountancy course which he hoped to take. It was impossible for him to find work in Kenya. After about a year of living on meagre hand-outs from his friends, the Kenyans decided to enforce his Prohibited Immigrant notice, and without the UNHCR to give him legal protection, he was deported. The UNHCR paid his fare back to his first country of asylum, Botswana, and he is now at Dokwe, the refugee settlement northwest of Francistown to which Botswana removed its urban refugees in 1980.)

(2) Counselling

Good initial counselling can lead a student towards appropriate and attainable

---

1 This relief allowance may be as low as fifteen dollars per month (in Kenya) or as high as seventy-five dollars (in Egypt).
educational goals. Lack of proper counselling has caused disappointment and frustration, while donor agencies have wasted money and time that might have been better spent at an earlier stage before the mis-match of students and studies first occurred. The inadequacy of counselling services in the receiving countries is probably the weakest link in the chain of educational assistance available for refugee students.

Providing refugee students with good educational counselling is a much more difficult and specialized task than providing it to those who live in their countries of birth. Counselling refugee students requires much wider knowledge: a counsellor must make knowledgeable judgements about a refugee's prior education outside the host country, about the possibilities of his finding appropriate training in the host country, and what the appropriate training possibilities are in other countries. A good refugee counsellor must also have a realistic knowledge not only of the host country's job market, but also of likely future employment in other African countries to which the student might eventually move, including his home country.

Counselling refugees in general and non-movement-affiliated South Africans in particular also requires special sensitivity to the psychological problems of exile. A young person compelled for a long period to live on less than one dollar a day, eating poorly and living in crowded, unsafe and unsanitary housing, an outsider in an unfamiliar country, unproductive, bored, frustrated and often despairing, quite often will develop aggressive or neurotic attitudes which only a skilled counsellor can cope with.

Obviously, a counsellor's effectiveness is enhanced by (a) experience (including the kind that comes from having worked or studied outside as well as in the host country); (b) access to feedback from refugee students who have completed a variety of programmes; and (c) the availability of, and ability to use, relevant up-to-date written materials, such as course catalogues, manpower surveys, career guidance manuals, etc. The less competent or experienced counsellors are, the more important it becomes that they be provided with such materials and with some training in how to use them. Unfortunately there is very little appropriate counselling literature for Africa, and the cost is high in time and money of keeping a large up-to-date collection of institutional catalogues. The best existing compendium of information on where-to-study-what is Educational Opportunities in Africa, published by the International University Exchange Fund in 1979, which is now being up-dated by World University Service and should be re-issued in 1985.

At present, refugees in the front-line states can seek educational counselling from several sources, including

(a) liberation movements: SWAPO, ANC and PAC all provide educational counselling to their members. This has the advantage that students are being advised by sympathetic adults with experiences and ambitions often similar to their own. A liberation movement which decides to promote the candidacy of a student for a scholarship in the host country, elsewhere in Africa, in western Europe or the United States, generally forwards the application directly to the potential donor bodies, most of which give priority to movement candidates. A large number of refugee students have also been placed in eastern bloc countries under the auspices of liberation movements.

1 Data on educational assistance offered by eastern bloc countries falls outside the scope of this paper.
(b) Host country counselling services: Most southern and east African countries set up centralized ('joint') refugee agencies during the 1970s, at the urging of and with financing from donor bodies (AACC, UNHCR, IUEF, Red Cross, etc.) whose aim was to avoid inefficient duplication of services. In Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Zambia, and Tanzania, refugee services were centralized under church organizations. These agencies have each employed a counselling staff of one or two people, including some with a social work background where these were available. Most counsellors are nationals of the host countries. Efforts have been made from time to time by AACC, IUEF, and other donors to provide training for these counsellors, but it has not proved possible to transfer to them the total responsibility for counselling, screening, and placing refugee students in scholarship programmes at the high-school level and beyond. At best these counselling services have become a pre-screening mechanism for the donor bodies and act as referral agencies, directing students toward the scholarship-granting bodies most likely to be able to help them.

(c) Scholarship-donor representatives: Although most donor bodies have never been equipped to provide counselling, the weakness of host country counselling services has caused the task to be passed on to them in the case of refugees outside the movements. Since most donor bodies have only been able to employ representatives on a part-time basis and in only some of the receiving countries, the result has been continuing inadequacy in the area of counselling. Even the UNHCR, which now has offices in every receiving country, does not provide regular counselling, partly because it has been reluctant to abandon the hope that national services would suffice, and partly because it wishes as far as possible to remain a funding body, not an operational agency. The unwillingness of the UNHCR to assume responsibility for the more centralized training and recruiting of counsellors makes it likely that refugee counselling in this area will continue to be rather ad hoc.

(3) Placement and Sponsorship

In matching prospective students with appropriate school places, scholarship donors can at least try to reduce the factor of hit-and-miss to the lowest possible level. There are three main kinds of placement:

(a) Self-placement: in this case, the student applies to a school which accepts him. He then approaches donors for aid. If the student's choice is a poor one (too expensive, school of unknown or low reputation, student is unlikely to do well in the chosen field of study, etc.) it may take him a long and frustrating time to understand why he isn't able to find a sponsor. Alternately, he may find a sponsor only to discover after a while that the programme is a waste of time. Meanwhile he has damaged his chances of success in a different course of study, because donors frequently take the attitude that a student who has been sponsored once is less deserving than those who have never been scholarship-holders. Sometimes a self-placement student has made a discerning

---

1 The International University Exchange Fund (IUEF) was established in 1961, and during the late 1970s it was the PVO with the largest refugee scholarship programme. Its financial support came from the Scandinavian governments, Canada and Holland. In 1980 it was revealed that a South African spy had infiltrated the administration of IUEF. Donors withdrew their support, IUEF dissolved, and the management of its scholarships was transferred to other agencies.
choice and things go well; frequently, however, students' lack of knowledge and experience is a serious liability, particularly given the tendency of a person in dire circumstances to take the first opportunity that comes along. Schools which are under-enrolled may also be eager to take any prospective fee-paying student who comes their way, and donors too can compound the problem by being over-generous in their judgements. According to a church worker from the National Council of Churches who handles many emergency appeals from southern African students in the New York area, many crises are traceable to poor self-placement and its consequent financial, academic, and other complications.

(b) proxy placement: here the donor agency has no field staff and leaves the selection and placement of scholarship candidates to an organization in the host country (for example, UNHCR which acts on behalf of AAI in Angola). The onus is on the field-based organizations to co-operate so that eligible refugees can eventually find their way to all the possible people who can help them, and also so that no student ends up with more than one sponsor. In theory, one centralized, competent scholarship 'clearing house' should be possible in each host country; in practice, this has been unworkable to date, and maximum co-operation has been adopted as a more practical ideal. Donors who rely at present on a proxy-placement system to a considerable extent are WUS-International, AACC and UNETPSA.

(c) direct placement by donors: in this case the student is assessed, interviewed, counselled and matched with a programme by people directly representing the donor agency. Assuming the agency has the ability to retain experienced personnel, this system of placement offers the best prospects of success, but is also the most expensive to staff and maintain.

Donors do not all apply the same selection criteria. The following questions raise matters which may be vital to an applicant's success, depending on which agency is being approached.

(i) Does the student have a letter of admission? Some donors (for example, UNETPSA) can only consider applications from students who already have a letter of admission, that is, have already gone through a placement process with or without guidance.

(ii) Is the student a recognized refugee? Of all the scholarship donors aiding southern Africans, UNHCR is the only one which cannot, under its own regulations, assist unrecognized refugees. As a result, the AACC and its affiliated national councils tend to focus on the unrecognized applicants seeking secondary or technical/vocational training, seeing them as most needy. AAI, WUS and UNETPSA are all open to consideration of non-refugee applicants, including (in the case of WUS and UNETPSA) applicants from inside South Africa and Namibia. Priority generally goes to refugees, however, and recognized refugees tend to be ranked above those who lack UNHCR recognition. AIB cannot assist non-refugees with scholarships, but makes its own judgement as to who is a 'genuine' refugee. OBS prefers recognized candidates, but is flexible.

(iii) Does the student have valid educational documents? A student seeking post-secondary training may fail to find a sponsor if he cannot produce documentary evidence of his high-school performance. Many students left home on the run without their certificates and have been unable to obtain their documents from outside. Some South African students in desperation have resorted to forging certificates, but the frauds are nearly always identifiable. The current tendency is for scholarship donors to treat the document question
flexibly, particularly if it is possible to gauge an applicant's aptitude and academic level through a standardized test such as the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language).

Does the student have endorsement from a liberation movement? Most scholarship donors justify their programmes at least in part with the argument that education prepares individuals for a future role in the struggle for change in southern Africa. Thus, although no Western-based scholarship body restricts its aid exclusively to movement-endorsed students, most tend to give them preferential treatment, while requiring that all applicants meet a minimum academic standard.

How appropriate is the student's educational plan? Obviously a student with a weak academic record in high school will have trouble finding a sponsor for university studies, even if he finds a university which will accept him. But he may readily get a sponsor if he aims for training as an accounts clerk, radio repairman or typist. All scholarship donors now urge their students to select fields of study which will maximize their future employment prospects, and use this as a criterion in selecting applicants. Predictably, expensive misjudgements do occur, as when on the initiative of the Irish government, four South Africans undertook a course in aircraft mechanics in Ireland, only to find on returning to their country of asylum (Botswana) that there was no market there for their skill.

Students who can make long-range plans, or who have the benefit of good counselling, may be realistic in aiming at educational 'bridging' programmes which can then enable them to proceed to higher level or better programmes which they otherwise could not qualify to enter. Many Namibians need language training as a prerequisite for other studies. All South Africans and Namibians are poorly prepared for maths and science-related courses, because of the neglect of these subjects in South Africa's abysmal 'Bantu education' system. Recognizing this handicap, the BLS universities have all initiated a one- or two-term pre-entry programme in science for students hoping to pursue science degrees, and these programmes are open to applications from refugees.

How old is the student? Some scholarship donors and schools place age limits on eligibility. UNETPSA and WUS-International, for example, will not consider an applicant for undergraduate study who is over 35, and UNHCR will consider applicants over 25 only rarely.

Is the student a woman with dependants? No southern African refugee scholarship programme surveyed for this study offers any allowance for dependants. If a woman with pre-school children wants to enrol in a part-time course in her host country, she may be unable to do so because her stipend cannot cover the cost of adequate child-care. It seems probable that many women who might wish to continue their education never apply for assistance or even formulate a clear educational ambition because of this constraint. Dozens of unmarried teenagers who left South Africa in 1976-77 have borne children in exile. Some of these children and mothers are provided for by the ANC at its facilities near Moforogo in Tanzania. Mothers are admitted to Somafco only after an enforced two-year maternity leave.
What will it cost? All donor agencies would like to stretch their funds to help as many students as possible, and this works in favour of applicants for relatively short and hence low-cost programmes, or for courses of study that can be pursued in Africa, preferably in the country of asylum, rather than abroad.

WUS estimated its costs in 1981/82 as approximately the following for students starting new programmes (and allowing for future inflation):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Cost (Per student)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors degree in Britain</td>
<td>$23,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($6850 x 3 yrs. + 12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors degree at University of Botswana</td>
<td>$15,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($3500 x 4 yrs. + 12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polytechnic course in Nigeria</td>
<td>$8,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($3883 x 2 yrs. + 12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountancy course in Kenya</td>
<td>$3,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($2285 x 18 months + 10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs in the US vary between state and private institutions but run approximately:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Cost (Per student)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors degree in USA</td>
<td>$47,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($12000 x 3½ + 12%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most donors give low priority to applicants wishing to pursue post-BA degree programmes, and AAI and UNHCR exclude them from consideration altogether.

(4) Scholarship Management

Once a student has been awarded a scholarship in a country of asylum or a second country, he or she requires further assistance to complete the training. The following are the most commonly required forms of assistance:

(a) **an air ticket:** students placed in countries other than their countries of asylum sometimes are responsible for finding the necessary travel funds. Recognized refugees can sometimes be aided by the UNHCR, and unrecognized refugees by the AAAC, though in the latter category some are unable to take up their scholarships for lack of travel assistance. PSF, AAI, OBS and British Council scholarship holders studying outside Africa generally have their fares covered by their sponsors.

(b) **valid immigration and travel documents:** students taking up scholarships outside their countries of asylum must go through visa formalities and obtain a travel document from the United Nations or their host country (usually by arrangement with UNHCR). Receiving countries usually require a guarantee that students will be able to re-enter their country of asylum on completion of their scholarships. Although most host countries in Africa adhere to UNHCR conventions, a few (such as Botswana and Zambia) do not automatically agree to insert or later to honour the 'return clause' on refugee travel documents. Legal problems involving travel are the responsibility of the UNHCR, including cases where the legal status of the refugee (recognized, unrecognized or 'asylum seeker', that is, awaiting classification as recognized or unrecognized), is not yet determined.
(c) Orientation on arrival: Agencies sponsoring students outside Africa generally provide orientation on arrival. The more thorough this orientation, the fewer the problems which may arise later as a result of a student's uncertainty about where to find help. Advice about shopping, personal budgeting, holidays, the local culture etc. is important at this stage. Students who plunge into an academic programme without any orientation may encounter adjustment problems. The maladjustment of South African secondary-level students in Nigeria seems a clear case where good initial orientation might have prevented a high rate of failure later.

(d) Administration of cash allowances: Full scholarships provide cash allowances for books, clothing, pocket money, maintenance during holidays, and costs of food and accommodation. Students may receive these allowances monthly direct from their sponsors or through another local organization acting on behalf of the sponsors (for example, UNDP which acts for UNETPSA, host-country joint counselling services which have acted at various times for WUS-International, AACC etc.). Problems in the administration of allowances most often arise as a result of three things: (1) delays in the disbursement of funds by the sponsor, for example, by UNHCR-Geneva to its field offices; (2) inadequate stipends, which make it difficult even for frugal students to cope with rising costs of living - the most frequently cited example being UNETPSA stipend in the United States; and (3) disparities in the stipend levels of different scholarship donors in the same country, a factor which can create hard feelings between the less well-sided students and their sponsors. Efforts to solve this last problem have been made among donors on a country-by-country basis, but gaps remain.

(e) Educational counselling: Most schools and training programmes can offer ongoing advice to students on what courses to take, how to fulfil requirements etc., although this advice may be offered without knowledge of the employment prospects of a refugee student in Africa. Sponsors try to stay in touch with student advisors if they have sufficient staff time to do so, and representatives of the sponsoring agencies may visit students at their institutions from time to time. This kind of contact is greatly facilitated if a sponsor can concentrate students in a relatively small number of schools - a strategy which has the added advantage that older students can help to counsel and boost the morale of the newly-arrived. The disadvantages of a sponsor's having students widely scattered are correspondingly clear; contact goes down, and costs go up for the sponsor. WUS-International, for example, while appreciating the Nigerian government's offer of secondary school places widely spread throughout the country, is now planning a scaling-down or even elimination of its programme in Nigeria because of the difficulty and expense of administration. Major decisions must be made by a sponsor if (1) a student has strong reasons for wanting to transfer to another institution and needs approval for the move and perhaps counselling on where to move; or (2) a student is doing badly academically and is faced with repeating courses and/or not graduating on schedule. Some sponsors will allow several repeats, while others take a tougher line and will discontinue or transfer a student rather than trying to nurse him through a programme for which he lacks the ability or motivation.

(f) Legal advice or intervention: Most UNHCR offices will intercede on behalf of any refugee facing expulsion or any refugee seeking to reunite family members by bringing them to his or her country of asylum. Outside Africa where the UNHCR is not present, refugee students with legal problems have to rely on either their sponsors, their school advisors, or sympathetic outsiders.
(g) psychological/social counselling: institutional counsellors can provide this to some extent, as can liberation movement or donor agency representatives where geography permits, or the counsellors of host country refugee agencies. Most often such counselling occurs as a by-product when refugee students seek out some other form of assistance. Sometimes a sponsoring agency with a good network of contacts can put students in touch with sympathetic local persons or groups who can act as unofficial counsellors. Where donor resources permit, extra steps are sometimes taken to keep refugee students in touch with each other as a means to boost morale and offset isolation and loneliness. (Student get-togethers organized by the Phelps-Stokes Fund for its 'sponsors', and AAI's now revived student newsletter, 'Saspost', were good efforts of this kind.)

(h) repatriation and relocation: students finishing programmes outside their countries of asylum usually need financial assistance when they are ready to return or relocate. Where the sponsor does not provide sufficient travel funds, students have to seek other help, usually from the UNHCR which has funds to assist refugees in relocating in new countries where their prospects of employment may be better than in their official countries of asylum. In the past, AAI and OBS have been able to provide a repatriation allowance to Zimbabweans returning home to tide them over the first month or so. Naturally not all repatriation stories are happy. Former scholarship students repatriated to Botswana have routinely found themselves shunted to Dukwe, whence (unless they are liberation movement members in good standing) they may find it very difficult to re-emerge.

(5) Employment

A scholarship is money wasted unless it increases its recipient's chances for self-sufficiency, but scholarship donors take varying views of what their role should be in helping their students to find jobs. Most are happy to pass this form of responsibility to other agencies, or to leave it solely to refugee students themselves. In the early 1970s, when the OAU established its Bureau for the Placement and Education of African Refugees, it was hoped that this body could act inter alia as a kind of international employment agency, pressuring African countries to maintain liberal regulations regarding employment of refugees, and even prevailing upon them to earmark certain public sector jobs for refugees. Similar hopes were entertained on a more modest scale for the joint refugee services of the east and southern African countries, where it was hoped that even in an ever-tightening job market host country counsellors would be able to assist refugees to find jobs. These expectations unfortunately proved unrealistic. Loan schemes to help refugees become self-employed after technical and vocational training likewise have shown a poor record of success, though some useful experience in this area has accumulated and the UNHCR is still searching for new ways to improve the success rate of such schemes. To date, one large southern African project for refugee self-sufficiency - a farm run by the African National Congress in Zambia - has been notably successful in generating employment (according to one ANC spokesman, 950 refugees live on the farm), but the initial capitalization of the project (a $550,000 grant from UNHCR) hardly makes it replicable on a wider scale.

Although liberation movement organizations and projects can absorb a proportion of graduating refugee students (particularly SWAPO with its wide responsibilities for camp populations in Angola and Zambia), the majority must look elsewhere for a means of livelihood once all possibilities of proceeding to a higher level of training have been exhausted. Jobs in Africa and abroad do exist for which many refugees could qualify. The difficulty lies in plugging into the network of information and contacts necessary to link job-hunter with job opportunity, and this is the area where scholarship agencies can be useful, if they have sufficient staff.
OBS makes an effort by channelling refugee students who have finished courses of study in Germany to the German embassies in their countries of asylum (or in Harare in the case of returning Zimbabweans), which in turn promotes their search for employment with the local subsidiaries of German companies. AAI uses its 'Saspost' newsletter to advertise job openings. Also very useful have been efforts by some scholarship agencies (most notably PSF) to help their scholarship 'grantees' find internships during the course of their studies. PSF has even provided summer grants to aid students to take up non-paying internships, seeing this experience as more valuable than speeding up a student's graduation deadline through summer school attendance, which is the preference of most scholarship agencies.

Looking to the future, it seems likely that once Namibia is independent, a fair number of employment opportunities may open up there for South African refugees, in addition to those jobs (particularly in teaching) which are now opening as a result of the return home of Zimbabwean refugees working in Zambia, Botswana, and Malawi. In the immediate future, Zimbabwe itself may be able to absorb a considerable number of South Africans who have job skills.

(6) Emergency needs

Emergency needs for advice or money can send refugee students knocking on doors of churches, welfare agencies, or political support groups, in Africa or abroad. Most scholarships make no provision for families, but some students have dependants or acquire them during the course of their studies. The African student who is behind on his rent, or needs tuition for an extra term not covered by his sponsor, or who needs an air ticket so that his child can go to stay with another family member, are all familiar cases to host country counsellors in Africa and campus ministries in the United States and Europe.

Emergency services, where they are provided at all, are most often provided by churches, and the levels of aid involved are substantial. In the New York City area alone, the National Council of Churches maintains an annual fund of about $80,000 for the emergency needs of foreign students. Of the 243 people aided by the fund in 1981, 122 were South Africans and 21 were Namibians.

PROGRAMMES OF EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

The following section describes the main features of fifteen educational assistance programmes for southern Africans surveyed as part of this study. Other programmes, on which detailed information was not collected, are also listed at the end of the section. The programmes surveyed are:

(1) United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(2) United Nations Educational and Training Programme for Southern Africans
(3) United Nations Commissioner for Namibia
(4) African-American Institute
(5) Phelps-Stokes Fund
(6) World University Service
(7) Otto Benecke Stiftung
(8) Africa Educational Trust
(9) Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation
(10) All Africa Conference of Churches
(11) Lutheran World Federation
(12) Catholic Institute for International Relations
(13) Organization of African Unity
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
(Tel: 310261)

The UNHCR is the largest source of scholarship aid for South Africans and Namibians at the pre-university level. The aim of its scholarship programme is to equip refugees to become self-supporting and to enhance their potential for integration into the community in which they will live. Only recognized refugees are eligible for aid. In keeping with its mandate to help refugee-receiving countries cope with the financial burden of refugee education, the UNHCR has also made large grants to southern African countries for the expansion of school and university facilities.

The UNHCR's world-wide scholarship programme began in 1965 with the establishment of a fund called the Refugee Education Account. Up to that time, the UNHCR provided funds for primary schooling, which it defined as every refugee's right. In 1975, the definition of refugee rights was expanded by a decision of the UNHCR's Executive Committee to include the right to lower secondary education (that is, in British-based systems, schooling up to the Ordinary or O-level certificate, normally earned after four years of post-primary study). In that year (1975) in addition to its continuing support for primary education, the UNHCR allocated $1,052,098 to provide scholarships at the secondary, technical/vocational, and university levels for 2,260 refugee students world-wide. Since then, the amount of UNHCR scholarship assistance has grown approximately ten-fold, and the number of students aided has grown five-fold. In 1982, $12,931,310 was allocated for an estimated 11,292 refugee students, over 80 per cent of whom are in Africa.

Over the same time period (1975-82), the allocation of UNHCR funds between students at the academic secondary, technical/vocational and university levels has remained approximately in a ratio of 7:2:1. No funds are allocated for post-graduate study. Students who obtain scholarships outside their countries of first asylum are eligible to apply to the UNHCR for travel funds and for help in obtaining the necessary travel documents, but normally UNHCR provides no scholarships for Africans to study outside of Africa. An exception to this last principle was made in early 1982, however, to send 57 South Africans and Namibians to a technical school in Cyprus at the invitation of the Cypriot government, a project for which the UNHCR allocated $293,000, a portion of which went to the improvement of physical facilities in Cyprus.

Among all UNHCR scholarship holders, southern Africans in the last few years have numbered between 5 per cent and 10 per cent of the total. By agreement with UNIENPSA, UNHCR assists southern Africans only through to the end of lower secondary schooling, and UNIENPSA only for post-O levels and above. The figures below for UNHCR scholarship holders thus refer to students who are all either in academic secondary schools, or in post-primary technical or vocational programmes.
UNHCR scholarship holders from South Africa:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host Countries</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1981</th>
<th>1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

496 456 460

Unfortunately, no comparable figures are available for Namibians.

In theory, the UNHCR is only a funding body and not an operational agency. If well organized locally-based service agencies could be found, the UNHCR would prefer to leave scholarship administration in the hands of 'implementing partners'. In practice, however, since implementing partners deemed suitable in the scholarship administration field have been lacking, virtually all administration of UNHCR scholarships for southern Africans is handled directly by UNHCR country offices.

Until 1978, UNHCR/Botswana was responsible for Lesotho and Swaziland programmes, but since that year Maseru and Mbabane have had their own branch offices, as do Lusaka, Luanda, Dar-es-Salaam, Nairobi and Harare. Each of these offices has to one degree or another assumed de facto responsibility for counselling, placement, and follow-up on its scholarship holders, and in theory (though not in practice, UNHCR administrators concede) for employment guidance for those students completing technical or vocational programmes under UNHCR sponsorship. In addition, UNHCR has itself acted as an implementing partner for WUS, which in 1981, prior to its current effort to establish functioning WUS country committees in southern Africa, channelled $52,000 of its funds for post-secondary scholarships though UNHCR in the BLS countries.

More costly than its scholarship aid to southern African students has been the UNHCR's assistance to individual southern African governments for the expansion of educational facilities serving refugees. Projects of this kind, many of which have depended on US government financing, have included:

- In Botswana, $4,200,000 for the construction of two new secondary schools between 1977-81, from USAID contributions. A further expenditure of $1,700,000 is currently projected for the construction of two other secondary schools.

- In Lesotho, $954,000 for construction of extra classrooms, laboratories and hostel facilities at existing secondary schools (1977-81); $251,929 for construction of Lerotholi Technical Institute; and $150,000 for the pre-entry math/science programme of the National University of Lesotho. A further $103,896 grant from USAID was channelled through UNHCR for the expansion of
physical facilities at NUL.

- In Swaziland, $1,800,000 for the construction of Mpaka High School (1977-81). Further expenditures projected in 1981 include $825,000 for university expansion, and $305,100 for primary school construction.

- In Zambia, 1981 projections included $320,000 for expansion of facilities at Nkumbi International College, and academic and vocational high school where 40 per cent of the places are reserved for refugee students by agreement with the Zambian government.

In all its work on behalf of southern African refugees, the UNHCR has the advantage of being an international and intergovernmental organization. Contributions channelled through the UNHCR achieve a degree of political neutrality and thus are more acceptable to refugees than bilateral contributions which may be perceived as having strings attached. Representatives of the UNHCR maintain high level contacts with host governments in a way which PVOs cannot. UNHCR staff are highly professional and although many refugees regard the UNHCR as excessively bureaucratic in its approach, most branch offices have at least a few staff members who are clearly more than mere bureaucrats in their willingness to go beyond the call of duty for a refugee who is in serious trouble.

The areas in which the UNHCR most readily acknowledges its own shortcomings in the education field are in counselling and post-graduation follow-up of students. When host country counselling services fell short of filling the bill as local implementing partners in scholarship administration, the UNHCR reluctantly began to post additional staff members (some of whom were seconded from UNESCO) to selected branch offices to manage education programmes in the late 1970s. The people posted to the field for this purpose are programme administrators and the counselling services which they provide vary in quality and suffer from fairly frequent turnover in personnel. Expertise in counselling especially in the technical/vocational fields is further limited by the absence of any systematic post-graduation follow-up on UNHCR scholarship holders to assess whether the training they received did or did not in the long run contribute to their ability to become self-sufficient. UNHCR education staff in Geneva are currently quite conscious of the need to devise a follow-up system as are most other scholarship-granting agencies which perceive a similar gap in their programmes.

United Nations Educational and Training Programme for Southern Africans (UNETPSA)
Office of Technical Co-operation
United Nations, Room CH-5310
New York, New York 10017
(Tel: 212-754-8529)

UNETPSA was established by a vote of the UN General Assembly in 1967 to provide educational assistance for students from Africa's remaining white-rulled territories. Today eligibility is limited to applicants from Namibia and South Africa. By agreement with the UNHCR, UNETPSA assists students only at the advanced secondary level (A-levels) and above. With over 600 South Africans and Namibians a year now being assisted, UNETPSA is the largest scholarship programme for southern African refugees. Since the programme began fifteen years ago, approximately 1,000 Zimbabweans, 600 South Africans, 150 Namibians and 300 students from the former Portuguese territories have completed training programmes under UNETPSA awards.
UNEPSA is financed by voluntary contributions from member countries of the United Nations. In the past, roughly a quarter of its annual budget has been contributed by the United States. Relative to their size and wealth, the most generous donors are the Scandinavian countries. Approximately twenty other countries donate scholarships to their national training institutions in addition to or in place of cash contributions. Following the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980, donations to the programme declined. Since education costs were rising sharply at the same time, UNEPSA went through two very lean years (1980-82). For 1980/81 only 97 new awards were made, and in 1981/82 all funds received were put toward meeting the costs of students already being sponsored and no new awards were made. From 1982 UNEPSA has begun to award new scholarships again, but the US Congressional appropriation to the programme in August ($1 million for fiscal year 1982) came so late in the year that it was impossible to take full advantage of the placement possibilities for this academic year. UNEPSA’s budget in 1982/83 will be approximately $3,600,000.

Current and future funds, besides covering new intakes of South Africans and Namibians will be used to assist the approximately 350 UNEPSA scholarship holders of other nationalities who have not yet completed their programmes. A final intake of twenty new Zimbabwean students was made in 1980.

**UNEPSA Scholarship Holders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most countries</th>
<th>South Africans</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Namibians</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79/80</td>
<td>80/81</td>
<td></td>
<td>79/80</td>
<td>80/81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>0-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>0-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>0-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                | 590            | 533 |   | 215     | 135 |   |
UNETPSA gives priority to applicants who wish to study in Africa because costs are lowest there, but the programme's scholarships are tenable anywhere in the world.

The table above shows the distribution of South African and Namibian students in the last two years for which figures are available. In 1980/81, 46 per cent of the South Africans and 17 per cent of the Namibians were studying in Africa, 14 per cent of the South Africans were in India or Pakistan, and the rest (40 per cent of the South Africans and 83 per cent of the Namibians) were in Europe or North America.

UNETPSA's report to the General Assembly in October 1981 noted that particular attention was being given to women candidates in the making of new awards, with 40 per cent of the new awards in 1980/81 going to women compared with 33 per cent in 1978/79. No allowances are given for dependants however.

UNETPSA finances a limited number of students for post-graduate study in a wide range of fields. In 1980/81, 14 per cent of the South Africans listed on the previous page (76) and 7 per cent of the Namibians (9), were undertaking graduate degrees. The table below indicates their fields of study.

### UNEIPS Scholarship Holders doing Graduate Degrees, 1980/81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields of study</th>
<th>South Africans</th>
<th>Namibians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology/microbiology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business administration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development/area studies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health administration/public health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International law/relations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass communications/film</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library science</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics/geophysics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political science/public administration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology/social work/industrial relations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>76</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of unsuccessful applications to UNEIPS has risen steadily in recent years. No breakdown of the numbers applying for undergraduate, graduate-level and non-degree programmes is available, but overall success rates of applicants have been as follows:
Applications to UNETPSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>South African applicants</th>
<th>Namibian applicants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>Unsuccessful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975/76</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976/77</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977/78</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978/79</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979/80</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980/81</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNETPSA defines eligibility more broadly than the UNHCR, AAI or the Phelps-Stokes fund. One need not be a refugee to apply. Applications can be accepted (although they are not encouraged) from inside South Africa or Namibia, or from South Africans and Namibians already living or studying abroad. In practice, the UNETPSA selection committee gives priority to registered refugees, and within that category, to candidates proposed by liberation movements if they have the requisite academic qualifications. All applicants must have a letter of admission from the institution or programme in which they wish to enrol, that is, UNETPSA does not assist students with placement apart from informing prospective applicants about the offers of places made by contributing countries.

UNETPSA headquarters are in New York. Two officers concentrate on fund-raising and selection of students, and another two oversee scholarship administration. An Advisory Committee of UN diplomats meets periodically to review UNETPSA's policies and finances, and a selection panel of representatives from various parts of the Secretariat, including the Decolonization Committee, reviews applications and makes recommendations to the UNETPSA Director, who makes final decisions on awards. Scholarships in North America are managed by one programme officer. For students in Europe, administration is handled from Geneva by the office of the Economic Commission for Europe. All field operations in Africa are carried out by country offices of the UNDP, which process and forward applications to New York (sometimes with the aid of the UNHCR), and manage the scholarships of award-holders studying in Africa. Most UNDP offices assign one staff member on a part-time basis to administer the UNETPSA programme.

UNETPSA has the same advantages of political neutrality and large-scale international financial support enjoyed by the UNHCR, and over the last decade and a half it has made an indispensable contribution to the educational needs of southern African refugees. Its shortcomings tend to be in the area of administration, where it suffers from a number of acknowledged weaknesses, including:

(a) selection and placement: although some counselling of an ad hoc kind by UNDP field personnel does occur, most UNETPSA students are 'self-placed'. Since UNETPSA's selection is not done by professional educators and is largely done on the basis of paper qualifications only, a significant number of UNETPSA students end up haphazardly placed and the programme's drop-out rate is consequently a rather high 20-30 per cent (a figure noted verbally by the chairman of the selection panel).

(b) management of scholarships in North America is not what it might be due to inadequacies of staffing. Until this year, when Namibians were transferred to UNCN (see below), one hard-working woman was responsible for day-to-day management for nearly 250 students, most of whom she had never met personally. Since UNETPSA stipends are on the low side (averaging $475 per month, compared to AAI's more realistic $545), many problems arise related to money and financial emergencies for which UNETPSA makes no provision. For lack of staff time, UNETPSA is unable to canvas American colleges for tuition waivers, an effort which if seriously made would add enough to UNETPSA's budget to enable them to finance extra staff and increase stipends as well. Lack of staff time
also makes it impossible for UNEPSA to provide back-up counselling services for students who are not adequately served by their campus advisors, a factor no doubt contributing to the high rate of non-completions.

(c) employment, follow-up, and evaluation: apart from providing repatriation funds for students returning to Africa after study abroad and forwarding the names of returnees to the UNICR, UNEPSA makes no efforts in the areas of employment or follow-up. It does not attempt to keep any records on the activities or whereabouts of its former award-holders. If any systematic evaluations of the programme have been conducted by UNEPSA's advisory committee or others, these have not been published, apart from the annual compilations of numbers submitted to the General Assembly.

United Nations Commissioner for Namibia (UNCN)
United Nations, DC 328
New York, New York 10017
(Tel: 212-754-7062)

The office of the UN Commissioner for Namibia, headquartered in New York, is the administrative arm of the Council for Namibia established in 1967 as the nominal legal authority over Namibia and made up of 31 UN member states. It administers the United Nations Fund for Namibia, a part of which in the past has gone toward financing UNEPSA-administered scholarships. At the present time, however, the administration of UN scholarships in aid of Namibians studying in North America is being placed in the New York office of the UNCN, a move which should provide some slight measure of relief for UNEPSA's hard-pressed programme officer.

In addition to overseeing these Namibian UNEPSA scholarship holders, the UNCN also awards and manages scholarships and training programmes organized under the Nationhood Programme for Namibia. Since 1978 this programme has spent over $9 million for research and training in preparation for an independent Namibia. Of this amount, 44 per cent has gone toward training projects, including the construction of a vocational training centre in Angola. Detailed data is not available on scholarships awarded under the Nationhood Programme, but the programme's literature refers to 350 places allocated for 'fellowships and group training', apparently in the period 1978-81, and mentions the following specific awards:

100 Vocational Training Centre (Angola)
15 Management studies, International Centre for Public Enterprises in Developing Countries (Yugoslavia)
3 Labour law (United Kingdom)
9 Land use planning, in Four African countries
6 Journalism (country not specified)
2 Rail transportation (Zambia)
4 Development planning, African Institute for Economic Development and Planning (Senegal)
6 Nutrition (United Kingdom)
19 Food services, nutrition (Zambia)
20 Broadcasting/communications technology (country not specified)
15 Labour administration (country not specified)

Some of the research and training projects of the Nationhood Programme are carried out through the United Nations Institute for Namibia in Lusaka, and some Nationhood Programme trainees were formerly students at UNIN. The UNCN has its own field offices in Lusaka and Gabarone, and maintains close contact with other UN specialised agencies, including UNDP (which is a major donor to the Nationhood Programme), ILO, FAO, WHO, UNESCO, WMO, UNIDO and others which have acted as executing agencies for UNCN training and research projects. UNCN programmes also maintain close liaison with SWAPO, which is the only Namibian liberation movement recognized by the United Nations.
Most scholarships managed by UNCHC in the United States are held by Namibians who were already in the US at the time they applied to UNETPSA or UNCHC for support. Most originally came to the US under other sponsorship (mainly churches), and apply to the UN after completing or dropping out of other programmes of study. Not all are refugees; some are Namibian passport-holders. Many, but not all, are SWAPO supporters. Academic difficulties are common among Namibians studying abroad, due to weak educational foundations compounded by problems of inappropriate placement and inadequate stipends. At the time of my brief visit to the UNCHC office in New York in August 1982, a new scholarship administrator had recently taken over, piles of papers covered the floors and desks, and the atmosphere seemed to be one of good will struggling against incipient chaos.

The African-American Institute (AAI)
833 United Nations Plaza
New York, New York 10017
(Tel: 212-949-5666)

The AAI's programmes of assistance for southern African refugees date back to the establishment of its first scholarships in 1961 and its construction of two high schools for refugees in the mid-1960s. Funded by a series of grants from the US government, AAI has provided educational aid for over 4,000 southern African students including those from the Portuguese territories and a large number of Zambians. The size of AAI's operations, its long experience and its well maintained network of contacts make it the most important American PVO in the area of scholarships for southern African refugees, as well as one of the major agencies in the broader field of American-African relations.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, AAI estimates that approximately 3,000 African refugee students received secondary level training at Kurasini International College in Tanzania and Nkumbi International College in Zambia, built and administered by AAI with AID funds. No breakdown by nationalities is available, but several hundred of these students were South Africans and Namibians, while the largest groups were Mozambican and Zimbabwean. After administration and financing of these schools was taken over in the early 1970s by the Tanzanian and Zambian governments, a quota of places continued to be set aside for refugee students. (At Nkumbi today, the official quota is 40 per cent, but the actual number of refugee students attending is somewhat lower, according to UNHCR/Lusaka, ostensibly for lack of qualified candidates although it seems possible that a more aggressive effort by the UNHCR and other donors might result in these opportunities being better utilized.)

At the post-secondary level, where AAI has concentrated its scholarship funds over the last ten years, its succession of programmes is summarized on page 23.

Among AAI scholarship holders in the 1960s and 1970s, the ratio of Zimbabweans and South Africans to Namibians was roughly in the proportion 10.5:3.5:1. At the post-graduate level, Zimbabweans predominated even more, with the number of award-holders in mid-1978 standing at 75 Zimbabweans, 19 South Africans, and only one Namibian.

As the table suggests, AAI (like UNETPSA) made almost no new awards in 1980 and 1981. This resulted from the failure of Congress to vote any programme support in those two years, a lapse due partly to Zimbabwe's independence, and partly, no doubt, to a feeling that the 'Soweto crisis' of 1976-77 was now past, and partly to the mood in Congress which was more favourable to the type of 'constructive engagement' represented by the programme of the Institute of International Education.
to bring graduate-level students from inside South Africa to the United States. In 1982, Congress voted to renew American contributions both to UNEP/PSA and, at least at a token level, to PVOS providing scholarship aid for southern African refugees. The result was an administratively awkward arrangement under which $250,000 was voted to AAI for 1982/83 and $75,000 to the Phelps-Stokes Fund for the academic year 1983/84.

In the past, AAI has placed a majority of its students from southern Africa in the United States, although it has tried to encourage prospective applicants to seek lower cost programmes in Africa. In the 1982/83 extension of SATP, the emphasis will be on placing a maximum number of students in Africa (the goal is 85 per cent) in order to stretch the available funds as far as possible. Only South Africans and Namibians are now eligible to apply, and AAI anticipates an intake which will be as high as 65-70 per cent Namibian. For example, fourteen Namibians teaching in refugee camps were accepted to start a teacher training course in Sierra Leone in March 1983. No awards will be made for post-BA studies, but some funds may be used for pre-BA bridging courses in English and math/science. As in the past, consideration will be given only to those students seeking training in fields relevant to development. All applicants must be in Africa, and in order to forestall applications from newly-arrived 'education seekers', the SATP 1982/83 guidelines require all applicants to have been present in their countries of asylum prior to January 1982. Although applicants need not be recognized refugees, movement candidates tend to receive preference from AAI so long as they meet other criteria of merit. All applicants for study in the US must sign a pledge to return to Africa on completion of their training. As the table suggests, return rates have been fairly good up to now, particularly – and not surprisingly – for Zimbabweans, many of whom are now well employed at home (a success story which AAI hopes will weigh heavily in the future political calculations of the US Congress).

AAI tries, insofar as possible, to handle its own counselling and placement, rather than to accept students who are self-placed. Award holders coming to the United States are placed by AAI, which tries to obtain offers of tuition waivers from colleges whenever possible. By keeping in touch with foreign student advisors and other contacts across the country, AAI can sometimes identify programmes of particular value or appropriate design for African students (examples include the Rhode Island University diploma course in commercial fisheries management, and a paramedical training programme at Drew University in Los Angeles). In selecting students for the places available in the United States, AAI relies in part on interviews with the applicants, conducted either by its own field representatives (in Zambia, Botswana, Lesotho, Tanzania and Kenya), or by proxy organizations (UNHCR in Angola, Ephesus House in Swaziland). Field representatives offer counselling to prospective applicants, and in some cases can direct students towards training programmes available in their countries of asylum or elsewhere in Africa. Because of AAI’s long contact with Africa, it has been relatively successful in recruiting and retaining experienced field personnel. Most AAI field representatives are nationals of the countries they serve in, and a few are transplanted nationals of neighbouring southern African countries. Once students are placed in Africa, AAI’s representatives oversee the management of their scholarships, evaluate their progress, and offer advice and emergency assistance as needed. Insofar as possible, field representatives liaise with other scholarship agencies and liberation movement representatives to see that programmes are co-ordinated and non-overlapping.

In managing its refugee scholarships in the past, AAI placed a high value on intercommunication between students, seeing this as a form of ongoing counselling and psychological support which could help students adjust to their host countries, reinforce their motivation, and maintain a future-orientation in their thinking. Student conferences and workshops were organized, and for five years in the 1970s AAI published a very popular and useful newsletter, ‘Saspost’, which was sent free to all southern African students in North America. ‘Saspost’ contained a newsclipping digest, news on campus activities past and future, notices about jobs and internship opportunities, and features of special interest to its readership.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme and Duration</th>
<th>Total no. of students and nationality</th>
<th>Number not yet complete in 1981</th>
<th>Level and Location</th>
<th>Drop-out rate</th>
<th>Rate of Return to Africa (1981)</th>
<th>Total Spent</th>
<th>Source of Funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern African Training Programme (1976-79)</td>
<td>645 (Zimb/SA/ Nam)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Universities (65%) &amp; technical institutions (35%) in both US &amp; Africa. 385 - in USA: 260 - in Africa. No post-grad.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>More than 60% over all and higher for Zimbabwe</td>
<td>$12,240,597</td>
<td>AID/State Dept. Bureau of Refugee Programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern African Programme (1982/3)</td>
<td>Approx. 75 (SA/Nam.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Universities and technical institutions. approx. 85% in Africa, 15% in USA. No post-graduates</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
<td>State Dept. Bureau of Refugee Programmes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All at post-SA level
** The name was changed in 1974
AAI aids refugee students in a number of ways apart from its scholarship programme. From its Washington D.C. office, it runs a counselling and emergency assistance service for non-sponsored African students in the Washington area. In its various activities aimed at bringing Africans together with American opinion leaders, and providing Americans generally with information on refugee problems and other African issues, AAI serves an important support function. In early August 1982, for example, AAI (with funds from the Carnegie Endowment) conducted a seminar for Congressional aides focused on the situation of southern African refugees within the context of the continent-wide African refugee problem. (Why should the US aid southern Africans when refugees of other nationalities are much more numerous? Are they 'genuine' refugees? Isn't Namibian independence just around the corner? etc.). While this kind of activity obviously aims at generating support for AAI's own programme, refugee students are the beneficiaries.

Phelps-Stokes Fund (PSF)
10 East 87th Street
New York, New York 10028
(Tel: 212-427-8100)

The Phelps-Stokes Fund, established in 1911, is a New York based voluntary organization committed to black advancement. During the Soweto crisis of 1976, it received US government funding for a programme to bring 100 refugee students from southern Africa to the United States to enrol in black American colleges and universities. Since that time it has maintained its interest in African refugee education projects, expanding its programme, for example, to assist students from Ethiopia/Eritrea and other parts of the continent. All students are placed in the United States, and PSF has no field staff in Africa. Since 1976, approximately 150 southern African refugees (Zimbabweans, South Africans and Namibians) have held PSF scholarships.

Selection of the first group of 30 southern Africans was made by a PSF staff member assisted by two US State Department officers who travelled to east and southern Africa in 1977 to interview students. Applicants were not required to produce academic records (although most Zimbabwean and some South African applicants had documents with them), but were tested in English, math, and general knowledge, using exams devised by the University of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland in Gabarone. No political criteria were applied, and no quotas were set for nationality groups (with the result that the largest number of places went to Zimbabweans, who tended to make the strongest showing academically). The first group began their studies in January 1978, and a second group of 70, similarly selected, began in September 1978. Of these one hundred, 61 were Zimbabweans, 32 were South Africans, and 7 were Namibians. A third contingent of 50 started in January 1980. Since that time, PSF has raised funds to sponsor a number of other refugee students, including approximately 10 new students for 1982/83, but the programme is experiencing a period of lull until new US government funds ($1 million) voted in 1982, but designated for use in 1983/84 make it possible for PSF to make a new intake of approximately 50 students.

Although PSF has provided scholarship assistance for African students in the United States for many years, dealing with sizeable groups of southern Africans was a new undertaking. The first group of students who started in January 1978 were all placed in black American schools and many encountered difficulties of adjustment (especially South Africans placed in rural-based schools). Placement for the subsequent groups in September 1978 and January 1980 was therefore diversified until eventually, through diversification of placement and the transfer of some of the earlier students, most PSF scholarship-holders did not end up in black schools.

PSF continues to believe, however, that African students can play an important part in conscientizing black (as well as white) Americans on African issues, and that locating such students on black campuses is one means to this end. (A second objective, to channel government funds to struggling black colleges via scholarships,
is another consideration, albeit one in which the needs of refugee students are again subordinated to other priorities.) Placement considerations aside, PSF has made a good effort to give individualized attention to refugee students during the course of their studies, providing them with orientation, counselling, and periodic get-togethers, and helping to place them wherever possible in summer internships. (In this last respect, PSF seems to have put in more effort than any other scholarship body, except perhaps OBS, whose technical students have practical apprenticeship training in Germany.) No specific data is available yet on returnees to Africa, and since PSF has no African field staff, it seems unlikely that much follow-up can be done or much effort made to find Africa-based jobs for graduates, although PSF has expressed the intention of assisting students with finding employment.

With a view to spreading its funds further and responding to pressures from Southern African refugee students already in the US, it seems likely that at least a portion of PSF money in 1983/84 may go to assist students making applications from the US, perhaps including some former sponsors of PSF who are now ready to seek more advanced or specialized levels of training. As a further means of stretching its funds, PSF has begun to look actively for tuition and room-and-board waivers, a move it should have made earlier, but had no incentive to make as long as placement in black schools was one of its objectives. A third fund-stretching measure, the placement of students in African rather than American schools, is not at the moment one which PSF is prepared to adopt, but it has not ruled it out for the future.

In addition to its programmes directly in aid of refugees, PSF raises money annually ($75-100,000) for an emergency loan fund to assist unsponsored African undergraduates in the United States. Southern Africans are eligible on the same basis as others, namely that they should have completed at least one year of study, are in good academic standing, and are committed in principle to returning to Africa after graduation. Loans from the fund are rarely in excess of $500, and communication with the administrator of the NCC emergency fund is maintained to avoid duplication.

World University Service (WUS)
5 Chemin des Iris
1216 Cointrin
Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 908711

After UNEPSA, World University Service runs the largest scholarship programme for South African and Namibian refugees at the post-secondary level. Its programme is relatively new and administrative arrangements are still uneven, but WUS has the potential to be a strong and innovative organization in the field of refugee assistance.

Refugee scholarships are only a part of the programmes of WUS world-wide, which aim to involve university communities in projects to promote social justice. Before entering the scholarship field on a large scale in southern Africa, WUS had been active for about twenty years in aiding educational projects run by the National Union of South African Students, the Sached Trust, and other liberal organizations inside South Africa, and it continues to contribute to the work of such organizations today, although WUS itself is proscribed in South Africa. In countries where WUS can organize freely, it encourages university staff members, students, and others to form national committees. These committees are quite autonomous, and depending on the talents, interests and time commitments of their members, they are free to initiate and run projects, fund-raising locally or in co-operation with WUS-Geneva, which can approach its donors on their behalf.
WUS is financed by donations from the governments of Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Canada, Britain, Australia and the Netherlands, and by non-governmental donors mainly in those countries. Contributions are earmarked for specific projects or programmes submitted by WUS International headquarters in Geneva or by WUS national committees, and a portion is put towards WUS central administrative expenses. When donors withdrew support from the IUEF in 1979/80, a large share of their funds was redirected to WUS, which since then has been moving into the void created by the collapse of IUEF, both in the administration of refugees' scholarships and in education-related projects in Latin America, Asia and Africa.

In Africa, in the period 1974/76, WUS supported a number of refugee-related projects, including the construction of a refugee hostel in Lesotho and a secondary school in Zambia. In 1980, when the idea of a World Refugee College was being mooted, WUS raised $173,000 to assist a feasibility study by the International Extension College and a pilot distance teaching project designed for Namibians in Angola and Zambia (see Namibian Extension Unit, below).

WUS also raised funds for refugee scholarships in Britain, Swaziland, and elsewhere in the late 1970s, but its scholarship programme was not large and in 1979/80 only 15 awards were made. Then in 1980, with large numbers of applications being received, WUS decided to expand its efforts in the scholarship area, and following consultations among the IUEF donors and various scholarship agencies it was agreed that WUS would take over the administration of more than 100 IUEF students from southern Africa. This meant that by 1981/82, WUS was managing 265 scholarships for South Africans and Namibians totalling $822,000. Of these 265 students, 225 were enrolled in universities and 40 in other post-secondary courses. The countries of study of these scholarship-holders were:

WUS Scholarships for South Africans and Namibians (1981/82)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland (post-sec., non-univ)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africans inside South Africa</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these students, 208 are South African and 17 are Namibian. No breakdown by sex or by type of course being pursued is available. In addition to Namibians and South Africans, WUS sponsors approximately 25 Basotho refugees who are studying in Botswana.

It is WUS policy to give priority to applicants who want to study in Africa, preferably in their countries of first asylum. No applications for study in the United States are considered. While WUS gives highest priority to applications from registered refugees, and next priority to unregistered refugees, it also makes a limited number of awards to deserving applicants inside South Africa, as noted in the above figures. One thing of real concern to WUS is that the relative availability of scholarship funds outside South Africa should not become an inducement for education seekers to leave the country in pursuit of better opportunities, a trend now particularly apparent in the rising number of scholarship applicants in Lesotho. One counter-measure may be to increase the scholarship opportunities inside South
Africa; another, which WUS is unwilling to adopt, would be to follow the UNHCR's policy of assisting only those students who meet the strict legal definition of a refugee.

Of the 248 applications which WUS Geneva turned down for 1981/82, approximately 100 came from inside South Africa, 30 from Lesotho, 29 from Kenya, 30 from Britain, 25 from Zambia, and 12 from Swaziland. In addition, a year ago WUS had identified 25 more Basotho refugees at Ondwe (Botswana) as potential scholarship candidates.

Many students who apply to WUS are already being sponsored in an educational programme and want to proceed on to a more advanced level of training. In principle, if a student has done well academically as a WUS award-holder, WUS will not be averse to continuing sponsorship at a higher level (that is, making a replacement award).

WUS is currently planning to increase its total number of awards to South Africans and Namibians by making 50 to 60 new awards a year in the period 1982-86. In late 1981, it projected its future growth as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
<th>New Awards</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982/83</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>$1,013,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983/84</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>$1,296,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984/85</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>$1,660,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985/86</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>$2,076,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986/87</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>$2,284,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the WUS-International scholarship programme, the national WUS organizations of Britain and Canada also raise funds and run scholarship programmes for refugees. WUS-Canada arranges places in Canada for about twenty refugee students a year from all over the world. WUS-UK in 1981/82 sponsored 164 African refugee students, twenty of whom were studying in Africa and the rest in Britain. Most of these were Ethiopians and Ugandans; only eight were South Africans, and 4 were Namibians, all studying in Britain. No nationality breakdown on the WUS-Canada sponsorses is available. WUS-UK in the last few years has become increasingly interested in the organization of programmes in Britain tailored for the special educational needs of Namibians, and hopes to expand its activities in this area.

WUS tries to maintain as decentralized an administrative structure as possible, with the aim of encouraging initiative from country committees in the planning of projects. Extending this to scholarship administration, WUS prefers the selection of award holders and the management of scholarships to be done by country committees to the maximum extent possible. There seems to be a three-fold purpose in this: to increase the involvement of national university communities in social causes; to avoid the administrative costs of maintaining multiple expatriate-staffed field offices; and to avoid the security problems which arise from having refugee files located all in one place (a factor which loomed large in the IUEF debacle). Effective decentralization of WUS scholarship administration, however, would depend on the establishment of relatively stable and locally funded national committees, and to date WUS has found this to be an elusive goal in most of the countries in Africa where its students are located.
In the absence of functioning national committees, WUS has had to settle - in most places - for an agreement with a proxy organization to manage WUS selection and funds (for example, Ephesus House Bursary Committee in Swaziland, and the Kenya Catholic Secretariat in Kenya). In Botswana, a WUS committee administers all university awards, while students at other post-secondary institutions go to the Botswana Council for Refugees for their allowances and counselling. In reality, if any systematic pre-placement counselling is to take place so that students are not left to a process of haphazard self-placement, professional counselling services are a necessity, and it would seem unlikely that university-based WUS committees even where these are well established could provide this on any sort of stable basis, although members of such a committee could be a valuable back-up resource for advice and contacts in the host country.

Realizing the need for a less amorphous structure, WUS has appointed a programme officer for Nigeria and a number of locally recruited representatives in east and southern Africa to facilitate communication. From this year WUS will have a regional office in Harare (comparable to its Quito field office for Latin America), from which 'floating' staff will help to co-ordinate selection, counselling and management of WUS scholarships throughout the region. The Harare office will also, through research and consultation with proxy counselling agencies, try to assist refugee students to identify ways of maximizing their employment prospects. A complementary effort already under way with a grant from the Ford Foundation is WUS-UK's four-country study of employment opportunities for African refugees.

At present, the entire WUS scholarship programme in Africa is too new for any substantial experience to have accumulated on the problems of post-graduation follow-up or job counselling. Although WUS is well aware of the needs in these areas, it is still focusing its efforts for the time being on developing an administrative system for its expanding number of students. Assuming this can be accomplished over the next several years, WUS as the largest PVO in the refugee scholarship field in Africa should soon be in a position to take a leading role in the development and co-ordination of effective responses to new refugee situations as they arise.

Otto Benecke Stiftung (OBS)
Bonner Talweg 57
5300 Bonn 1
Federal Republic of Germany

The OBS, based in Bonn, originated as a refugee assistance agency after the Second World War when West Germany was flooded with ethnic Germans and others leaving eastern Europe. Today it focuses entirely on educational aid to refugees, and the great majority of its beneficiaries are still Europeans. Since the late 1970s, however, approximately 11 per cent of its scholarship funds have gone to refugees from Africa, Asia, and Latin America, with Africans being the largest group among these. All costs of the OBS are met by the West German government. In 1981, total expenditures were approximately $20 million, of which we may suppose between $1-2 million went to African refugees. The OBS is one of the largest scholarship programmes aiding African refugees, and southern African refugees in particular, who are given priority over those from other parts of the continent, presumably in accordance with West Germany's political priorities.

Students are sponsored both in Africa and in West Germany. In 1981/82, OBS sponsored African refugees in Germany in the following numbers:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of origin</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Sahara</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>457</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Africa in 1981/82, there were an additional 419 students, almost all of whom were southern Africans, pursuing studies as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of study</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Mostly technical/vocational</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Secondary &amp; technical/vocational</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>Secondary &amp; teacher training</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>419</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the above figures suggest, OBS gives priority to students pursuing secondary level or technical and vocational training (mechanics, metalworkers, printing, draughting, photography, sales and marketing, banking services, etc.); however, a limited number of university undergraduates are also sponsored, both in Germany and Africa. No funds are offered for graduate study. Given the alternatives of sponsoring many students for short-term courses (1-2 years) or fewer students for longer training (3-4 years), OBS has a clear preference for the former, especially if the training can lead directly to employment.

Students who go to Germany have their fares paid by OBS and spend their first six months doing intensive language training. Predictably there are some drop-outs during this stage, but OBS finds the cost acceptable since the object, in part, is to produce African German-speakers, and this could not be accomplished if all scholarship holders were sponsored in English-speaking countries. All OBS students accepted for study in Germany must sign an agreement to return to Africa on completion of their courses.

The first group of OBS award-holders to study in Germany began in late 1978, and a new group has started each year since then, although numbers dropped significantly following Zimbabwe's independence in 1980. In autumn 1981, 80 new students entered the language training phase in Germany (55 Namibians and 25 South Africans), and 199 other students were being sponsored in Africa.

OBS normally considers applications only from UNHCR-recognized refugees, and gives preference to liberation movement candidates. Placement in Germany is done by OBS staff in Bonn. In Africa, placement is done partly by students themselves (who approach OBS after gaining letters of admission) and partly in consultation with either OBS or German embassy personnel. For such a large programme, OBS is still rather thinly represented in the field, with only two country representatives (Kenya and Zambia), one of whom (in Zambia) has still not found a permanent office to rent after more than a year on the job. Neither field representative has full-time secretarial help. Partly as a result of this, OBS has put large amounts of money
into package deals with institutions catering for sizeable groups of students. For example, the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College (Somafo) in Tanzania, where OBS sponsors 120 students selected by the ANC; a commercial college in Nairobi, where OBS sponsored 74 Zimbabweans in 1980 in a rather hastily-organized airlift operation; and several training institutions in Sierra Leone where OBS has placed large contingents of Namibians. OBS has no operations in the BLS states at present, but probably would be able to expand there, should there be a dramatic increase in refugee numbers in the future. (In 1977/78, the West German government donated 35 scholarships for refugees directly to the University of Botswana, but no information is available on how these awards were made or managed.)

While OBS favours co-ordination with other refugee scholarship organizations, it rarely enters into proxy arrangements with other bodies (an exception being in Sierra Leone, where the government administers OBS funds), nor has it offered financial support anywhere for the maintenance of centralized host-country counselling services.

OBS students successfully completing their courses are given a month's extra stipend, and OBS, where possible, makes representations on their behalf to prospective employers. Zimbabwean students who completed courses in Germany, Kenya and Zambia, were assisted by the German embassy in Harare on their return, and OBS claims that they are all now employed, many with German companies. Namibians returning, for example to Zambia from Germany, have fared less well, but the OBS-Lusaka representative assists them as far as possible in seeking employment and obtaining work permits from the Zambian government. Once Namibia becomes independent, the employment outlook for these students should be good, particularly if the significant number of German companies now operating in Namibia remain there.

Africa Educational Trust (AET)
30 King Street
London WC2 8JY
(fax: 01-836-5075)

AET is a British PVO mainly serving African refugees studying in Britain and Ireland. Founded in 1958 and backed by a board of distinguished liberals, AET is primarily a refugee scholarship agency which also provides counselling services, carries out education-related projects, and occasionally makes representations to government on behalf of African students and refugees.

Prior to 1980, most of AET's scholarships were funded by the Swedish government through SIDA, the justification being that however unambiguous the commitment of Sweden to the cause of African refugees, training in English-speaking countries is more appropriate for anglophone Africans than training in Sweden itself. Following the demise of IUFN, Denmark and Norway joined Sweden in channelling a portion of their refugee scholarship funds through AET. AET took over the management of IUFN scholarships in Britain, which caused its number of students to double in one year (1981). New intake is now down, but with 66 new awards made for the academic year 1982/83, AET is currently managing 150 scholarships. Of this number, 51 are South Africans, 40 are Namibians (of whom approximately five are doing BAs), and 15 are Zimbabweans. Twenty other Zimbabweans finished their courses in 1982, and there was no new Zimbabwean intake. AET's remaining students are mostly Ethiopians and Eritreans.

Most AET students receive full scholarships, but some receive partial support. With full university costs in Britain now running at about £6,000 per year per student, AET's current annual scholarship expenditure is well in excess of £1½ million. Unfortunately, the decision of the British government in 1978/79 to substantially increase foreign student fees has meant that relatively fewer students can be assisted than before.
AEI assists students for O-level and A-level studies, undergraduate and graduate university degrees, and technical and vocational training at the secondary level and above. Preference is given to those pursuing a first qualification, and to students pursuing fields of study which are relevant to development and are likely to enhance their prospects for employment. Candidates with liberation movement endorsement tend to get priority. All successful applicants must normally have been interviewed by AEI in London.

Although a few southern African students are sponsored in Algeria and some Equatorial Guinean students in Spain (IEUF hold-overs), almost all AEI's successful applicants are already in Britain or Ireland completing earlier training. A number of their Namibian award-holders, for example, are women who originally came to Britain under the auspices of the British Council to do courses related to camp administration (clerical, child-care, etc.) and stayed on to improve their skills through other training courses with AEI sponsorship.

Normally AEI only considers applicants who have already secured their own placement, but prospective applicants can seek counselling from AEI's advisory service, which serves all African students in Britain (not just regarding education, but also on problems like immigration regulations and welfare and housing services). The advisory service also maintains an emergency aid fund (approximately £10,000 a year, donated by Christian Aid), and answers mail enquiries (at an average rate of 26 per week) from students in Africa, mostly seeking information about scholarships. Altogether, AEI employs a full-time staff of four, plus two part-time accountants. It has no formal follow-up on former scholarship holders but tries to maintain informal contact where possible.

Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation (CFTC)
Commonwealth Secretariat
Marlborough House
Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5HX
UK

The CFTC, established in 1971, promotes co-operation among Commonwealth countries and helps them in the areas of education and training to benefit from each other's training facilities. CFTC-sponsored study in developing countries, and specialize in fields of training relevant to development needs. Approximately 2,000 students are sponsored yearly. Under CFTC's Special Commonwealth Programme for Zimbabweans, over 4,000 Zimbabweans were trained in 30 Commonwealth countries.

In 1975, CFTC established the Commonwealth Programme for Namibia. To date, 265 Namibians have been sponsored by this programme, and in 1981/82 there were 120 trainees being sponsored in ten Commonwealth countries at an annual cost of roughly $325,000 plus the donation of free places by individual countries. (CFTC literature notes that approximately 100 other Namibians are currently studying in Commonwealth countries with scholarships donated on a bilateral basis by Canada, Australia, Nigeria and other Commonwealth governments.)

The distribution of CFTC Namibian scholarship holders is presently as shown in the table overleaf:
Students Sponsored by the Commonwealth Programme for Namibia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of Study</th>
<th>Number 1981/82</th>
<th>Number 1981/82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Univ. Post-Sec'y</td>
<td>Univ. Post-Sec'y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the table indicates, all awards are currently at the secondary and technical/vocational level, not for university studies, where the number of qualified Namibian candidates is very meagre. Most training is provided in fields related to engineering, agriculture, secretarial and artisanal skills.

Applicants to the Commonwealth Programme for Namibia must be refugees, and close co-ordination is maintained between the programme, SWAPO and the UN Institute for Namibia in Lusaka. No specific information was collected on CFTC's administrative procedures for its scholarship programme.

In addition to its scholarship assistance to Namibians, CFTC has played a catalytic role in the establishment of the Namibian Extension Unit, which is described below.

All Africa Conference of Churches (AACC)
Waiyaki Way
P.O. Box 14205
Nairobi, Kenya

The AACC, which is a co-ordinating body for Protestant churches in Africa, established a division for refugee work in 1965 in consultation with the World Council of Churches. Its aims are to help alleviate suffering through programmes of relief, resettlement, education, repatriation, counselling and pastoral care, and to conscientize the public both in Africa and internationally to the causes and effects of refugee problems. The AACC, through co-operating churches and agencies in the refugee-receiving countries, is one of the major sources of aid for refugees who are not officially recognized by the UNHCR or their countries of residence as having refugee status. Depending on need, AACC can provide funds for student travel, accommodation, health emergencies, and other education related costs, as well as basic scholarship aid. Thus while AACC is not a major donor of scholarships for southern Africans, it provides important back-up to other agencies whose purposes are more narrowly restricted by guidelines of eligibility and specifically defined areas of support.
The AACC, with headquarters in Nairobi, uses funds supplied by the World Council of Churches to support the administrative costs of host-country counselling services in most African countries with substantial refugee populations. Christian Councils or their refugee service off-shoots in Zambia, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Tanzania and Kenya all employ refugee counsellors and/or scholarship administrators partially financed by AACC, and in Kenya, AACC contributes to the administrative costs of the refugee education services co-ordinated by the Kenya Catholic Secretariat. In these countries, and in several West Africa countries, AACC also puts money into the pool of refugee scholarship funds to be allocated locally, usually for studies at the secondary or technical/vocational level. With the exception of Kenya, where proximity to headquarters has created heavy pressure on AACC's funds, the amounts of money put toward scholarships by AACC is small in most countries ($3,721 in Botswana in 1981, $1,847 in Swaziland). In Zambia in 1982, AACC through the Christian Council of Zambia is assisting 17 South Africans and 5 Namibians (all unrecognized) with scholarships at the secondary and vocational level.

In addition to those scholarships financed through national agencies, AACC in 1981 also awarded 25 refugee scholarships from among over 150 applications received in Nairobi from all over the continent. No breakdown by nationality or educational levels for these 25 is available, and it is possible that none of them are southern Africans.

In the past, high turnover and a shortage of dynamic staff members in refugee work, plus ups and downs at the top leadership level rather than lack of funds have prevented AACC from playing the maximum guiding role which its position of moral and humanitarian leadership might seem to prescribe for it in the field of refugee assistance. What seems likely and perhaps appropriate in the scholarship area in the future is that AACC will continue to act as a financial source-of-last-resort for unrecognized refugees and for refugee students who have failed to find funds from anywhere else for emergency needs.

Lutheran World Federation (LWF)
360 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10010
(Tel. 212-532-6350)

LWF is one of the largest international church aid agencies, and within the area of refugee assistance, which is one of its principal concerns, it focuses a large portion of its resources on southern Africa. Most of its work is in relief and refugee resettlement where it has acted as an implementing partner for UNHCR in a number of countries but it also supports some educational work.

In Botswana, LWF is the implementing partner of UNHCR and the Botswana government in the administration of the Dukwe settlement 133 kilometres north-west of Francistown where the refugee population (Angolans, South Africans, Namibians and assorted others) has numbered about 600 to 800 since the exodus of the Zimbabweans in 1980. LWF has helped to establish an educational resource centre at Dukwe, which they reported in 1981 as having a small staff of refugee teachers and an enrolment of about 50 secondary age students hoping to build their knowledge sufficiently to enter Botswana schools. With the refugee population at Dukwe relatively low at the present time, this rather stop-gap effort on behalf of post-primary aged students may suffice, but should there be a new major influx of refugees into Botswana, a more substantial educational programme would need to be mounted at Dukwe, perhaps by some organization more specifically geared to educational work than LWF.

Because of the heavy pressures on Botswana to provide educational opportunities for urban refugees in the late 1970s, LWF as of 1981 had donated approximately 70 scholarships for refugees in Botswana, at a total cost of $234,746. These included
Type of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Education</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic secondary (including 10 Namibians sent to a Lutheran High School in Liberia)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home economics</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (all but 8 in Africa)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretarial (all Namibian women studying at Botswana YMCA)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these 77, approximately 10 are Botswana citizens, 22 are Zimbabweans, 19 are Namibians, 6 are South Africans, and the rest are from Angola and Lesotho. Administration is handled by a Lutheran Liaison Committee in Gaborone. LWF also contributes to the costs of running the educational counselling services of the Botswana Council for Refugees. I gathered from a LWF official in Lusaka that a number of refugee scholarships are also budgeted in Zambia (approximately $100,000 in 1982) but details were unavailable.

Catholic Institute for International Relations (CIIR)
22 Coleman Fields
London NW1 7AF
UK

CIIR is a British-based liberal Catholic organization which supports small-scale development projects and action-oriented research on development in selected countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. It is ecumenical in outlook and open in its support for the aims of national liberation movements struggling against repressive regimes. CIIR's briefing papers on issues of national development in Zimbabwe have enjoyed wide circulation, and a similar series on Namibia is now in production. CIIR also maintains close contact with church groups in South Africa and works to conscientize Catholics elsewhere and Christians generally to the need for change in southern Africa.

After studying the needs of Namibian refugees, CIIR established a Namibia Refugee Project in September 1981 with financial support from European Catholic aid agencies. The project has a staff of two people, both of whom have long experience and contact with Namibia. Their aim is to develop education, health, and agricultural schemes which will benefit Namibian refugees in the Kwanza Sul province of central Angola, who presently number over 35,000. In the area of education, they expect CIIR to focus on vocational training courses that will help refugee communities to meet their own needs for technicians and artisans. The Project's first training scheme, a course in Tanzania for ten shoemakers, began in February 1982. Another scheme, to train literacy teachers for the Angola camps, is also under way in Zambia.

According to one of the Namibia Refugee Project staff members, CIIR's principal constraint is not financial but rather the identification of training opportunities in Africa which Namibian refugees can actually profitably utilize, given their extremely low levels of skill in English, math and science. In view of this difficulty, it seems probable that CIIR may eventually focus mainly on trying to bring appropriate forms of training into the camps themselves, assuming the stalemate in the Namibian independence negotiations is not resolved in the near future. As of mid-1982, this programme still seems to be in a process of defining its goals and methods.
Bureau for Refugees of the Organization of African Unity (OAU)
Organization of African Unity
P.O. Box 3254
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

The OAU Bureau for the Placement and Education of African Refugees was established in 1968 with a wide mandate to act on behalf of refugees throughout the continent. In February 1982, its name was changed to the Bureau for Refugees. The objectives of the Bureau are 'the promotion of the resettlement and the employment of African refugees and to collect and provide information concerning education, training and employment opportunities in Africa'. To this end, the Bureau maintains a staff of approximately nine in Addis Ababa, periodically sends missions to refugee-receiving countries, and participates in the organization of conferences like the International Conference for Assistance to Refugees in Africa (ICARR) held in Geneva in April 1981. Confronted with the problems of unemployment almost everywhere, the Bureau has not been notably successful in persuading African governments to liberalize their regulations for the employment of refugees, particularly those refugees who are unskilled.

In the area of scholarships, where the Bureau offers its own awards and also tries to encourage the donation of places, lower fee scales etc. for refugees, success has again been limited, due to lack of funds and support from member states. Nevertheless, between 1979 and early 1982, the BR had provided sponsorship for approximately 60 students, the majority of whom are Namibians and Angolans. According to a 1982 description of the OAU's programme, these award-holders were chosen from among nearly 1,000 applicants. Development-related fields are given preference, as are those plans of study of shortest duration (the average is 2½ years). No other data on OAU scholarship-holders was obtained.

Before its dissolution in 1980, the IUEF devoted considerable time and energy to encouraging the OAU Bureau to build itself into a major co-ordinating agency for refugee work in Africa. Although the Bureau has survived and expanded its staff somewhat over the last decade, it has not become a notable force for progress or co-ordination to date, and most other agencies appear to regard it as lacking in potential. Unfortunately I was unable to visit Addis Ababa to make an independent assessment for the purposes of this survey.

The Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College (SOMAFCO)
P.B. Mzimbu
P.O. Morogoro
Tanzania

The Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College is a school for South African refugees now under construction at Mzimbu, near Morogoro in Tanzania. The Mzimbu complex is a 600-acre settlement area donated by Tanzania to the African National Congress in 1977 and said to consist of fertile land in the vicinity of an old sisal plantation. The school began to take shape in 1978 as a means for the ANC to cope with the very large number of young people in its care following the Soweto outflux of 1976-77, plus the increasing number of children of its older generations of exiles. Making a virtue of necessity, the ANC now envisions the school as the centrepiece of its planning for a post-apartheid education system as well as an instrument for 'deprogramming' South African youth mis-educated by Bantu education.

Approximately a third of the school construction is completed, another third is under way, and a third remains to be started. Present enrolment is about 95 at the pre-school level, 150 at the primary level, and 280 at the secondary level.
Other students cannot be taken yet because of shortage of teachers and accommodation, but eventually the school will have about 1,000 students according to present projections (which do not seem unrealistic considering the steady outflow of young people from South Africa). Delays in construction have been experienced due to shortages of building materials, but visitors have been impressed with the rate of progress and with the efforts of the Mazimbu community to produce for their own need (food, workshops, etc.). Five hundred non-students on the site are categorized as 'production workers', and crops, livestock and poultry are being raised. A clinic is also under construction.

A syllabus and educational philosophy for the school is still in the process of evolution. Planning has been carried out partly in conjunction with the Foundation for Education with Production (started by Patrick van Rensburg) which hopes to influence educational development throughout southern Africa towards a more practical orientation. SOMACO, according to one of its administrators, aims to 'combat the division between mental and manual labour', a goal not necessarily easily grasped by students who have found themselves at SOMACO in large part because of their reaction against Bantu education.

The ANC wants ardently to make SOMACO a success. The stigma of inferiority has warped the confidence and self-respect of generations of South African children and for the ANC to offer its cadre just one more inferior institution could do the movement's reputation serious harm, as well as setting back the educational ambitions of its students. At this stage the greatest obstacle to creating a quality institution is the difficulty of recruiting suitable teachers. Although European 'solidarity workers' are readily available the ANC would prefer to recruit qualified Africans, preferably South Africans, in keeping with its nationalist outlook. This means, however, that the pool of prospective faculty members is small, given the inability (and unwillingness) of the school to pay 'expatriate' level salaries that might enable the ANC to attract the best of its own members away from employment elsewhere.

The Namibian Extension Unit (NEU)
United Nations Institute for Namibia
P.O. Box 33257
Lusaka, Zambia

As a means of overcoming the future manpower deficiencies of a free Namibia, SWAPO in co-operation with the UN Institute for Namibia has launched an ambitious programme of adult education, the Namibian Extension Unit, aimed at the refugee populations now in Zambia and Angola. The target group are adults and young adults who once attended primary school (and thus have some degree of basic literacy and numeracy) but who lack sufficient education to enter skills training at the post-primary level. By bridging the gap between Standards 3/4 and the end of primary school, the NEU aims to vastly increase the number of people able to assume useful productive roles in the rural economy and in future national reconstruction. Where adequate primary school facilities do not exist, the NEU also provides a means for some younger students to pursue their education with a view to later rejoining the formal system. While concentration at this stage is on basic English and mathematics, eventually the NEU plans to expand both upward and downward, to include beginning literacy and also instruction in subjects such as health care, agriculture, civic education, and vocational skills. In a further phase, more advanced English, math, and secondary school subjects may be added to the NEU programme.
The NEU is designed along lines developed by the International Extension College in London for maximizing the impact of very limited manpower resources and for bringing education to people who cannot be accommodated in formal school systems. Students are formed into learning groups, are provided with programmed instruction materials (workbooks, cassettes, simple math instrument sets), and are guided by a group leader who acts as their liaison with an itinerant supervisor/tutor who is not a qualified teacher (since all qualified teachers are needed in the formal system) but is a person with at least some minimal training (perhaps of several weeks duration) in programmed learning. Well prepared materials can enable students to assess their own progress, and minimize their dependence on formal teaching.

Since the dearth of qualified teachers and school facilities can be expected to continue for a long time after independence, the NEU anticipates transferring its operations eventually inside Namibia - a move much more feasible to contemplate than, for example, the relocation of the three SWAPO secondary schools.

Planning for the NEU began in 1978, but actual field operations did not start until late 1981. In the planning stages, pledges of aid totalling $490,000 were raised from the EEC and the Nordic countries. Denmark, Finland and Norway channelled their contributions through WUS-International. The International Extension College designed and published a set of programmed English and math materials tailored specifically to Namibian conditions, and SWAPO, UNIN, and the government of Zambia all participated in recruiting the Unit staff and setting up a management board to take responsibility for administration of NEU funds. CFTC, which has played a catalytic role since 1978, agreed to provide two experts to the staff. The management board, reflecting the broad range of participation in the Project, includes two representatives each from SWAPO, UNIN, and the Zambian Government, and one each from the UNCN and the Commonwealth Secretariat (CFTC). Cost estimates for the financial year 1982 are $470,000, a figure which reflects the high initial cost of equipment (printing press, vehicles, etc.).

Implementation of the first field operations has begun within the last year with an initial intake of 300 participants at Nyango camp in western Zambia and 1,500 in the Angolan camps. Twenty-five tutors have been trained, although delays in transport and communication have resulted in loss of some personnel and an unanticipated need to recruit replacements. Physical and technical obstacles to implementation have been formidable (see NEU's descriptions, Appendix III) but with some shifting back of the timetable, organization and supplying of study groups is now going forward. Standard tests have been administered to a pilot group of 300 refugees at Nyango, and will be administered again at later stages to evaluate student progress.

Even if the NEU never reaches the goals anticipated for its later phases of expansion (distance teaching at the secondary and technical/vocational level), it may still accomplish its more immediate goals (bridging the non-functional/functional language and numeracy gap) for thousands of Namibians. With only 10 per cent of Namibian Africans now functional in English - although English is the future national language of Namibia designated by SWAPO - the NEU will make a significant contribution to the spread of a common language and thus indirectly to a common national identity.

Moreover, looking beyond the situation of Namibia's refugees alone, if the NEU were to prove the practical possibility of serving refugee camps with distance teaching methods, the techniques developed by NEU might serve as a model for bringing educational services to transient refugee populations elsewhere.
Other Scholarship Programmes

The following organizations also offer scholarships to refugees in Africa, but their programmes were not surveyed for this study.

British Council: Sponsors and manages various British government financed scholarship programmes for African students, including refugees. No detailed data obtained, except that British Council regularly, since the late 1970s, has sponsored small groups of Namibians in Britain for adult education courses in English, Social Work and vocational skills. Valuable experience was gained from this programme in the first several years, with the result that expectations were modified and the courses redesigned to provide remedial work necessary to enable Namibians with weak educational foundations to benefit from the training offered.

Board of Missions of the Methodist Church (USA): Up to 1967, more than 150 southern African refugees received educational assistance, but no more recent data was obtained.

International Catholic Migration Commission: Presently assists only two refugee students (Namibian women/secretarial studies) but hopes to expand to aid twenty a year for short courses.

Misereor (West Germany): A German Catholic organization which has donated a small number of scholarships for refugees in Botswana and perhaps elsewhere.

Ecumenical Scholarships Programme of Diakonischeswerk (West Germany): A programme of the evangelical churches of Germany, it finances academic and professional training at the post-secondary level. Only considers applicants who already have placement. No data on scope of present refugee programme, but it is small.

Christian Aid (Britain): Affiliate of the British Council of Churches, it assists refugee students in Britain, but not on a large scale.

Norwegian Refugee Council: Contributes funds to education-related programmes in Africa and Norway.

Danish Refugee Council: Contributes funds to education-related programmes in Africa and Denmark. 88 Namibians with no previous formal education are currently training in Denmark in artisan skills.

In addition to the above, numerous scholarships for African refugees are financed by the specialized agencies of the United Nations, including ILO, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, UNICEF and UNIDO.

Conclusion

International concern for the victims of apartheid has led, over the past two decades, to the establishment of numerous programmes of assistance for refugee students from Namibia and South Africa. If and when political tensions in southern Africa over the next two decades lead to new large-scale refugee outfluxes, the experience and organization of the existing refugee aid programmes will provide a starting-point for coping with new crises. To better meet ongoing refugee needs and be prepared for the future, it is important that organizations already involved in educational assistance be in touch with one another on a regular basis. Co-ordinating
efforts like the ICARA meetings and, on a smaller scale, the meetings organized by the International Council of Voluntary Agencies in Geneva, are means to this end, as are the informal consultations among agency personnel in the front-line states. Every encouragement should be given to the process of communication and co-operation, both for the sake of short-term improvements in the services provided, but also to ensure that if and when major fund-raising efforts become necessary in the future, there will be co-operation rather than competition among the many agencies involved in refugee education.

At the present time, scholarship funds for southern African refugees at the post-secondary level are generally filling the existing need, although counselling services are not what they might be, and severe strains would no doubt arise if there should be a major new outflux of student refugees from South Africa. Greater efforts to train professional refugee counsellors are needed, as well as increased attention to the production and dissemination of written counselling materials.

The group in most education need at present are the Namibian exiles living in Angolan and Zambian camps, for whom opportunities are still meagre, in spite of the efforts of host governments and of the Namibian Extension Unit to introduce new programmes of basic education. More needs to be done to support these efforts.

Self-help among southern African exiles should be supported wherever it shows promise of leading to the self-sufficiency of refugee communities or the improved education of refugee students. The MNP and South African efforts at Mazimbu in Tanzania are fine examples of self-help, and outside assistance agencies should be doing more to help these programmes raise funds and recruit refugee graduates as teachers and administrators.

Although the world is still waking up to the immensity of the African refugee problem, world opinion has long been conscious of the southern African political 'time-bomb'. Cheerful press reports may inform us from time to time that 'solutions' are at hand for Namibia or South Africa, but the weight of historical experience suggests the opposite. There is a long haul ahead, and it would be realistic to proceed on the premise that the situation in southern Africa, including the refugee situation, will get worse, and perhaps far worse, before it gets better. The concern and the organizational resources to cope with refugee problems in southern Africa already exist. What is required is that existing aid programmes maintain and improve their level of support, increase their co-ordination, and look to the future to plan now for the crises that almost certainly lie ahead.
The Ministry of Education and Training

Technical Secondary Schools
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The Minister of Education and Training:

The Training:

1979 has not been recorded.

Examination Results for 1983 are not yet available in statistical form. In respect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Occupancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Occupational Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Paramedical Personnel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Blind Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Deaf Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Physical Handicapped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Mentally Handicapped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Psychiatrically Handicapped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Socially Handicapped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Special Educational Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Vocational Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Severe Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Moderate Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Mild Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Minimal Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with No Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Multiple Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Physical Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Mental Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Social Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Emotional Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Intellectual Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Vision Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Hearing Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Speech Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Motor Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Intellectual and Motor Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Intellectual and Speech Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Intellectual and Hearing Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School for Young Persons with Intellectual and Vision Handicaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1984

July - Dec.
Open our schools, ask Pta pupils

Students are the funeral of Atteridgeville pupil Emma Sathekge, who died on February 13 after a clash with police during the school boycott.

THE STUDENTS' representative councils of the six closed schools in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, have launched a petition calling on the Education and Training Minister to reopen their schools.

About 500 students who attended Cosas' Freedom Charter Day commemoration service in Atteridgeville on Tuesday have already signed the petition.

According to a spokesman for the SRCs, the next student mass meeting will be held next Wednesday, where more signatures will be collected.

The newly-formed Education Concern Committee in Atteridgeville and a local priest have also issued a special petition to be signed by local residents.

The ECC is made up of members of the local Atteridgeville/Saulsville Residents' Organisation and the Saulsville/Atteridgeville Youth Organisation.

An ECC spokesman said the petition will be launched this week.

Services held on Freedom Day throughout the country. See Page 8

CP Reporter

The two petitions stress the need for the school problems in Atteridgeville to be solved. They hope the petition will lead to the reopening of the schools.

The students hope to collect 6,000 signatures.

At the meeting, Cosas also slammed the Atteridgeville/Saulsville youth leadership clubs - pro-community council youth groups - and accused them of trying to sabotage the activities and unity of Cosas members.

Another service to commemorate the 29th anniversary of the Freedom Charter, organised by the Mamelodi Youth Organisation, will be held tomorrow at the Ikageng Church, C3 Mamelodi West, at 12am.
The Minister of Internal Affairs

光电文: 1964年4月25日

Surely, the光电文 is not legible enough for a natural text representation. It appears to be a document with printed text and symbols, possibly in a foreign language or a code that cannot be easily interpreted.
1987.

Section 2. The following conditions shall apply to the appointment of a person who shall be a teacher in the Department of Education and Vocational Training:

(a) The person shall be a citizen of the Republic of Ghana.
(b) The person shall be of good moral character and have a clean record.
(c) The person shall have received a qualification from an institution recognized by the Minister of Education and Vocational Training.

Section 3. A person who is appointed as a teacher under this section shall, before assuming the duties of the office, take an oath of allegiance to the Republic of Ghana and an oath to uphold the Constitution of the Republic of Ghana.

Section 4. A person who is appointed as a teacher shall be employed for a period of five years, and may be re-appointed for a further period of five years.

Section 5. A teacher who is appointed under this section shall be subject to the same discipline as other teachers appointed under Section 2 of this Law.

Section 6. The salary and other conditions of service of a teacher appointed under this section shall be determined by the Minister of Education and Vocational Training.

Section 7. The Minister of Education and Vocational Training may, in his discretion, appoint a person who is not a citizen of the Republic of Ghana, to be a teacher, if the Minister is satisfied that the person meets the conditions specified in this Law.

Section 8. Any person who, without the authority of the Minister, assumes the duties of a teacher, shall be guilty of an offense and liable to a fine not exceeding ten thousand cedis and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months.

Section 9. The provisions of this Law shall come into force on the day on which it is published in the Official Gazette.